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Abstract

The Education (Scotland) Act 1981 extended to parents the right to choose
a school for their child, subject to certain exclusions and restraints. This
thesis examines such parents' decisions from the perspective of Expectancy
Theory.

Three linked projects were carried out In Greenock and Edinburgh between
1982 and 1984. The first of these was a pilot study, which, although
limited In scope and scal^, clearly established the salience of the Issue
to parents. The second study was conducted by means of In-depth
Interviews with 45 parents within the catchment area of A ins lie Park High
School In Edinburgh. For the third study, 110 parents from this, and an
adjacent area, were studied using a mailed questionnaire. The three
studies, In combination, addressed the question of how, and why, parents
were exercising their new right.

Parental choice as envisaged by the Conservative government embodied
certain assumptions, principal among these being that parents' decisions
would be Informed and of sufficiently high quality to guide policy making
at local level. The research carried out In the three studies casts

considerable doubt on such assumptions.

While parents' decisions could be modelled successfully using Expectancy
Theory, its use was nevertheless shown to leave unanswered certain key
issues within the process of decision making. The final model proposed by
this thesis attempts to both model and describe the process by which
parents come to consider change, assess alternatives and subsequently make
their decisions. It does so using a synthesis of previously uncombined
theoretical perspectives.
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Introduction and Overview

This thesis sets out to explore one area of social policy, namely, the

right of parents to choose a school for their child. Such rights were

extended to parents In England under the terms of the Education Act

(1980>, and to those In Scotland one year later under Section 28 of the

Education (Scotland) Act (1981). The right to choose a school Is founded In

a number of assumptions both of political philosophy and the nature of

decision making. The aim of this research Is to examine how parents come

to exercise their rights and how, and why, they make the choices they do.

The findings will thus seek to Inform the debate about the role of lay

participation in educational policy making.

Since the central concern of the research Is decision making, it Is

appropriate that the theories and techniques used will be those of

psychology. Such an approach offers the best opportunity to understand

parents' perceptions of educational provision and their subsequent

decisions to either accept the default school or to request another.

This thesis will describe three interlinked projects undertaken between

1982 and 1984 In Greenock and Edinburgh. During this time the views of

around 200 parents were sought, either by means of face to face interview

or by mailed questionnaire, and thus a substantial body of Information was

available from which to make observations on the key question at issue,

namely : how, and why do parents choose schools.



Prior to the commencement of this research, only one small Investigation

Into parental choice had been undertaken. (Elliot et al, 1981.)

Subsequently, however, three Independent projects sought to study the

issue. These were conducted by researchers from the Universities of

Glasgow and Edinburgh, and the National Foundation for Educational

Research. The conclusions of the present research will draw on these

studies for corroboration.

To set the research In context, it Is Important to review the development

of the post-war Scottish educational system and the parallel movement

towards lay participation in policy Issues. Chapter 1 will examine these

issues In depth before reviewing the legislation and subsequent impact of

parental choice on Scottish education.

Similarly, the psychological context of the research needs to be firmly

established. Chapter 2 will examine the possible value of several

theoretical explanations with a view to establishing a rationale for the

use, throughout the research, of the Expectancy Theory of decision making.

A critical review of Expectancy Theory will pave the way for the

proposition of an experimental model in Chapter 3.

The exposition of the research methodology covering both theoretical and

practical issues will form the Introduction to the three experimental

chapters. The first will describe a small pilot study undertaken in

Greenock in 1982, whose aim was to establish the salience of the Issue of

parental choice and to inform and guide the subsequent main studies

undertaken In Edinburgh In 1984.



In discussion of the experimental data It will become clear that a new

model of parental choice Is required. The penultimate chapter will expound

this model In depth, the final chapter assesses the consequences of the

research for perceptions of the parental choice decision.



CHAPTER 1

Parental Choice : History and Implementation

The purpose of this research Is to examine the decisions made by parents

under rights granted to them by Section 28 of the Education (Scotland) Act

1981. As a prelude to examining the decisions themselves, however, It Is

necessary to review the relevant legislation, In order to set the choices

In context. In order to fully understand the parental choice provisions of

the Education (Scotland) Act 1981 It Is also Important to first offer a

brief review of the general development of education In Scotland after

1945, as this had a substantial bearing on the subsequent legislation.

The Post-War Structure of Scottish Secondary Education

in the Immediate post-war period, the Scottish Education Department was

faced with the problem of how best to structure Scottish secondary

education. Despite a recommendation from the Advisory Council on Education,

they chose not to Implement the "omnibus" school, which was essentially

analogous to the "comprehensive" finally adopted from 1966. Instead, they

recommended a bl-partlte system, feeling that the distinct needs of
%

academic and non-academic pupils would best be served In separate schools.

Thus children were selected at 12 to attend either Junior or senior

secondary schools, although not always named as such. Selection was

Increasingly by Intelligence testing, (Cray, McPherson and Raafe, 1983), and

this system worked relatively smoothly, there being few disputes.

- 1 -



Legislation was therefore never required to set a framework for

arbitration.

In cities, the bl-partlte system was coupled to the Idea of local schools,

and thus a discrete group of schools served each area. Pupils could thus

be allocated to one of two schools, the allocation decision being made by

academic selection. In rural areas of the highlands and borders only one

school - close to the "omnibus" model - generally operated given the

constraints of sparse population and geographical factors. Thus the idea of

"catchment areas" had existed In a limited form prior to 1966. (Primary

education had, for the most part, always been so organised).

The fullest expression of the catchment area system came with the

comprehensIvIsatIon of Scottish education In the wake of SED circular

600/1966 (the Scottish equivalent of DES Circular 10/65 In England)

recommending that all Scottish schools should be reorganised along

comprehensive lines. Implementation of this recommendation was total In

Scotland, few councils being politically unwilling and there being- little

resistance from Directors. (Adler and Petch, 1986). This situation was In

stark contrast to England where comprehens Iv Isat Ion was never totally

accepted, and, as will be described later, this led almost directly to the

development of Ideas of parental choice.

Thus the structure of Scottish education following local government

reorganisation (begun In 1975) was as follows. Schools were directly

controlled by the Regional and Island authorities ultimately responsible to

the Secretary of State for Scotland through the Scottish Education



Department. Primary schools, to which children were allocated by

geographical location took children between the ages of 5 and 12. At 12,

children progressed to their local comprehensive school, either by virtue

of their home address, or by their primary school attended (depending on

Region). Children would remain at secondary school until the age of 16.

While non-denom (national comprehensIves constitute the largest single type

of school in Scotland, Local Authorities are also responsible for

maintaining a variety of other establishments. The Catholic minority Is

served by a parallel denominational system. Similarly, children with

particular needs or problems are catered for In specialist schools.

Clasgow and Edinburgh have a strong private sector, some 19% of all

pupils In the latter being so educated. While the Conservative

government's Assisted Places scheme to some extent widened access to fee

paying schools, the two systems, state and private are best seen as

entirely separate.

The Scottish secondary system as It existed prior to 1981 was thus best

described as "local and vertical".

"Parental Choice" In Scotland before 1981

Even prior to the 1981 Act, the option of formalised choice had existed

for those with the means to afford It through the private education
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sector. Although access has been to an extent widened by the Assisted

Places Scheme, It still remained the province of the minority and, until

recently, was the only alternative within the taught system - the 1944

Education Act <1945 Education Scotland Act) gave parents the right to

educate their children at home If they could provide the necessary skill

and expertise.

The Education Act of 1944 In England and Its 1945 equivalent in Scotland

had nothing to say on the subject of parental choice. In a variety of court

cases, parents on both sides of the border tried to suggest that Section

76 <28 In Scotland) viz :

"(Education Authorities are> to have regard to the general
principle that, so far as Is compatible with the provision of
suitable Instruction and training and the avoidance of
unreasonable public expenditure, pupils are to be educated In
accordance with the wishes of their parents"

implied that the Education Authority had a duty to accede to their

requests. No court ever accepted this Interpretation (Hlmsworth, 1980) -

Lord Denning ruled that authorities were at liberty to have regard to

other considerations as well, (Watt vs Kesteven C.C., 1955), If they saw

fit, and his Interpretation was generally held to be correct.

Adler and Petch <1986) further contend that any suggestion that the 1944

Act granted parents "rights" to education would be alien to the spirit of

both the legislation and the times.

- 4 -
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Although parents had been given no "rights" to have their children

educated at the school of their choice, all Scottish Authorities accepted

that there would be anomalies and disputes and thus had established

guidelines on exceptional admission to schools. These worked well, and

prior to 1977 most of these requests were granted.

In Scotland at least there was little dissatisfaction with this policy,

since those parents unhappy at the allocated school could generally get

what they wanted by an exceptional admission. While some authorities'

practices were more or less strict, there was no evidence of popular

pressure to force government to consider legislation to change the

practice of exceptional admission. There was thus no desire for change

since, for the most part, It would have been entirely unnecessary.

(University of Glasgow, 1986).

Lothian Region and the End of Consensus

As described, this consensual attitude to exceptional admissions prevailed

In Scotland up to the end of the 1970s. However, faced with former senior

secondaries gaining pupils heavily at the expense of neighbouring former

junior secondaries, Lothian Region decided to act to protect these schools,

and, by extension, the catchment area system In Edinburgh. In effect, they

so tightened their exceptional admissions procedures as to make It very

difficult for parents' wishes to be met, generally only when a sibling had

attended the desired school.

- 5 -
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While parents had a right of appeal to the authority, If this was refused

they were faced with little alternative but to keep their children away

from school and wait for the Region to Institute attendance order

procedures against them In the hope that, should the case come to court,

the Sheriff would find in their favour, most notably In 1979 when a number

of parents withdrew their children from school In protest at being refused

access to Lelth Academy. A test case found In favour of of the parents and

all ten concerned were subsequently admitted to their chosen school.

Inevitably, this led to a large amount of (mostly) unfavourable publicity

for the Region and this tended to obscure the underlying Issues.

The nature of Edinburgh and Its schools had made such a confrontation

Inevitable. Always the most class and status conscious of cities, It was

(and Is) Important In certain circles to have attended the "right" school.

While this would generally refer to private schools, there was,

nevertheless, some form of "pecking order" among supposedly equal state

schools. Thus the Royal High School, a former fee paying boys' school of

high status and reputation, lately brought Into the state system, was

filled well beyond Its planned capacity (even allowing for the existence of

huts and other temporary structures) while several of Its neighbours were

operating far below complement. For Lothian Region, the problem was

exacerbated by the literate and vocal nature of the parents It sought to

exclude from popular schools, and It was thus Inevitable that a strong

lobby would reach Mr Alex Fletcher, Minister of State for Education In the

Conservative government (elected In May 1979), and, by coincidence, a local

M.P.

- 6 -
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Faced with this problem, Mr Fletcher had little po IK lea I alternative but to

exercise his powers and he "called In" the Lothian transfer arrangements In

August 1980. Lothian produced an alternative plan which did not meet with

the approval of the Minister, and he directed It to be revised to allow

essentially free access to schools with places. Although the Region

attempted to reverse this decision In Parliament, they failed, and the

revised scheme became "policy" for session 1981-1982. (Tweedle, 1986).

Thus although parents In Scotland had no "rights" enacted by legislation,

It was clear that Mr Fletcher had ensured that their wishes would be

acceded to In most, If not all, cases. However, despite the apparent

strength of this position, the Conservative government proceeded towards

formallsatlon through legislation. Before discussing this in detail, It Is

Important to review the political movement towards parental choice, a

specifically English development, but one which had considerable bearing on

the eventual shape of legislation In Scotland.

Political Pressure In England

It will be remembered that the position of parents In law In England and

Wales was Identical to that In Scotland - they had no right to choose a

school for their child and they had no right of appeal should they

disagree with a local authority decision. The disparate nature of the

English educational system - the coexistence of comprehens Ives and

- 7 -



grammar schools along with a variety of aided and maintained schools, the

plethora of examination bodies and the existence of the "governors" system

- was reflected In the lack of a concensus on exceptional admissions in

areas where selection did not operate (and between same type schools

where It did). (Stlllman and Maychell, 1986). By the middle of the 1970s,

more and more disputes had arisen (around 1000 per annum) but the DES was

unwilling to Interfere, considering that school choice was a local matter.

Tweed le (1986) notes that although disputes occasionally reached the

Minister, there was little move towards any legislation or Indeed policy

change, and summarises the situation viz :

parental choice of state school was primarily a local
Issue prior to 1974. There were many disputes between LEAs
and parents but almost all were resolved at a local level.
The Secretary of State and the DES Intervened In only a few
extreme cases. Finally, parental choice policy was not seen
as an Issue for national policy makers, but one Issue to be
resolved at local level. The sole exception was a short
lived Labour proposal In 1969 that generated little support,
even from parents' assoc Iat Ions.

(n.b. The Labour move was to Institute Independent appeals to tribunals to

decide disputes between parents and LEAs. A measure some way short of

full parental choice, It fell with the general election of 1970.)

Within the Conservative party, In opposition after the defeat In the

October 1974 election, a number of backbench MPs instituted a debate on

education policy, which was to run throughout the life of the Parliament.

With the appointment of Mr St John Stevas from among their number as

Education Spokesman the debate was formalised by the appointment of
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several committees charged with developing policy Initiatives. <Tweedle

1986).

The Labour government, In making clear statements favouring compulsory

comprehenslvisatlon, had prompted public concern over standards, both

transitional and longer term. More widely the "Black Paper on Education"

(IEA 1974) had made attacks on both standards and discipline. Against the

backdrop of these concerns, the Conservatives focussed on parental choice

as a means of both securing an Increase In standards and also some

measure of political advantage. (Tweedle 1986).

There were, however, differences within the party over how this could best

be achieved. Mr Rhodes Boyson le'd a group of MPs who followed Hayek and

Friedman In advocating vouchers. (Seldon, 1986).

Vouchers In Educat Ion

Reviewing this topic, Maynard <1975> noted eight distinct variants on the

Idea of educational vouchers, although only two have achieved prominence,

If not acceptance. Friedman <1955) first advocated that parents be given

vouchers to "spend" on education. His view, later fully developed by IEA

economists and educationalists (Seldon, 1986) proposed that an amount

equivalent to the full or substantial part cost of a state school place be

given to each parent to purchase education at any educational

establishment of their choice. In the case of private schools, any amount

of top up would be permitted. Maynard (1975) also notes that no

- 9 -
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restriction would be placed on school admission policies and thus parental

will could still be overruled by selection on class or educational grounds.

An alternative view Is offered by Jencks (1970). The only widespread

Implementation of a voucher Idea followed the CI Bill In USA (Baldwin,

1983). Returning servicemen were given credits to complete their education

at whichever level and In whichever way they chose. Jencks' voucher

represented a development of this liberal Idea. (Maynard 1975) His voucher

represented the full average cost of state education but, subject to means

test, may be supplemented by the authority for poorer parents. further

top up by parents would not be permitted.

Bosanquet (1983) noted that, while both labelled "vouchers", their

Implications for parents were rather different. Friedman's scheme clearly

favoured well-off parents who would gain from an end to what was

essentially double taxation. Jencks' however would cause an averaging out

of all spending, eroding any advantage to be gained by high Income

families. Although of course they would pay less, equally they may recleve

a different education from that available in a free market. Indeed, Jencks'

scheme owes little to free market economics at all. (Bosanquet 1983).

Only two Implementations of vouchers for parental choice have been

undertaken, one at Alum Rock In California, the other by Kent CC In

England. The former was variously Judged as a success (Bosanquet 1983) or

as a failure (Seldon, 1986). Certainly, schools were encouraged to seriously

question their provision of subject areas and, if necessary, diversify.

However, opposition from teaching unions Insulated the schools from market

-10-
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forces and thus made the situation artificial (Seldon 1986). Vouchers were

replaced by open enrolment In 1976. <Kent CC, 1978)

The Kent CC experiment was similarly Inconclusive. (Bosanquet, 1983). Faced

with problems from education professionals, provisioning of services and

burgeoning costs, the experiment was abandoned Initially In favour of

limited open enrolment. (Kent 1978). Stlllman and Maychell (1986) note that

"It Is difficult to Imagine a more expensive way of managing schools"

(p17).

Bosanquet (1983) contends that vouchers are unlikely to be adopted as

policy even by a Conservative government and there Is clear evidence from

the Education Reform Bill (1987) that this continues to be the case.

The 1974-1979 Parliament

The foundation for the Conservative sponsored parental choice measures of

1975-1979 was laid by Boyson and Cox <IEA, 1970). They proposed that there

was a ciear link between parental Involvement in education and standards.

Clven choice, parents would opt for good schools, and away from bad. This

simplistic assertion has driven much of the thinking on parental choice

since 1970. (see below).

The policy reviews within the Conservative party favoured non-voucher

parental choice, first formalised by the Education (Parents' Charter) Bill

In April 1975. Introduced by Mr Shelton (C. Streatham) the Bill proposed

that LEAs should give greater regard to parental wishes, set up appeal

- 11 -



committees and publish specific educational Information. Although couched

In terms of raising standards, neither the Bill Itself nor Mr Shelton's

contribution to the debate made any proposal as to how this was to be

attained. Mr St John Stevas, Shadow Secretary of State for Education chose

to develop a rights based approach In his contribution :

"This right Is fundamental to human nature.........It Is essential
to people's self respect"

Mr Armstrong, Under Secretary, reiterated the government's commitment to

comprehensive education as the best means of securing a varied choice for

parents.

While the Education Bill (1976) contained no parental choice provisions,

the Conservative opposition moved several amendments reiterating a number

of proposals previously contained In Mr Shelton's Bill. Tweedle (1986)

contends that the Conservatives were more Intent on stalling government

moves on comprehenslvlsatlon. However, this did not prevent lively debate

on standards, prompted by Dr Hampson who clearly delineated the "market

model" previously proposed by Boyson and Cox <op clt> as a means of

Improving standards. (Mr Boyson paradoxically had moved an amendment

calling for the Introduction of vouchers). He further outlined a proposal

to force comprehensive schools to offer differing curricula thus producing

market diversity. This, if viewed in Isolation, was a radical proposal.

However, his agenda became clear In further proposing that final

acceptance of pupils at each school would be at the discretion of

- 12 -



headteachers, on the basis of Interview and primary school records -

"selection" by another name. All of the Conservat Ive amendments were

defeated.

While this was the final Conservative sponsored move, the Labour Education

Bill of 1978 contained a proposal to force LEAs to accede to parents'

wishes except where a school would become under or over-subscribed. Appeal

to the Secretary of State was offered as a means of arbitration In cases

of dispute. The motives for the Labour Bill were complex, partly a reaction

to the increase In disputes over appeals, partly political opportunism but

mostly an attempt to protect neighbourhood schools In the face of falling

school rolls, by Introducing planned admission limits. The Conservatives

were quick to point out that parental choice and planned admission limits

were mutually exclusive. (Tweedte, 1986). Although the Bill fell with the

May 1979 election, paradoxically It formed the basis of the Bill introduced

by the new Conservative government, destined In large part to become the

Education Act 1980.

The Education Act 1980

Only brief mention need be made of the (English) Education Act 1980. The

Incoming Conservative government had repealed the "compreheslvlsatlon"

clauses of Labour's 1976 Act In the first year of office, leaving parental

choice one more year for Implementation. Rather than Institute a full

policy review, the Conservatives took the basis of Labour's 1978 proposals,

amending provisions on admissions limits and strengthening parents' rights

of appeal to an Independent tribunal. Apart from a requirement to publish
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examination results among other Information, the Act differed little from

the scope of Labour provisions which caused LEAs to have regard to the

wishes of parents wherever possible. (Tweedle !986>.

The Education (Scotland) Act 1981

Compared to political movements In England, parental choice In a Scottish

context had little precedent prior to 1978. Two Conservative party papers

published In 1978 attempted to develop an agenda for parental choice. The

second of these, by Mr Alex Fletcher (later Minister of State) and Mr john

MacKay, entitled "Scottish Education - Regaining a Lost Reputation"

proposed a clear model of choice In fact little different from the Labour

measure shortly to be proposed for England and Wales In allowing local

authorities to take Into consideration school capacities and the

"neighbourhood" element, obviously devices which would allow councils to

protect unpopular schools. There does not appear to have been any question

of the authors subscribing to the "market model" favoured by their English

counterparts. (University of Glasgow, 1986). In this document, and In early

statements following his appointment as Minister of State, Mr Fletcher

Indicated that parental choice should be allied to the development of

particular subjects within schools, thus giving parents a choice of

specialisation and ethos thus :

"If parents are to have a real choice, It will also be Important
that schools themselves should develop their own Individual
Identity and ethos - and perhaps their own traditions and
strengths In particular areas of the curriculum" <Speech to
SPTC, 10/79).

- 14-
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In March 1980 the SED Issued a consultative paper "Admission to School - A

Charter for Parents". The document proposed parental choice along the lines

of that about to be enacted In England and Wales. Although little time was

given for submissions, some 15 organisations Including local authorities

(COSLA), teachers' and parents' organisations, the Scottish Consumer Council

and the Church of Scotland produced detailed responses to the proposals.

(University of Clasgow, 1986). Most were (severely) critical of the

consultative paper - the teachers' unions were concerned that "ghetto

schools" would result and that staff morale would suffer, COSLA were

worried that the local authorities' ability to manage resources would be

compromised and that, In any case, the legislation was unnecessary. Of the

submissions, only the parents' organisations and the Scottish Consumer

Council were broadly In favour, and indeed the latter felt that several of

the provisions did not go far enough.

In the event, only one substantive change was made before the Introduction

of the Education (Scotland) Bill - that of a provision strengthening the

appeals procedure proposed by the SCC. At this stage COSLA adopted the

attitude that, since they could do little to prevent It, they should

cooperate and seek to minimise what they saw as the "damage". (University

of Clasgow, 1986). This cooperation was ended, however, when the

government moved an Important amendment at the third reading stage - well

beyond the point where lobbying would be possible. The move prevented

local authorities setting admission limits on schools. The government's

fear, (echoing that expressed by the SCO, was that local authorities would

set unrealistic admission limits through the device of restricting class

- 15 -
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slzes for popular schools, and thus seek to restrict entry In this way to

protect catchment areas and unpopular schools.

Thus, on 26th October 1981, the Education (Scotland) Act 1981 received the

Royal Assent - its provisions to take effect from March 1982, but In

reality, Immediately. Each authority was required to Implement a plan for

transfer at all stages and each did so - the transition was smooth and no

problems were apparent. Although the Act was clear, the SED also issued

some 20 pages of clarifying guidelines to Local Authorities. (SED, 1981).

Parental Choice Provisions of the Act

It Is worthwhile at this stage, and for reference, to quote the relevant

sections of the Act in full.

28A - (1> Where the parent of a child makes a written request
to an education authority to place his child In the school
specified In the request, being a school under their
management, It shall be the duty of the authority, subject to
subsections (2) and (3) below, to place the child accordingly.
Such a request so made Is referred to In this Act as a
"placing request" and the school specified In It as the
"specified school". (2) Where a placing request relates to two
or more schools under the managment of the education authority
to whom It was made, the duty Imposed by subsection (I) above
shall apply In relation to the first mentioned school, which
shall be treated for the purposes of this Act as the specified
school. (3> The duty Imposed by subsection (I) above does not
apply -

(a) If placing the child In the specified school would :

(f) make It necessary for the authority to take an additional
teacher Into employment
(If) give rise to significant expenditure on extending or
otherwise altering the accomodation or facilities provided In
connection with the school; or
(III) be seriously detrimental to the continuity of the child's
education; or

- 16-
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(YvJ be likely to be seriously detriments! to order and
discipline In the school or the educational well being of the
pupils there.

(b) If the education normally provided at the specified school
Is not suited to the age, ability or aptitude of the child;

<c> If the education authority has already required the child
to discontinue his attendance at the specified school;

(d) If, where the specified school Is a special school, the
child does not have the special educational needs requiring the
education or special facilities normally provided at that school;

(e) If the specified school Is a single sex school (within the
meaning given to that expression by Section 26 of the Sex
Discrimination Act 1975> and the child Is not of the sex

admitted or taken (under that section) to be admitted to the
school, but an education authority may place a child In the
specified school notwithstanding paragraphs (a) to (e) above.

The main effect of the provisions of the Act was to shift the balance of

power of the decision from the Local Authority to the parent. It was now

much more difficult for a Local Authority to refuse a request. The

exclusions under the Act were not strong - In times of falling school

rolls and given the existence of compulsory transfer of teachers, It Is

difficult, for example, to see how a refusal under the terms of Section

28(A) 3 (a)(I and ID) (relating to the need to employ additional teachers

or spend on facilities) would be admissable.

Another problem not ^envisaged by the legislators but encountered by at

least one authority, (Central Region), was parents using parental choice

provisions to remove children from special schools to return them to the

mainstream, it will be remembered that the Act only forbids movement In

the opposite direction. Conceivably, a refusal could have been made under

the terms of "education ... not suitable to the ... abilities of the child",
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but the authority chose not to do this - much to the chagrin of teachers

faced with the problem at the Intended school. (Personal communioation by

staff Involved).

While the exclusions listed In the Act are not stringent, one aspect of the

Act nevertheless has almost the force of a formal exclusion. If a parent

should make a placing request, the Local Authority has no obligation to

provide transport or pay Its cost, even In cases where the child would

normally have qualified for a free "pass". Clearly designed to prevent

additional expenditure, this regulation, however, has thrown up a number of

anomalies. For example, in one rural area of Strathclyde, all children would

normally qualify for a "pass". Those parents requesting an alternative

school In the local town were denied these, although the fare to each

school was, In fact, identical, and It was possible to travel on the same

bus service to either school (see Chapter 5.) It Is difficult to reconcile

this Issue on moral grounds given the stated aim of the legislation (In Mr

Fletcher's consultative paper) of opening avenues to "better" schools for

poorer parents. (SED, 1980).

Clven the duties of the authority to Inform parents of their rights (which

will be discussed more fully In the next section), a typical chronology of

the parental choice procedure would be as follows :

/. December - parents recetve a letter from their local
authority Informing them that their child has been allocated to
school X and reminding them that they have the right to choose
an alternative school. A form may be provided. Also, the local
authority should supply a copy of the relevant brochure and
remind parents that they may ask for brochures pertaining to
other schools.
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2. January - Typically the closing date for placing requests.

3. Februarv/March - Requests dealt with by the authority.

4. April - Parents must be Informed of the decision of the
authority and Informed of their right to appeal should they
disagree.

5. April onwards - Appeals procedure.

(Lothian Regional Arrangements, 1983-84. Those surveyed by University of

Glasgow, 1986, are essentially similar).

Information Provisions of the Act

The Act Imposes on Local Authorities the duty to make known to parents

both their rights and certain Items of Information. For reference, the

relevant sections are as follows :

28B - (l)Every education authority shall -

(a) publish or otherwise make available Information as to -

<l> their arrangements for the placing of children In schools
under their management;

(II) such matters as may be prescribed by regulations;

(III) such other matters as the authority consider necessary or
expedient for the purposes of their functions under this Act.

<b> where a child falls, In accordance with those arrangements, to
be placed In a school under their management -

(!) In a case where the authority propose to place the child In a
particular school, Inform his parent of the school; or

(It) In every case, subject to subsection (4-) below, Inform the
parent of the general effect of section 28A (1) and (2) of this
Act and of his right to make a placing request;
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(c> In making arrangements for the performance of their functions
under this Act, formulate guidelines to be followed by them as
respects placing In schools generally, or. If they think It
necessary, In any particular school In the event of there being
more placing requests made In respect of certain schools or, as
the case may be, that school, or In respect of any stage or stages
of school education provided there are places available;

<d> on a request to that effect made to them at any time by a
parent of a child, supply the parent with any prescribed or
determined Information about any school under their management;

In paragraph <d) above, "prescribed or determined Information"
means Information prescribed or determined under subsection 3<c>
below.

(2) An education authority shall, In performance of the duties
Imposed on them by subsection (I) above, comply with any
regulations made under subsection (3) below.

(3) The Secretary of State may by regulation prescribe or make
provision for the determining of -

<a> the procedures In accordance with which education authorities
are to perform the <kjtfes Imposed upon them by subsection (!)
above and when they are to do so;

<b> how education authorities are to go about publishing or
otherwise making available Information under subsection <1> above
or Informing parents under that subsection;

(c) the kind of In format Ion which Is to be so published or which
Is to comprise the Information so made available or supplied to
parents.

(4) The duty Imposed by subsection <1)(b)(fi) above arises only
when the existence of the child and the fact that he falls to be

placed In a school under their management are known to the
authority.

The sections are largely self explanatory, ensuring that parents were

Informed of their rights and given Information relating to the procedure to

be operated In relation to placing requests. The Act gives the Secretary of

State the power to dictate the sorts of Information to be made available and
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In fact this was done In the regulations which were sent to local

authorities. (SED Circular 1048) The majority of the demands are simple and

non-controversial, relating largely to addresses, contacts, pastoral care,

courses generally available and so on. Schools were also Instructed to make

a statement on their alms and policies, presumably to allow parents to

choose or reject those which conformed or otherwise to their Ideal. More

controversially, however, later regulations stipulated that schools must

publish examination results. This demand Is not surprising given the alms of

the legislation, but opinion was divided as to the merits of the move. The

EIS, In their submission to the consultative paper expressed grave doubts

over parents' abilities to comprehend fully the meaning of the results and

noted that, In their opinion, school was about much more' than exam results

(University of Glasgow, 1986). They also pointed out that there were many

ways In which the tables could be presented, so making comparisons

Impossible. This opposition notwithstanding, schools now have a duty to

publish results, and Appendix 1 contains a brief examination of 13 Lothian

Region school brochures.

Take up of Parental Choice

The data In this section relate to the period In general up to 1984/85 when

the final part of the research was undertaken.

Prior to the implementation of the 1981 Act, the general feeling was that

the measures would only affect the middle classes and take up would be

limited. (See e.g. University of Glasgow, 1986; Tweedle, 1986). By session



1984/85, the number of placing requests relating to Scottish schools at all

stages had reached 20,795 - hardly limited In scale. At transfer between

primary and secondary schools some one In twelve of all children In schools

were placed In a school other than their catchment area. (At primary entry

the numbers were broadly similar).

Table 1.1 Placing Requests

SessI on Pr Irnary Secondary Total
1982/83 5746 4710 10 456
1983/84 9702 7433 17 135
1984/85 11785 8762 20 547

(Source : SED Statistical Bulletin, May 1985)

It Is clear from Table 1.1 that numbers of requests had doubled In the first

three years of Implementation (those covered by this research). By 1985, the

figure of 20 547 represented only 27. of all school pupils indicating that

choice was exercised by only a small minority of parents. (University of

Glasgow, 1986). In 1983/84, at primary stage, only 50% of requests related to

initial entry (I.e. PI), although this figure rose to over 607. for SI

admission requests. (SED, 1984). A year later, these proportions had risen to

55% and 68% respectively. If only those children entering PI and SI are

considered, around 87. of movements were as a consequence of a placing

request. (SED, 1985).

These national figures were of course depressed by the existence of areas

where there Is no viable choice - the Highlands, parts of Strathclyde and the

Borders for example - and It Is Interesting to examine the figures for urban
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areas. At SI, for example, Tayslde Region as a whole reached 13.3% of

children making requests, while In the Dundee division, this figure was no

less than 19.8%. Similarly in Lothian, the overall figure of 11.8% masked an

Edinburgh level of 20.5% (this had actually declined from the 1983/84 figure

of 22.5%). Thus In certain areas, around one in five of all transfers were

the subject of a placing request.

There Is no evidence that parents of any one class or social group were

predominant In making requests. (University of Glasgow, 1986; Adler and

Petch, 1986). Both studies found that requests had been made by parents

across the entire social class spectrum. Neither, In fact, found any means of

differentiating among groups who made or did not make placing requests.

(Adler and Petch, 1986, however, make the observation that while this Is true

overall, local patterns may exist).

A full analysis of placing requests in the study areas will form a part of

Chapter 4.

By 1985, over 48000 placing requests (excluding underage admissions) had

been made. (SED 1986) The philosophy of the legislation made certain

assumptions about parental choice. Principal among these was that parental

choice was an Informed, rational reaction to concern about standards of

education and that local policy could (and should) be made on the basis of

parental choice. (Tweedle, 1986). In enacting legislation, the parliamentary

process does not require that It be shown to be well founded, merely that it

receives the assent of a majority of Members of Parliament. Part of the

role of social policy research Is to seek to Inform the monitoring of



legislation and to attempt to assess Its worth. In order to perform such a

task for the Education (Scotland) Act 1981, It Is clearly essential to

examine the decisions made by parents.

The focus of the present research Is thus to examine why parents choose to

make such placing requests, to determine which factors motivate them In

deciding which school to select among the possible range of choices, and

ultimately to discover how best to model these decisions. The next chapter

will, In reviewing the literature of decision making from a psychological

perspective, develop a rationale for the research models employed.
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CHAPTER 2

Dec la ton Maktnf

Overv lew

This research was derived from a linked award made by the Social Science

Research Council In 1981 to Michael Adler and David Nelson. The terms of the

grant award called for a continuation of work In the area of Expectancy

Theory carried out by Dr Scott Kerr between 1977 and 1982. (Kerr 1982) In

studying the Individual choice decisions made by old people whether to apply

for supplementary pensions Kerr proposed that a single stage model of choice

was Inapproprlate. The present research was set up to attempt to examine the

wider relevance of the sort of model proposed by Kerr. A number of study

areas were Investigated - among them the take up of other state benefits

and the decision whether to consult a Ceneral Practitioner. The present

study area, Parental Choice seemed to offer an area of particular topical

Interest coupled with a high face validity In terms of easy transfer of the

bases of the model.

The necessity to adopt a specific paradigm, In this case expectancy theory,

leaves the research open to criticism on the grounds that It does not

address the topic using the best theory. The counter argument, that the

research area, In this case parental choice, Is merely the means to the end

of replication Is flawed In that It leaves many opportunities unexplored In
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terms of advancing the understanding of the decision rather than merely the

theory. The present research represents an attempt to take the middle

ground. On one hand, It was attempted to discover whether Kerr's model was

indeed transferable to another area of social policy for which It appeared to

have a high face validity. On the other, this research was not seen merely as

replication. Kerr had offered a means to an end. While using expectancy

theory as a starting point, the research was committed to attempting to

provide a psychological theory of parental choice which would best explain

the phenomenon, If necessary at the expense of predictive "power". These

comments notwithstanding, It must be accepted that the final decision

represented a compromise between the competing demands of the funding on

one hand and the optimal exploration of the topic on the other.

Intrpdwttcn

That there Is no one best means to study parental choice Is clearly evinced

by the fact that this, and the three parallel projects briefly outlined In the

Introduction, chose to take different approaches to the Issue. I he present

research used the theories and techniques of psychology, which were

appropriate here, since the main consideration of this particular study was

the nature of the decision Itself, not the effects of such decisions on the

educational system, (the Issue common to the other projects).

This chapter will therefore present an overview of a number of decision

theories which In their turn Influenced and shaped Expectancy Theory. The

theory Itself will be examined In some depth, and subsequently, a number of

alternative strategies for decision making will be reviewed.
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Decision Theories

There Is nothing mystical about the action of making a decision whether It

be of great Importance or of little consequence. Decisions can be

straightforward or complex, and this need not be directly related to their

importance, since often crucial decisions can be simple. People make decisions

In a variety of ways and may, In reporting their actions, give accounts

relying on factors apparently "trivial" and "Irrational" to an observer.

However, each decision Is likely to be Internally consistent and there are

few occasions where a random choice of any level of importance Is made.

An example of a complex decision can be found in the Bible. According to

Cenesis 23, Abraham was instructed by Cod to kill his son Isaac as a

sacrifice. Clearly Abraham was faced with a choice. On the one hand he had

the love for his son, on the other his love for, and duty and devotion

towards Cod, and, It is likely, fear for his life should he fail to obey.

Using some evaluative criterion or criteria he made the decision to

sacrifice. He was, of course, unaware that Cod was merely "testing" his faith

and thus he cannot have expected to be reprieved as he was, and given a ram

to sacrifice Instead. Clearly not everyone would have arrived at the same

decision - different people would have assessed the consequences of the two

possible courses of action In different ways. Clearly the decision could have

been "analysed" In terms of many different theoretical perspectives.

Mao Tsetung <1936) comments on the process of making a decision, offering a

rigorous prescription for success thus :
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"A Commander's correct dispositions stem from his correct
decisions, his correct decisions stem from his correct Judgements,
and his correct Judgements stem from a thorough and necessary
reconnaissance and from pondering on and piecing together the
data of various kinds gathered through reconnaissance. He applies
all possible and necessary methods of reconnaissance, and ponders
on the Information gathered about the enemy's situation,
discarding the dross and selecting the essential, eliminating the
false and retaining the true, proceeding from the one to the other
and from the outside to the Inside; then, he takes the conditions
on his own side Into account, arid makes a study of both sides and
their Interrelations, thereby forming his Judgements, making up his
mind and working out his plans. Such Is the complete process of
knowing a situation which a military man goes through before he
formulates a strategic plan, a campaign plan or a battle plan."

Mao's prescription is In many ways the antithesis of the practice of Creek

and Roman armies of consulting oracles but It Is a matter for conjecture

which, given the differing contexts, produced the more effective decisions.

Modern science has produced a vast array of behavioural theories to account

for decision making, and In the next section the history of this analysis

will be examined with brief reference to several modern theoretical

standpoints.

Towards Modern Decision Theory

The roots of modern decision analysis lie within the philosophy of

utilitarianism. Although more a prescription of behaviour than an attributing

theory, utilitarianism sought to explain why a particular course of action

should be adopted given the existence of a set of specific circumstances.

Slmpllstlcally, utilitarianism proposed that Individuals and by extension

states should do that which maximised pleasure (In a general sense) and
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minimised pain. (This Is somewhat complicated by the need to ensure that on

the one hand pain Is not caused for someone else, while still seeking to

maximise the greatest good for the greatest number). (Mill, 1962).

Utilitarianism provided psychological concepts which survive In various

branches of theory to the present. Firstly the notion of utility Itself, which

will be defined more fully later, and secondly the Idea that maximisation of

utility was a desirable goal. This idea pervades most of the mathematically

based behavioural models, particularly Subjective Expected Utility Theory

(SEU), and Its close relation, Expectancy Valence Theory <EV> (both of which

will be discussed In detail below).

The capitalistic desire to Increase workers' output while minimising fixed

costs stimulated much (particularly) American research In the first half of

the 20th century. F.W.Taylor's celebrated (although today rather

unfashionable) experiments In the philosophy of "scientific management", and

Elton Mayo's social psychological engineering at Hawthorne between 1924 and

1932 are two such examples. (Graham, 1974). Mayo's experiments were

concerned at least Initially with the effects of varying external factors In

the workplace In order to maximise the "happiness" of the workers since he

felt that only happy workers were productive workers, and happy workers

caused fewer avoidable fixed costs In, for example, absenteeism. Ultimately

however, it was conceded that little extra was gained from happiness per se,

and that much of the variance in each of the trials could be ascribed to a

simple form of experimenter effect coupled to the phenomeonon of the act of

Instigating continual changes Itself producing different levels of output.

(Rothllesberger and Dickson, 1939). Nevertheless, the Hawthorne "effect" was

to lead to a movement providing (however selfishly) better working
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environments. While the behavioural theories of Mill and Freud (for example)

had little practical effect, the theories of both Mayo and Taylor had In turn

a tangible effect on the management philosophies of a generation of American

businesses and thus their workers.

The work oriented trend reached its height with two examples of "need"

theory, both of which are regularly represented In Personnel Management

textbooks to this day (see for example Graham, 1974). Mas low (1943) proposed

that each Individual had a well established series of needs - a "hierarchy" -

a) basic physiological needs such as hunger and sleep; b) security needs like

warmth and shelter; c) belonging or affection needs; d) ego or esteem needs

and e) self-actuallsatlon needs - the need to "be all you can be". Maslow's

own work Is, even by his own admission, full of exceptions and

contradictions, but has nevertheless Influenced a generation of managers

(Landy and Trumbo, 1980). Similarly, Herzberg's "Two Factor Theory" had great

Influence, yet was never satisfactorily tested, and Is not taken seriously

today, at least by academics If not always by managers (Locke and Henne,

1986). MacGregor's "theory x" and "theory y" are an example of a synthesis of

the lineages of Taylor and Mas low which still guide much management

thinking. (MacGregor, 1960; Graham, 1974.)

A parallel view was offered by the behaviourist movement In America In the

1920s and 1930s. They viewed decision making rather differently from the

Freudians, In asserting that decisions should be viewed as discrete events,

Isolated from other occurrences and as the product of stimuli and

behaviours. This philosophy could be viewed as an example of an Information
*

processing type of approach, more recently facilitated by the development of
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computer technology. Also, the notion that such a "black box" constitutes an

acceptable description of the principal component of a decision process Is

still very much held by proponents of mathematically based utility theories.

Tolman <1932) suggested (In essence) that people (and animals) learn to do

those things which they perceive as leading to (highly) valued outcomes.

Modern expectancy theory follows directly from Tolman and the behaviourist

movement, indeed It was Lew In (1935) who first defined the central concept

of valence - the basis of expectancy theory.

These are only a few examples of the kinds of theory historically proposed

to account for behaviour. Each of these theories represents something of the

lineage towards mathematically based utility theories either In their

Individual elements or In the purpose to which they were put. Utility theory

has, In Its various forms, been perhaps the most pervasive of all capitalist

theories of behaviour, certainly In academic circles, If less so in front-line

personnel management. In the following section utility theories will be

examined In depth.

Utility Theories

It Is surely a comment on Western society that the most fertile ground for

the production of academic theories of motivation Is the Industrial

workplace. (For an extensive review see Campbell and Prltchard, In Dunnette,

1976). Thus, SEU and EV have been used In attempts to for example Improve

output, reduce absence as well as simply to explain action. SEU will be

examined first, and later, more fully, EV.
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SEU theory had been suggested In parts and different combinations for some

years prior to 1954, when Edwards brought them together In perhaps the first

formal statement of the theory. (Edwards, 1954, 1964>. An Individual Is faced

with a decision : each action he can take has a consequence or consequences,

each of which Is desirable to a greater or lesser extent. Similarly, each

consequence has a greater or lesser chance of coming to pass. Flschoff,

Goitetn and Shaplra (1982) offer a procedure thus :

List a/I feasible courses of action. For each action, enumerate all
possible consequences, assess the attractiveness or aversIveness
of Its occurrence, as well as the probability that It will be
Incurred should the action be taken. Compute the expected worth of
each consequence by multiplying Its worth by the probability of
Its occurrence. The expected worth of the action Is the sum of
the expected worth of all possible consequences. Once the
calculations are completed, choose the action with the greatest
expected worth.

More formally, the desirability of a consequence Is its utility and the

likelihood of Its occurrence, Its expectation. Two points will be apparent

from the quote. Firstly, SEU Is essentially mathematical and rational, and

secondly It demands maximisation.

The use of assessed probabilities has proved to be a problem for SEU

because of Its emphasis on "correct" usage of the concept. Tversky and

Kahneman (1974) note that, even where people use probability In their

decision making, they are likely to do so In terms alien to the probability

theorist. They note that people are likely to use simple heuristics like

"availability" or "representativeness" to make apparently probabilistic

judgements. Various researchers have uncovered biases In the assessment of

probabilities (Llchtensteln, Flschoff and Phillips, 1977; Fischoff, Slovlc and
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Llchtensteln, 1977; Wyer 1974; Kahneman and Tversky, 1973; Slovlc, Flschoff

and Llchtensteln, 1976). OeLeo and Prltchard (1974) found test-retest

reliabilities of as little as .52 - .56 on verbal assessments.

While there Is no doubt that SEU Is successful tn accurately predicting

decisions over a wide spectrum of areas and situations, there are many

drawbacks and objections to Its use. Since these are, for the most part, the

same as those for EV, these will be dealt with In the section below.

Expectancy Theory

In many respects, expectancy theory Is similar to SEU, If less rigorously

mathematical. Vroom's seminal work, "Work and Motivation" (1964) was, like

Edwards' to SEU, more a drawing together of previously disparate ideas than

actually breaking new ground.

"Work and Motivation" (1964) contains two models for the Interaction of

variables with the goal of predicting firstly choice and secondly levels of

effort, and thus "motivation". As described, the components of Vroom's theory

were not In themselves new, although his combination of them provided the

originality of his model.

In these models there are three essential components. The first of these Is

the notion of "valence". For this concept Vroom developed the definition of

Lew In of some 30 years previously, namely a positive or negative affect

towards a particular future consequence of an action. From this definition It
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may be clear that Vroom saw a valence as a subjective perception. Thus, for

Vroom, the experienced affect which accrues from the outcome when It has

been achieved Is described as "value", in talking of expectancy research

therefore, It Is Important to distinguish between the two concepts.

Outcomes themselves can be split Into two levels. A second order outcome Is

one which may follow from the attainment of a first order outcome. For the

most part, as we shall see, Vroom deals with the latter. Thus, to give an

example, for a schoolpupfl the first order outcome of "hlghers" may lead to

the second order outcome of a "university place". A first order outcome may

thus be Instrumental In attaining a second order outcome. This provides the

second of Vroom's components, namely Instrumentality. Landy and Trumbo

(1980) characterise an Instrumentality as the answer to the question "what's

In It for me?" <p334)

An Instrumentality Is best thought of as a correlation between two events

describing the strength of the probability that one will lead to the other.

The third of Vroom's concepts Is "expectancy". This Is defined as the

subjective probability that an action will lead to an outcome. In terms of

the example quoted above, expectancy would be the subjective assessment of

the probability that a given level of effort would result In the passing of

the requisite number of hlghers.

Vroom's Models

The first of Vroom's models Is the "valence" model. It concerns the

estimation of the valence of the first order outcome. It Is clear that first



order outcomes need not be highly valued In themselves but may merely be

seen as valuable In attaining better things. Thus to attach a simple one-
i

dimensional estbnate of valence would be meaningless In a number of

situations. To account for this, Vroom suggested that a correct estimate of

the valence should be the result of the Interaction between the valence of

the second outcome and the perceived Instrumentality relationship between

the two levels of outcome. Mathematically, Vroom sees this as the sum of the

products of the valences of the second order outcomes multiplied by their

Instrumentalities, thus:

V , = f I t (V* IJK>1
k-1

Vj Is the first order outcome
Vk Is all the second order outcomes
lj„ Is the Instrumentality relationship

That something be valued Is not, according to Vroom, enough In Itself to

dispose someone to act. He suggests that an "expectancy" component Is

therefore necessary. To accomodate this, Vroom has proposed a force model.

Thus the "force" on someone to act Is a function of both "valence" as

defined In the first model, and "expectancy" thus:

F , = f"l [ < EtJ Vj>3
j-t

F, Is the force to perform act I
E,, Is the expectancy that I leads to J
Vj Is the valence of outcome J
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Essentially this means that the chosen action Is the one where the "force" Is

maximised, the chosen level of effort the maximum product of VIE.

Mod If Icat Ions

Vroom perceived his models as a starting point for research, and In this he

was correct, since, as reviews such as Mitchell <1974>, and Campbell and

Prltchard (1976) show, many studies have taken the basic EV formulation and

developed upon It. Three such studies relevant to the current research will

be briefly outlined.

While Porter and Lawler (1968) abandon the terminology used by Vroom, their

constructs are broadly similar. Rewards to Porter and Lawler are essentially

the same as outcomes to Vroom, and perceived reward is similar to the

valence (Campbell and Prltchard, 1976). Porter and Lawler see the level of

effort that the Individual will expend as being a function of the perceived

value of reward and the effort - reward probability. This second concept Is

a two stage function depending on perceptions of the effort - performance,

and the performance - reward relationships.

The major modification proposed by Porter and Lawler was their incorporation

of the notion of a feedback loop Into the basic model. They proposed two

such loops. The first dealt with the perception of the effort - reward

relationship. Clearly, this perception will change over time In the light of

the actual management of reward, both by the Individual, and by the

organisation. The second loop concerns the perceived equity of the reward

gained. If the obtained reward does not match the Individual's perception of
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the deserved level of reward then clearly his perception of those elements

which Involve reward will radically alter.

These feedback loops formalise a proposition by Vroom that experience Is

Important as a determinant of the levels of perceived valence and

Instrumentality. A third loop has been proposed by Lawler (1971, 1973) to

deal with the effect of failure or success on self-esteem and the

corresponding re-estImatIon of the expectancy likely as a result. Lawler

(1971) also perceived a two stage effort-performance and performance-reward

relationship. Although not explanations as to the derivation of perceptions,

these loops are an attempt to account for the ways they may alter over time.

As such, they advance the basic theory.

The second modification Is that of Her riot, (Herrlot and Ecob, 1979). Herrlot

offers two extensions to the basic theory. The first Is the proposition that

different models may predict best In different situations. In a study of job

preference among engineering students, Herrlot compared eight Increasingly

complex models based on an EV formulation. None of the eight proved to be an

Ideal predictor for all the outcomes, suggesting that the search for the

single best predictive model, even In an area as narrow as engineering Job

preference, Is futile.

Herrlot further suggests that the traditional maximisation of products

method Is poor. He suggests that products ought to be considered before

summation and compared on their ability to differentiate between

alternatives. Thus, If all alternatives rate equally on an outcome, that

outcome should be discarded, since It does not aid In differentiation. This
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would greatly simplify the decision process. As will become clear later, this

method Is at the root of various heuristics or non-optimal decision

strategies.

The final modification which will be considered here Is that of Kerr (1982).

Working in the area of take-up of benefit among pensioners, Kerr proposed a

two stage model of claiming. Clearly prediction would be enhanced If those

for whom the Issue was not salient could be, In some way, excluded from the

calculation. The traditional method of doing this would be to use moderator

variables retrospectively. Kerr, however, adopted a "threshold" approach. He

proposed that It would be possible to Identify those people who would not

consider claiming by assessing their position relative to various criteria

labelled "thresholds". These thresholds Included for example, perceived need

and perceived elegibility. If, for example, a pensioner perceived that he or

she was somehow Ineligible to claim an allowance, or If he or she felt that

there was no need for such money, he or she would thus "fall to attain" the

threshold and It would thus be predicted that he or she would not apply for

the benefit. This represents a significant advance on the basic EV

formulation.

This notion worked well In Kerr's experimental situation giving significantly

improved rates of predictive success. It also had the effect of Improving the

explanatory powers of the model since an explanation of <at least) non take

up could be offered. Most EV formulations do not seek to explain anything of

the process. While none of Kerr's thresholds are directly transferable to the

context of educational choice, the general concept Is of value, and will

therefore be Included In the study.
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Some Problems With EV

in this section, two of the major problem areas of EV theory will be

examined. Firstly, the difficulties encountered with the methodology of EV In,

for example, across-subject and within-subject designs, and In the actual

measurement of the constructs, and secondly the more fundamental objections

to the axioms of the theory. The last part of the section will attempt to

assess the current status of EV theory.

Within and Across-Sublects Designs

Vroom's Initial conceptualisation of the nature of the theory was

unequivocally of a wlthln-subjects design. Despite this, Mitchell <197*>

reported that not a single study to that date had used a proper wlthln-

subjects design. Eight years later, however, he was able to report that the

situation had Improved to the extent of a few, but still a minority of

methodologically pure studies. (Mitchell, 1982). In general, these studies had
\

produced significantly higher correlations than across-subjects techniques.

For example, Muchinsky (1977), In a direct comparison, found a wlthln-

subjects correlation of .57 but an across-sub Jects correlation of only .31 In

predicting effort In an academic task.

The two designs ask fundamentally different questions of the theory. An

across-sub jects design asks which dimensions correlate with the criterion

variable, while the wlthln-subjects design Is Implicitly a test of the theory,

asking If the constructs so combined predict the criterion variable. The two

designs also embody different assumptions about the nature of the
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constructs. Clearly a demand of across-subJects designs Is that the rated

constructs have shared meaning. It Is all too apparent that error variance

will escalate at an alarming rate if this demand Is not met In full. It Is,

however, difficult to guarantee In practice. Wlthln-subjects techniques

embody no such problem, since there Is no need for any construct to mean

anything other than Its meaning to a specific individual. This allows for

both Individualistic and weak conceptualisations. Even in wlthln-subjects

designs, however, It Is Important that the nature of the meaning of

Instrumentality and so on are clearly understood, but this Is a problem with

almost any type of theory under test.

Mitchell (1982) notes In summation that the nearer a model and design

approach the theoretical formulation of Vroom, the higher the accuracy In

prediction. He goes as far as to say that across-subJects designs are a

"misrepresentation of the theory". (Page 305)

Measurement

Behllng and Starke (1973) have contested that since EV Is essentially similar

to SEU It ought to be more rigorously mathematical. The essential problem

with such an approach would be that human beings are Intensively subjective

In their assessment of probability, and thus the goal of "objective"

measurement Is likely to remain unfulfilled, remaining a tool of theorists

and planners. There are Issues on which EV researchers appear cavalier In

their treatment. One such problem for example Is transitivity. Essentially,

this means that "If A > B and B > C then A > C". If A Is not greater than C
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then clearly any ordering of outcomes Is Invalidated. Both Tversky <1969) and

Zagorsk I (1975) have constructed situations where people are not transitive

In their ordering of choices. A related problem Is that of the subjective

probabilities of compound events being greater than the sum of the parts,

(see Slovlc, Flschoff and Llchtenstein, 1976).

The whole problem of probability permeates such research.- With so much of

the nature of EV being bound by the reliability of subjective probability

estimates, It Is perhaps surprising that so little attention has been paid to

the problem.

Schmidt <1973) notes that a ratio scaling should be essential If the

components are to be subsequently multiplied. He suggests that a tightening

of this procedure would lead to an Improvement In results. Few researchers

since, however, seem to have considered the practical difficulties of such a

course of action worthwhile. A similar sort of problem Is the possibility

that E, V and I may not be Independent. For the summed products approach to

make any sense, It is Important that the intercorrelatlon of the constructs

Is as low as possible, although It Is difficult to see how this would be

possible In such a narrow area as human perception of events. It seems

highly unlikely that this goal would be approached, and Indeed Cavln <1970)

reports a correlation of no less than .91 between certain measures of

Instrumentality and valence, although this may be extreme. Studies comparing

the relative predictive powers of the elements of EV tend to support this

notion, since a multiplicative formulation rarely gives a significantly higher

correlation than that of any of the parts. Schmidt and Son <1981) for

example went further In noting that a simple summation of the
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Instrumentalities predicted as well as the rigorous maximisation of some

products of I and V. Arnold, (1981) however, found support for a

multiplicative formulation, while Stahl and Harrell (1981) seemed to support

both the summation of I + V and I x V, a point noted by Mitchell In reviews

<1974, 1982). He suggests that :

...at the moment we ere left with the somewhat vague conclusion
that, although Es, Is and Vs are related to a variety of

attitudes and behaviours, their rules of combination require
further clarification. (Mitchell, 1982)

Other possible methodological problems Include, for example, whether to treat

valence as anticipated satisfaction or simply importance. Strictly speaking It

should be the former, but It Is likely that subjects tend to view It as the

latter. Pecotlch and Churchill (1981), however, In a study of salesmen, report

that. In fact, this makes little practical difference.

Leon <1981) notes that subjects find difficulty with the notion of a negative

valence. While happy to treat positive valences as a scale, they regard

negatively valent outcomes as "all or nothing" events, with no scaling or

graduation, llgen et al <1981) compared a variety of types of measure of V

and I but did not find overwhelming support for any one type over the

others.

As well as methodological problems, there are a number of serious conceptual

problems with the theory, several of which will be dealt with In the next

section.
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Model t Process?

One of the most fundamental objections to EV and SEU Is that neither

decision model gives much Insight Into the decision process. Utility models

treat decisions as essentially a series of Inputs and outputs - essentially a

"black box". Simon <1983) states that :

the SEU model finesses completely the origins of the values that
enter Into the utility function; they are simply there, already
organised to express consistent preferences among all alternative
futures which may be presented for choice. The SEU mode/ finesses
Just as completely the process for ascertaining the facts of the
present and future states of the world. At best the model tells
us how to reason about facts and value premises; It says nothing
about where they come from.

The same holds equally true for EV.

To be fair, It Is doubtful whether any proponent of the theory would hold

that the model does fully describe and explain the process Involved In

reaching the decision. Whether this Is unsatisfactory depends to a great

extent on the purpose of the formulation. If the goal of the research Is to

predict behaviour or Intent, then EV can be successful, and sufficient. It can

provide a clear prediction given a series of specific Inputs and mathematical

transformations, but Its explanatory power seems limited. The Imposition of

predefined variables loses much Information on the variety of highly valued

outcomes, since In any practical sense It is impossible to generate all

outcomes relevant to all participants In a study. Similarly, the Imposition of
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maximising of utility presupposes that this In fact takes place. This seems

little more valid than attempts to "fit" all behaviours social and economic

to a, for example, utilitarian or Marxist explanation. A further example

would perhaps be in the field of personality assessment when rigorous

conceptualisations of extravers Ion and Introversion (Eysenck, 1970) mask much

of the range of motivational explanation.

If explanation Is required, then EV may be considered Inapproprlate, and

something more Is required. Kerr's threshold approach (Kerr 1982) goes some

way towards meeting this objection. As noted above, Kerr used certain

criteria to "exclude" pensioners for whom there would be no likelihood of

application. It Is perfectly possible that most of the pensioners so removed

would, In the event, have been successfully "predicted" by the model. However,

firstly this Is not certain, and clearly the possibility of error variance Is

somewhat increased, and secondly no explanation of, at least, non application

would be possible. In any event, It Is unlikely that the questions themselves

would have had any meaning for these pensioners and thus a prediction of "no

application" would be rather artificial. Essentially Kerr was establishing the

salience of the decision for the experimental group, excluding those for

whom the decision was not salient and thus explaining why they did not apply

for Supplementary Benefits.

A clear Illustration of the weakness of EV Is provided by Shanteau and

Phelps (1975) who, In a study of Judges at livestock competitions,

demonstrated that, although a strict mathematical model would predict well,

In reality, Judges used altogether different strategies, relying on attributes

which best differentiated the stock, rather than maximising total attributes.
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Rationality and the Concept of Maximisation

Clearly a sine qua non of expectancy theory Is that the decision maker must

be rational. Simon <1976) defines two forms of rationality, the second of

which, procedural rationality, Is relevant here. He states that a behaviour

can be considered rational If it Is the "outcome of appropriate deliberation".

If "appropriate" Is related to the success of optimisation, <l.e by result),

then clearly, due to the frailties of human Information processing, In these

terms a decision can never be completely rational. Given the difficulty of

Inferring "process" (see above), a safer answer may be to suggest that

humans only mav be rational, since we cannot be certain from the EV

formulation that an "appropriate process" Is Involved. Thus, In order to

subscribe to the basis of EV theory It Is necessary to assume rationality,

since, almost by definition In Simon's terms, It cannot be demonstrated. This

distinction Is, however, purely academic, since In practical terms a working

assumption Is perfectly valid.

Edwards (1954) makes the following assumptions about "economic man" :

what Is economic man like ? He has three properties. a) He Is
completely Informed, b) He Is Infinitely sensitive, c) He Is
rational.

Clearly these are large assumptions. The assumption of perfect knowledge Is

an economic convention which has no basis In psychological fact. It takes

little time to comprehend that perfect knowledge Is impossible for all but

the most simple decisions.
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Simon (1983) notes :

the SEU model assumes that the decision maker contemplates, In
one comprehensive view, everything which lies before him. He
understands the range of alternatives, not only at the moment, but
over the whole panorama of the future. He understands the
consequences of each of the available choice strategies, at least
up to the point of being able to assign a Joint probability
distribution to the future states of the world. He has reconciled
or balanced all his conflicting partial values and syntheslsed
them Into a single utility function that orders, by his preference
for them, all these future states of the world.

Miller (1956) has established that there are strict limits on the amount of

Information a subject can deal with at one time. Clearly this places great

doubts on the value of economic man as a concept.

Simon (1972 and 1983), however, observes that people do not need as much

Information as seems to be Implied by the notion of economic man. For

example in a shop purchase a decision may be made on the basis of the

single attribute of price. Thus In a sense the "market" has simplified the

Information required Into one Item - price. Simon (1972) offers the example

of a chess player faced with 10'ao possible permutations In the course of a

game. At any one time he Is faced with the Immediate possibility of up to 30

legal moves. While It Is not Impossible to consider all 30, given sufficient

time, empirical studies by De Croot (1965) suggest that players concentrate

on only a few, and try to maximise among these.

Simon <1955 etc) has proposed that people simplify their decision worlds

wherever they can, trying to reach decisions on the basis of as few pieces
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of information as Is practicable. He has characterIsed this as "bounded

rationality". He notes ;

within the behavioural model of bounded rationality, one doesn't
have to make choices that are Infinitely deep In time, that
encompass the whole range of human values, and In which each
problem Is Interconnected with all the other problems of the
world. In actual fact, the environment In which we live Is an
environment that Is nearly factorable Into separate problems.

From a psychological point of view It seems more likely that bounded

rationality, and not economic man with his perfect knowledge, provides a

truer picture of decision making.

Expectancy theorists have attempted to encompass Simon's strictures by using

the concept of salience. This means essentially that decision makers assess

only those outcomes previously Identified as important - salient.

In a sense, the adoption of bounded rationality does not seriously undermine

the EV formulation. Since EV Is a wlthin-subjects concept, at least In theory,

the amount of Information possessed by an Individual Is functionally perfect

- the decision maker can sttll "maximise" (but not optimise) on the basis of

this limited Information. Alternatively Klein (1983) notes that attempts have

been made to account for bounded rationality by the inclusion of allowances

for search costs and resulting diminishing returns in SEU formulations.
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The most direct attack on the concepts of utility theories Is on the notion

that a rational decision maker will maximise his gain In all situations, In

Vroom's formulation that the decision maker will choose the strategy by

which the utility Is maximised. In order to do this In an EV formulation, the

decision maker has to look In depth at all his alternative courses of action

and assess them. Simon suggests that In reality this does not happen. People

find an alternative with which they are generally happy, and this is the

alternative which Is chosen. There Is no consc lous attempt at rational

maximisation. (That Is not to say of course that the action chosen may not

be objectively optimal, but If it Is, It Is coincidental). Simon (1955)

suggests that :

Most human decision making ... Is concerned with the discovery and
selection of satisfactory alternatives; only in exceptional cases
Is It concerned with the discovery and selection of optimal
alternatives. To optimise requires processes several orders of
magnitude more complex than those required to sat Is flee.

This is, In essence, the notion of "satIsfIcing". It Is compelling for several

reasons. Firstly, It combines well with bounded rationality to offer a model

which can be seen to approximate to a process. Secondly, from a psychological

point of view, satlst" Icing requires neither perfect knowledge nor

maximisation, which, as we have seen above, seem to be outwith the

capabilities of human information processing. (Indeed Simon (1983) suggests

that to properly apply the SEU model In a decision of any complexity would

be beyond the capacity of even the largest computer.) Thirdly, for most
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decision makers, time Is a scarce resource, and thus the search costs could

be prohibitively high - the marginal value of the decision would decrease as

search costs escalated. <c.f. Klein, 1983, op clt>.

There have been a number of studies which have demonstrated the futility of

a maximisation approach. Shanteau and Phelps (1975 and 1978) have noted^that

livestock judges rarely rely on the spectrum of attributes, preferring to

concentrate their deliberations on the small number of attlrbutes which best

differentiate the stock. Herrlot and Ecob (1979) suggest that a better

method of prediction would be to compare attributes before summation and

utilise only those which would aid prediction. The theory behind such a

procedure Is essentially similar to that behind salience - only the most

Important are used In the assessment. This does create a conceptual problem

since the application of regression analysis, while leading to Increased

predictive accuracy Is almost certain to lead to the masking or discarding of

elements which may be crucial to understanding the nature of the decision.

Burton, Kates and White <1976) note that the decision to act In the face of

threat (to property) from natural hazard (flood) is more or less a function

of personality, previous experience and peer group compliance. Further, they

note that It Is possible to expose a farmer to a wide range of information

sources on which to base his decision, yet still he Is likely to use a single

reading from a neighbour's rain gauge or Indeed do as he has done In

previous years. Kuhnreuther (1978) demonstrates that people can apparently

Ignore risk In their decision to purchase property insurance. He showed that

people had little conception of probability and rarely took account of more

than a small number of short term factors, despite their being In a high
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risk (from floods and earthquakes) area, at least as measured by "objective"

criteria.

The reponse to these sorts of criticisms by proponents of EV has been to

alter the focus of the question from "Is EV relevant?' to "when Is EV

relevant?' and thus Institute a search for boundary conditions. Current

research is focussing on ways to Increase prediction using for example

thresholds, moderator variables and more than one model per situation. This

Is disappointing since It seems to duck the essential question of the worth

of EV.

Wherefore EV?

To answer this question It seems relevant to return to a point above made

regarding the purpose of EV. Clearly EV cannot be regarded as a process

description. It Is, however a very successful aid to prediction. Simon's

notion of satIsfIcing undermines the structure of the theory (see also, for

example, Kuhnreuther et a I 0 978) or Herrlot and Ecob (1979>>, yet still It

works. In a sense, decision analysts have "satlsficed" - they have found a

theory and a methodology which suits their purposes, and while acknowledging

that it Is far from perfect, It works so well that they continue to use it.

Development of Non-Optimising Strategies

The notion of sat Isf icing does not bring with It a complete picture of each

decision process; a variety of alternative strategies, each of which Is non-

optimal (In the sense of a conscious decision having been taken) have been
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developed. For the most part, these have followed the observation of decision

making In situ using process tracing techniques. For convenience, these will

be labelled heuristics. Although It would be Impossible to list all heuristics

from the literature here, some examples will be offered.

Tversky's (1972) "elimination by attributes" requires a decision maker to

construct a conscious or sub-conscious ranking of the attributes any

contending strategy would need to satisfy In order to lead to the

accomplishment of the desired task. Each strategy Is compared on Its ability

to satisfy the most highly rated attribute. If a clear "winner" emerges, then

It should be chosen. If not the next most Important attribute is considered

and so on. (One obvious application of this method Is In certain types of

competitive tendering. Tenders are initially compared a on single attribute,

price, and only at a later stage might, for example, materials or proposed

construction times be considered.)

In a second example, each of the attributes is assigned a minimum acceptable

level. Each of the competing strategies Is thus compared against the minimum

and those which do not meet all the criteria are dropped. If no clear

"winner" emerges, the levels of acceptability are reset. This Is called the

"conjunctive rule" and is developed almost directly from sat isf Icing.

(Svenson, 1979). This method has had considerable Impact on the field of

personnel selection since Its philosophy underpins the criterion referencing

method of selection whereby attributes required by any candidate to perform

the Job are derived from a thorough study of the present and similar post

holders. Candidates are compared to the criteria directly and progressively
&

eliminated. 1
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Heuristics cover a wide range of combinations of attributes and alternatives.

They vary widely In their complexity. An attractive feature of 'heuristics

which helps model decision making Is that more than one may be utilised In a

single decision analysis. (Klein, 1983). There are inevitably some problems

with the application of heuristics. For example it is possible to have

combinations of attribute utilities which cannot be differentiated by

particular heuristics. Payne (1980) notes that If an alternative Is perceived

as being generally attractive, this substantially affects the subsequent

representation of the decision. Perhaps dissonance reduction is a factor In

this. Phelps and Shanteau (1976) note that when Intercorrelations of

attributes are known or perceived by decision makers, they make apparently

perverse Judgements. This is because to eliminate attribute A may also mean

eliminating a desirable part of attribute B.

Care must, also be taken in assessing the range of alternatives and

particularly of attributes to be considered, since if non salient elements

are Included, Incorrect strategies might be Inferred. As with any value

estimate, the utility of each attribute is open to question on the grounds of

reliability, transitivity and so on.

The Role of Information

Any attempt to mirror accurately a decision process needs to take account of

the ways In which Information Is selected for use by the decision maker. If,

as Simon proposes, people simplify their decision world, how Is this

achieved? SEU and EV have consistently Ignored this point. (Simon, 1983).

They offer no Insight as to how the Information Is searched for, selected, or
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used. In essence, no attempt Is made to explain how a valence or utility

comes to be assessed or an Instrumentality perceived.

For example, a parent may claim to have a high valence for discipline. Is

this derived from experience? Is It a reaction to newspaper reports

cataloguing Instances of Indiscipline? Subsequently this parent assesses that

School A will not provide a sufficiently disciplined environment. Which

sources have been used to establish this view ? Is there any evidence of

dissonance reduction In the sources cited In support of this view ?

To have a clear picture of the decision process it seems foolish to ignore

these Issues. It Is possible that different people tackle Information

gathering In markedly different ways If at all. The example provided by

Burton, Kates and White (op clt) illustrates the danger of assuming that

utility, valence or expectancy play any part In the decision process. The

farmers cited by these authors had an idiosyncratic approach to Information

gathering and Information use which precluded their Inclusion In any

traditional formulation of EV or SEU. Utility and Instrumentality might be

assessed, but they would be meaningless since their decision was essentially

atheoretlcal - they did as they had always done.

A second problem concerns the fact that search costs play an Important part

In decision making. To account for scarce resources by including time as an

outcome to be assessed Is clearly unsatisfactory because no analysis Is

carried out to determine the nature of the decision to terminate the search,

and thus Into the level of Information considered to be sufficient to make a

decision. The quality of a decision depends to a great extent on the
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Information used, and, by Implication, on the Information not used. Surely any

attempt to describe the decision would be enhanced by such an analysis.

ltlmlff»t Ion

It Is apparent from studies concerned with the adoption of new techniques

and Information that there are wide Individual differences In the attention

paid, and the credence given, to various sources of Information. Coleman,

Kurtz and Metzel (1966) In a study of the process of adoption of new drugs

among doctors note what Is essentially a dichotomy between sources of

Information. Most doctors hear of new developments from drug company

representatives or from magazines. These are purely Information sources. They

are not enough In themselves to encourage a doctor to change. For this the

doctor may turn to a respected colleague or Journal.

This Is an Important distinction In decision analysis. Poorly framed

questioning may pick up only those sources which provide Information,

without Identifying those which perform a legitimising function. Thus, for

example, prior to a decision being made, the decision maker may consult a

number of sources, making the ultimate decision on non-optimal grounds.

After the decision has been made, an authoritative source may be consulted

to back-up and thus legitimise the decision.

It will have become clear from the foregoing discussion that EV does not In

Itself provide a full description of the process of decision making, however

successfully It may model. To this end, therefore, the following chapter will
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expound a three stage model of parental oho Ice to serve as an experimental
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basis for the research.
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CHAPTER 3

A Model of Parental Choice

In a sense a model Is a convenient cornerstone on which to build a research

project. Ideally, It suggests a line of enquiry which at the earliest stage

seems most appropriate while not precluding any diversification Into

alternative, and more productive areas. It Is Inevitable that a model will

require modification as the research progresses. Thus, In a sense, a model

is always provisional. A model does not merely ask "what Is going on?", It

asks rather "Is this going on?"

Why does expectancy theory seem, on first acquaintance, to have relevance

to the parental choice decision? This Is not intuitively apparent. It

would be perfectly possible to propose a model of parental choice rooted In

any of the many available theories of motivation. For example, a utilitarian

view of parental choice or indeed a Freudian theory could de facto be

derived. To broaden this further, why choose a psychological perspective at

all? Why not another discipline, such as sociology ?

Notwithstanding the constraints on the research mentioned In Chapter 2,

there appears to be an easy fit between the constructs of expectancy theory

and the elements of the parental choice decision which strongly suggests

that It would be a productive line of enquiry. This will be discussed more

fully below, but It Is clear that, each of valence, expectancy and

Instrumentality can be readily linked to aspects of the school choice
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decision, namely the valued outcomes of school and schooling, the subjective

perception that a request will succeed and the equally subjective

perception that a school can satisfy the desire for the valued outcomes.

Essentially, the Expectancy Theory has high face validity - the purpose of

the research will be to establish Its substantive validity.

Towards a Prospective Model

The remainder of this chapter will be directed towards the development of a

prospective model of parental choice In a form which can be readily

Investigated. In order to Investigate a model, several conditions need to

apply, the most Important of which is that the model can be expressed in

terms which constitute a prediction as to how, In a given set of

circumstances, an Individual will behave. Essentially, therefore, what Is

required is a predictive model of parental choice. Clearly there Is a risk

entailed in a predictive model - that the model will be inappropriate and

thus little will be gained towards assessing the parental choice decision.

This risk can be minimised, however, by the simple expedient of collecting

sufficient Information not directly relevant to the proposed model, that,

should some other information be required, a body of data does exist to

allow this to be attempted. This seems to be an ideal compromise between

power of prediction and safety.

Individuals make decisions which together can constitute a group decision.

The most obvious would be a political election. Each voter makes up his or

her own mind and thus votes for a particular candidate or party. The

aggregation of these Individual votes represents the group decision of a
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constituency and onwards to the electorate and a choice of governing party.

There can therefore be two levels of analysis of a decision, the first at

the Individual level, the second at the group level.

Vroom (1964) considered expectancy theory to be unequivocally an Individual

decision. Mitchell (1982) went as far as to suggest that any other approach

was a misrepresentation of the theory, and yet much research using

expectancy theory concerns Itself with Just such aggregations. While there

Is clearly a place for what Is essentially an "across-persons" analysis, the

main initial thrust of this research will be directed at predicting

individual decisions. A consequence of such a decision Is that a particular

problem associated with "across-persons" analysis Is avoided, namely the

necessity to have a broad shared meaning of constructs. (The Pilot Study -

reported as Chapter 5 - Investigated the issue of shared meaning and found

clearly that parents' conceptions of apparently similar concepts, for

example, "discipline", could In fact be markedly different In detail.)

The two approaches have different Implications in terms of criterion

variables. In studying parental choice, there are several ways In which a

criterion variable could be assessed. For example, a post hoc factual

criterion variable would show proof that a child started a particular school

at a particular time. This would use behaviour as the criterion.

However, as Flschbeln and Azjen (1975) note, the use of behaviour as a

criterion variable has Its drawbacks. There Is likely to be a temporal gap

(up to two months In the Pilot and Second studies and over a year in the

Third) between Investigating parents' decisions and their making application,
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during which time many factors could Intervene to alter the decision, or the

premises on which It was founded. This has two implications. The first is

that In terms of theoretical purity, what Is being measured In terms of say

"Force" Is not the same as obtains at the point of assessing the criterion

variable. The second is that the level of predictive success or accuracy Is

thus likely to be <much) lower because of the temporal gap. It seems better

from both points of view to assess the criterion variable at the same time

as the other measures. Thus the criterion variable would be Intent, not

behaviour. In many cases this would be the same, and often It Is practical

to assess both and to ascribe a correlation between Intent and behaviour.

In this research, however, the nature of the confidentiality which was

required by the Education Authority precluded the use of behaviour, I.e.

actual requests made/not made, as a variable, and thus, In fact only intent

was available.

It Is In the relation of the criterion variable to the predictor that across

and with In-persons approaches differ. In the context of a dlchotomous

decision such as this, In across-persons designs the basic tool is a point -

b(serial correlation coefficient between the sample wide predictions and

results. In a wlthln-persons design, It is much more simple, given that

analysis Is at an Individual level, a prediction can thus be either right or

wrong In terms of the criterion variable. A correlation coefficient would

therefore be Inappropriate, and the statistical measure would be the

percentage of correct predictions.
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The main assumption of this model of parental choice Is that parents have

consciously or otherwise assessed viable aspects of school provision In

terms of their attractiveness or aversIveness. Thus It Is assumed that

parents will be able to answer a (hypothetical) question probing "what they

want from a school". Clearly this can be In terms both of attractive and

averslve features. Thus, for example, a parent may have a positive affect

towards strong discipline In a school but a negative affect towards

religious education. In essence, the measure of this affect Is a valence.

Since schools are not Identical, it would be logical to assume that not all

are equally proficient In all areas. Undoubtedly, each parent is likely to

have a view on aspects of this level of proficiency. In terms of the model

It does not matter whether there is any factual basis to such a view,

since, in this case, It Is on subjective rather than objective reality that

any decision is likely to be founded, hence the lack of demand for

"corroborative" evidence. This is a consequence of the adoption of a wlthln-

persons design for the research. Its demand Is rather for Internal

consistency. (In fact, as will be shown in later chapters, considerable

consequences attach to this subjective perception of reality In terms of the

implications for the practical effects of parental choice on educational

provision.)

This subjective perception is In fact a kind of probability coefficient. In

effect the parent Is assessing the probability that a particular school

would be able to satisfy the particular valued outcomes. This presupposes

that the parent has a view of the school's performance on these outcomes,

but, as noted above, It seems fair to assume this. This probability
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coefficient is an Instrumentality. In an Ideal circumstance, the probability

coefficient would be measured exactly and would satisfy the rigorous

criteria set out by Tversky <1972). However, It Is unlikely that <a) such

circumstances could be obtained and <b) that, thanks to the likely wide band

of error variance surrounding the measurement, that It would make a great

deal of difference to the end result.

The third measured element of parental perceptions Is the expectancy

component. In the context of the choice decision, the expectancy Is the

subjective probability that a request would be granted. Clearly this

probability exists for a school to be rated. Objectively, given the situation

obtaining throughout the research period, the probability should never be

assessed at other than +1.0, since no requests were likely to be refused In

either of the study areas. It Is, however, quite possible that parents'

subjective assessments, particularly with reference to popular, high status

schools, may be somewhat different.

For each school, therefore, there are three measured elements, the parents'

valued outcomes : the valence; the specific view of the likelihood that

their valued outcomes would be satisfied by a school and, more generally,

the likelihood that a request would be granted. As shown in Chapter 2,

there Is a large measure of doubt about the best means of combining these

elements. Should It be valence + Instrumentality or should It be valence x

Instrumentality or Indeed some other formulation? At this stage It seems

sufficient to note that, given that the Information would be analysed by

computer, exploration of a number of possibilities was eminently feasible,

and thus It would be Ideal to keep the options open.
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To summarise, the provisional model of parental choice calls for the

maximisation of the sum of products of valence and Instrumentality

moderated by the perception of expectation. In terms of the choice faced by

parent, the maximisation of the sum of products of the affect towards or

away from an outcome and the perceived likelihood of Its being satisfied

moderated by the likelihood of a request being granted.

The following sections will seek to build on the above formulation by

exploring Its weaknesses In terms of the parental choice decision and by

proposing additional features which greatly enhance the power of the model.

Passive and Active Choice

In Its simplest terms, the choice facing a parent <or a child over 16) Is

whether the child will remain at, or attend, a nominated catchment area

school, the Identity of which Is specified in advance by the Education

Authority, or request that he or she be sent to a school nominated as an

alternative by the parent (or child). While this appears simple, there are

complex elements to the decision. Where the parent Is given the chance to

decide on an alternative school, it would appear that he/she either does or

does not make a request. In fact what may happen Is that the parent may do

three, not two things. At an early stage a decision must be taken whether

to consider a choice of alternative school or whether to accept the default

option. If the former, then the parent may still In the end choose the

original default option, but with the significant difference that he or she



has considered other possible alternatives. This Is essentially the

difference between active and passive choice. Expectancy theory addresses

active choice - It has nothing to say about passive choice.

The existence of active and passive choice suggests that the traditional

one stage model of expectancy theory would be inadequate to fully describe

the parental choice decision. For this reason, a second, and In reality

preparatory, stage must be introduced - the threshold.

Accounting for Passive Choice

While the proportions of active and passive choice are a matter for

conjecture, their existence seems Indisputable. Without means of accounting

for this passive choice, a significant cost would be paid both in terms of

the predictive power, and more Importantly In terms of the explanatory

power of the model, and thus a way of screening passive choosers must be

established.

Kerr (1981) established a precedent for such a threshold stage. Kerr

examined pensioners' decisions about whether to apply for Supplementary

Benefits to which they were, In fact, entitled. It was clear that a large

number of his sample would not be In a position to make such a choice, for

various reasons, (for example due to their Infirmity or bereavement).

Similarly, others perceiving no need for the benefit would be highly

unlikely to apply, even though other aspects of an expectancy theory
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formulation would Indicate otherwise. Kerr therefore proposed a series of

thresholds on which each pensioner would be assessed. Should they fail to

"atta!nN a threshold this would be regarded as an automatic prediction of

non-application, and also a powerful explanation of why they did not apply.

Others have used moderator variables retrospectively to similar end. (Hobart

and Dunnette, 1967). However, Kerr's approach seems much more valid In

coupling prediction and explanation.

Proposed Thresholds

Kerr (1981) utilised three main thresholds In studying the claiming

decisions of pensioners : perceived need; perceived utility and perceived

stability. The use of "perceived" In the nomenclature of each clearly

Indicates the subjective nature of each threshold. Application would be

considered not on the basis of whether need was present, but on whether It

was perceived to be present. Kuhnreuther (1978) demonstrated the same

concept In terms of the decision to purchase Insurance - those "objectively"

at risk had also to perceive themselves subjectively as at risk.

Kerr's (1981) thresholds were derived specifically to explain the decisions

of pensioners and are not transferable directly to the present research. For

the purpose of establishing a provisional model, a number of thresholds will

be described to be subsequently refined In the context of the experimental

findings.
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a. Salience

It Is self evident that a parent for whom the decision is perceived not to

be salient Is unlikely to make a placing request. While the reasons for such

perceptions may be complex and individualistic, two basic aspects underly

salience : knowledge and interest.

The provisions of the Education (Scotland) Act 1981, as set out In Chapter

1, make lack of knowledge unlikely. Parents must be Informed by the

Education Authority of the decision they may make, and be given sufficient

warning to allow them to make up their minds. A related problem In terms of

salience would be Ignorance of procedures In making a request, and similarly

of the general conditions and exclusions. Again this has been made more

unlikely by virtue of the statutory provisions. The knowledge aspects of

salience are thus fairly straightforward. In order to make a decision It is

not necessary to have complete Information, It Is enough to have a broad

general Idea of what Is involved and what to do, or Indeed who to ask what

to do.

It may well be, of course, that at the margin, a lack of detailed knowledge

alone would be a barrier to application, in that there would be little or no

incentive to find out more. In this case, It Is likely that other thresholds

may also come Into play or Indeed dissatisfaction (see below), and thus It

Is unlikely that solely lack of detailed knowledge would be a significant

barrier. While this Is an exposition of the knowledge aspects of salience In

theoretical terms, In a practical situation, the Intervention of a researcher

Is likely to lead to a de facto Increase In substantive knowledge, and thus
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affect responses and perceptions. Similarly, It Is well documented that

respondents have a tendency to "fake good" (see e.g.Cronbach 1961, Anastasl

1968, Buros 1977 etc) by pretending that they are (In this case) In

possession of much more information than In fact Is the case. For both

these reasons, It Is important to establish salience early In an Interview

(when the purpose Is not clearly stated In advance), otherwise both

Interviewer effect and faking good are possible.

Whether or not a parent has an amount of substantive information Is

rendered Irrelevant If they have no Interest in education. It Is quite

possible for many parents to take no part In the formal process of

education, (for example by not attending parents' nights, PTA or whatever),

and yet still retain an Interest In their child's education In the Informal

sense of offering help and encouragement, (by asking about progress or even

funding school led visits). These parents would be, In this context,

"interested". On the other hand there are similarly likely to be parents who

take no Interest In any aspect of their child's education. These parents, are

not "Interested". (In a practical sense It Is highly unlikely that anyone so

disinterested would consent to being Interviewed at all).

Thus salience can be seen to have two constituent parts, knowledge and

Interest.
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^Responsibility

By way of example, It seems useful to consider a corporate decision maker.

Each executive is likely to have a strictly defined place within the

hierarchical structure of the organisation. Each Is likely to be afforded an

amount (greater or lesser) of discretion to make decisions In only a limited

number of areas. The first question therefore asked by a corporate decision

maker Is not "what should I do?" but "is this decision mine to take?" In

many cases the answer will be "no" and the problem will be passed on to

someone else within the hierarchy who will accept or reject the problem as

they see fit. (See Simon 1955).

Faced by the right to make a choice decision, each parent must ask the same

question as the corporate decision maker, and only If the answer is in the

affirmative can they proceed. Of course, this question Is likely to be

"asked" at a subconscious level and will only emerge should the answer be

"no".

c.Stablllty

Among those pensioners studied by Kerr there were a number for whom their

home situation was a barrier to application. Reasons for this Included

health and medical problems both for respondents and spouses, and

bereavement. Clearly among a sample of parents of school age children the

Incidence of health problems is likely to be lower, and bereavement rare.

However, there are many other situations which would affect the likelihood
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of making a placing request. Among traumatic situations, the most likely

occurrence would be divorce. In such a situation the salience of a school

choice decision would be low. It Is similarly likely that a proportion of a

sample of parents of school age children would either have recently moved

into an area or would be In the process of, or likely to, move out. In most

cases this would preclude making a placing request, at least in terms of

local schools, and make It less likely in the intended locale due to lack of

knowledge of the range of possibilities. It would be Impossible to enumerate

a range of such variables since, by Its very nature, stability is particular

to a family and thus not directly genera Usable to others.

Summary

The essence of the use of a threshold is to seek to explain the instance of

a passive decision. Should a parent "fail" to pass any of these thresholds

It follows that no placing request would be made and the default option of

the catchment area school Implemented. However, It would be wrong to view

each of these thresholds mechanistically. Such a view would ascribe general

points or values beyond which a request would be deemed likely, and

conversely below which a request would be deemed unlikely. In fact,

thresholds are likely to be highly individualistic. Even If any could be

measured objectively to allow comparison of levels across subjects It seems

certain that a level which would preclude one parent would not necessarily

preclude another. This Is the essence of a "withIn-persons" view of the

threshold. In viewing It as a continuous rather than dichotomous variable It

can be better used as an explanatory tool.
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Dlssatlsfact Ion

There are two alternative conceptualisations of the role and position of the

catchment area (default) school within an active choice model (see above).

The first Is perhaps the one suggested by a traditional EV formulation,

that the school Is considered Jointly with all the others In the delineated

set. The second demands that parents be dissatisfied with the default

option before proceeding to make a choice among only alternative schools.

Thus, when given the opportunity to choose a school for their child, the

parent asks, consciously or otherwise, "am I satisfied?" If the answer to

this question Is "yes" then the default option, the catchment area school,

Is chosen. If, however, the answer to the question Is "no", then the parent

enters a choice phase. In contrast to the first conceptualisation above, the

catchment area school Is not considered on an equal footing and serves only

as a minimum benchmark. The chosen school will come from the subset of

those perceived to be better than the catchment area school.

Should the existence of this "dissatisfaction hypothesis" be demonstrated,

there would be clear Implications for a proposed model of parental choice.

While the thresholds of salience, responsibility, and stability form a

preparatory stage to a parental choice model, they are best viewed as

possible barriers to reaching a position where the option of making a

placing request becomes open. Dissatisfaction would be, however, a true

first stage In a two-stage model. Thus a parent would first assess

dissatisfaction, then, If appropriate, other schools. Thus the view

summarised by the first conceptualisation may be shown to be erroneous. It

Is this view, however, which is suggested both by a traditional expectancy



approach (discussed In Chapter 2) and the alms of the legislation (discussed

In Chapter 1). A single stage model may then be considered to be Inadequate

and a two stage model following the second conceptualisation above would be

appropriate.

While In one sense the prospective model is completed by the addition of

threshold and dissatisfaction to the basic expectancy formulation this only

goes as far as the point at which Simon criticises EV In terms of Its

"finessing" the origins of the subjective perceptions which are the core of

the model. In essence, what has been hitherto proposed has been a

predictive model. In order to move towards being an explanatory model It

seems essential to Investigate the role of Information and Information

gathering in parental choice decisions.

Information Gathering

In some ways Information selection and processing are the most Interesting

aspects of the parental choice decisions. As outlined In Chapter 1,

politicians have a particular view of parents' Information levels. Sir Keith

Joseph, In addressing his party conference saw parents as making "Informed

choices" (op clt Chapter 1). The statement carries a clear Implication that

parents are In possession of sufficient Information with which to make such

a decision. Whether this Is In fact the case Is open to question.

The parental choice provisions of the Education (Scotland) Act (1981)

contain clear directives to schools to make a limited amount of Information
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available to parents on a wide variety of topics. Many brochures go far

beyond this level. (For a fuller discussion, see Appendix t >. The 1983

brochure for one of the schools In the city of Edinburgh, for example,

contains no fewer than 8 sections and 60 subsections, covering reports,

examinations, health and safety, computers in school and a vast number of

other details. (Appendix 1). The brochure Is exactly 100 pages and Is, In

terms of detail and scope, a prospectus or offer for sale In all but name.

The goods on the market are the educational experiences of the school In

question.

Elliot et al (1981) studied parents' views of four schools In England In the

wake of the 1980 legislation. They quote one parent :

you feel they want you to know about the place. Of course you
forget -I did read ft at the time and really the only thing /
remember fs things / wanted to know like school uniform -
obviously the things / need to know couldn't tell you about ft
apart from these things (p61)

Certainly this Is one view. An opposite may be that the parent, say a parent

with an open mind, as In conceptualisation one, (see previous section), reads

and analyses the apparent strengths and weaknesses as far as are apparent

In a brochure. Such parents glean Information from a brochure.

The contrast In parents' approaches may be conceived as being that between

passive and active. On one hand, those actively seeking Information, on the

other those passively seeking confirmation of a decision already, or at least

provisionally, made. This latter process Is essentially a form of post hoc
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rationalisation. Parents seek some formal justification for their decision.

They would be embarrassed by an assertion that their decisions are not based

on information. In fact, to counteract this, they seek corroborative "facts".

This would not be an active decision made on the basis of Information

gathered, and ft is Important to make such a distinction.

Brochures are only part of the Information set available to parents. Schools

distribute a great deal of other printed Information. Elliot <op clt)

calculated that one of his study schools produced 30 000 words for parents

In a single year. It Is no wonder that a parent observed "you could be

reading War and Peace" <p69>.

It Is not, of course, only through the printed word that schools provide

Information in the broadest sense. A large proportion of prospective parents

fall Into either (or both) of two categories :

1) Those who are already parents of children at the school. These parents

receive Information about the school directly and Indirectly from their

children - from their progress, their reports, their stories. Perhaps more

important, they receive Information from parents' nights and open days.

There, they are afforded the opportunity to view both the situation and

condition of the school Itself, and also the teaching staff. In a sense, too,

the teachers represent another face of the school's promotional effort. Just

as a rude and unhelpful switchboard operator/receptionist can harm a firm's

business, so can a bad Impression fostered by a teacher tarnish a school's

Image. The school may thus lose business, that is, pupils. Current parents
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are also likely to be highly aware of the position of the school within the

community - a topic which will be discussed more fully below.

2>Intending parents may be likely to visit the school prior to their child

starting (whether In advance of deciding to send their children to that

school Is another matter). Such visits can be crucial In fostering the Image

of the school. Anderson (1983) In the pamphlet "Detecting Bad Schools" notes

that many Indicators can be gained In a short visit by, for example,

observing staff and pupils, playgrounds, the demeanour and indeed the status

of the member of staff assigned to conduct the parent. While It is unlikely

that parents will pursue such Information with the vigour he recommends, the

fact remains that the parents will be left with an Impression of the school

after such a visit.

The foregoing can be broadly termed "Information from schools". At least as

Important Is "Information about schools", that is emanating from outwlth the

education system. In America, schools are funded directly (In most areas) by

a state levy, essentially a tax of so many cents per dollar. The level of

taxation Is fixed by a school budget pleblclte. Inevitably, given the

Immediate and contentious nature of such referenda, coverage and debate is

wide ranging. It Is the nature of this forum which Is Interesting. Hamilton

and Cohen (1974) report that the most used source of school Information Is

television. The city of Oakland, California, is slightly smaller than

Edinburgh, yet has twelve local television stations. BBC Scotland and Scottish

Television cater for a population approximately ten times the size of that of

Oakland. Thus it Is highly unlikely that school issues, let alone individual

schools receive much coverage. It Is more likely that a school would be



featured In a negative way, perhaps highlighting a drugs or violence problem.

"Good" news coverage Is unlikely.

While television In Scotland has no real part to play In the dissemination of

Information about schools, the local press Is in a somewhat different

position. Most communities have a local paper of some kind. These can range

from a morning or evening dally such as the Edinburgh Evening News, a paid

for weekly such as the Lothian Courier, to freesheets and community

newsletters. Each of the publications Is likely to feature educational news.

It Is, of course, likely that schools in smaller communities will feature more

than those In a city, but within each city there Is likely to be a variety of

newspapers with smaller and smaller areas of Interest. Of the 26 parents

Interviewed in the Pilot Study (see Chapter 5) all but one read the local

evening paper, the Greenock Telegraph every day. Despite Its local nature and

Its coverage of school Issues, however, few of the parents could remember

assimilating much other than "scandal" or "trivia". It may well be, therefore,

that the press Is not an "active" Information source In the sense that we

have used the term throughout this chapter, since no positive use of

newspapers may be made In reaching a decision.

In Chapter 2, Coleman, Kurtz and Metzel's (1966> study of new drug adoption

among doctors was discussed. They proposed that some sources would be

"Information only", (that Is Insufficient In themselves to promote a

decision), while others would be legitimising. The comments above on post-hoc

rationalisation would suggest that parents are likely to minimise the actual

effect of such information while, In fact, actively seeking confirmation of
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the decisions that they have made. The latter position seems more generally

tenable.

School Reputations

It would be Idealistic to pretend that all schools are equally "effective",

Just as it would be to suggest that all departments within a school are of

uniformly high quality. A valid measure of school effectiveness Is

problematic and depends to some extent on the ethos adopted by the assessor.

One who valued academic success may rate a school highly, while another who

valued pastoral care might not. As seen earlier In this chapter, schools

themselves try to produce Information which highlights their effectiveness In

the areas they have a policy of promoting, but equally, whether Information

is read and understood Is open to question.

Much more likely is that a parent will look to a school's reputation. For

parents brought up In the area of the assessed school, the task Is relatively

simple. They are likely to have absorbed a great deal of fact and fiction

regarding all schools in their area over the course of many years. How much

of It is likely to be first hand depends on their background, as does the

proportion which can be ascribed to fact. Similarly, the former status of a

school tends to follow It throughout reorganlsatIons.

For parents moving Into an area, or considering a change of school, the

problem Is more difficult. They have to rely on the experiences of others to

"guide" them. Such experiences are likely to be of the subjective sort
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mentioned above. Certainly Incoming parents may seek factual Information, but

It may well be that this Is passive - used to back up a decision made on the

basis of hearsay and reputation.

A Summary of the Information Phase

There Is no doubt that there are large Individual differences In the extent

to which people seek out and utilise Information. In the context of parental

choice, this information can be both factual and hearsay, produced by and

written about the school. Information is a vast resource for those who wish

to make use of It. The question is, how many do? It should be noted that the

ways In which Information is used could be crucial In understanding the

nature of the decision. Should parents not choose to seek factual

Information, while this would not affect the validity of constructs of the

model since they are, In any case, subjective and Individualistic, it would

nevertheless lead to a fundamental questioning of the assumptions underlying

the politician's view of "Informed choice" as a policy making tool, and

particularly the view and validity of the market model of school choices.

SUMMARY

There are two ways of conceptualising the parental choice decision. The first

Is to assume that each parent makes a decision. This Implies that all choice

Is active and that the catchment area school Is considered on a par with

other schools. It Is however possible that this conceptualisation is flawed. A

second view would be to hold that not all parents enter the decision phase.
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For a variety of reasons, many parents may not make an active choice. There

may be disruption In their home life, they may fear rejection, or, most

Importantly, they may not be sufficiently dissatisfied with the catchment

area school. In such a case they will make a passive choice for the

catchment area school. It has been proposed that this assessment of

dissatisfaction - essentially the difference between active and passive

choice - should constitute the first stage of the model of parental choice.

Clearly the proportion of any sample of parents who opt to look at schools

other than their default option, the catchment area school will vary from

area to area. In the previous section, some of the effects of a school's

reputation were discussed. Another factor would undoubtedly be the

perceived level of dissatisfaction among continuing and prospective parents.

A school with a poor reputation Is very likely to be deemed unsatisfactory.

Clearly In this case satisfaction Is subjective and to a large extent

Individualistic. (There are also likely to be consequences at a group level

In that, for example, an examination of the placing request statistics for

Edinburgh up to 1985 - the last year of the research -Indicates that the

numbers of prospective parents who opt for other schools varies Indirectly

with a subjective assessmet of the present and past status and reputation of

a school. Thus Royal High School, high status and reputation lost one pupil

In 1983, Wester Ha lies Education Centre, (at the opposite end of the

spectrum) lost no fewer than 92.)

Parents proceeding to the active choice phase will value aspects of education

to a greater or lesser extent, and consider that Individual schools are

similarly variously able to satisfy their wish to have such aspects delivered
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to their children. In the decision phase, It Is proposed that parents will

thus seek to maximise their perceived satisfaction. In terms of a model, they

will therefore seek to maximise the force score which Is a function of the

summed products of valence and Instrumentality, moderated by the percevled

probability that a request would be granted. This choice Is defined as :

Fmax » e<E<V*l>)

Postscr Ipt

This represents a prospective model. As seen In Chapter 2, a prospective

model must be regarded as at best interim. This model Is no exception.

Clearly as research proceeds, elements of the model will be shown to be

flawed and will be superceded. Other elements will be shown to be

appropriate and will thus be confirmed. Less easy to forsee are the Identity

and nature of other models which may be more appropriate. It may well be

that Just such an alternative model explains better the phenomenon of

parental choice. In Chapter 2 some of the areas from which such a model may

emerge were mentioned. It would not, however, be appropriate at this stage

to construct prospective models from these concepts. However, as noted

earlier, Information beyond that required to assess an expectancy theory

approach will be collected. It seems perfectly justifiable to adopt this

circumspection In the light of the stated aim of this study, namely to try to

explain parental choice by the most appropriate means.

The following chapter will deal with several of the broad methodological

Issues central to the research projects, particularly the choice of a
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technique suitable to the alms of each of the studies. The second part

the chapter will comprise an Introduction to the two areas researched.

r
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CHAPTER 4

Overview of the Research and Methodology

Burgess <1984) noted that only rarely does a single methodology satisfy all

the demands of a research project. It Is far more likely that "multiple

strategies" need to be adopted, since differing subject groups, different

Information requirements and different situations usually require specific

approaches. Multiple strategies offer the opportunity to address the central

Issue from a number of perspectives. Burgess' conception follows on from

Denzln's (1970) theory of tr(angulation, the purpose of which Is defined by

Kane <1984) as:

"examining the same data through different strategies In order to
verify and strengthen the validity of the research results."

Denzin (1970) proposes three alternatives forms of trlangulatlon :

"In addition to the use of multiple methods there are at least
three other varieties of tr langulatlon. Theoretical tr langulatlon
Involves the use of several different perspectives In the analysis
of the same set of data. Data tr [angulation attempts to gather
observations with multiple sampling strategfes [while] Investigator
trlangulatlon Is the use of more than one observer In field
situations."

While concurring with the basic theory of tr iangulatlon, Shlpman (1981)

observes that there are severe practical limitations to Implementing a

research strategy which fully exploits the benefits of the methodology. Prime
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among these Is the costs Involved In the additional time and researcher

effort required. For this reason Shlpman views trlangulatlon as a goal which

need not be fully attained, the researcher having the professional

responsibility to assess how much additional validity Is required to satisfy

the needs of the research. ^

Shlpman further notes that projects should exploit the existence of any

parallel or similar reseach to provide what Is In effect post hoc

tr fangulat Ion.

"The confidence of the reader In the work depends on such
tr fangulat Ion. If It Is not built Into the single account, then
comparisons with other research In the same are should be made"

It seems appropriate to label this "external" tr (angulation.

Silverman <1985) questions the philosophical basis of the theory of

tr (angulation. He takes issue with the view that :

"tr{angulation helps to validate findings ... because, by enabling
the comparfson of a number of accounts, it serves to eliminate
bias"

Silverman points out that In order to accept this view It Is necessary to

adopt a posltlvlstlc stance, In essence that there must be one "correct"

answer. Silverman contends that accounts of behaviour and experience are

Inseperable from their context and cannot be seen as competing. Validation,

he contends, Is a red herring since accounts complement each other and form

a part of an overall context specific and Individualistic view of action.

This view seems to have a particular relevance to areas In which competing
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researchers or theoretical standpoints are Interacting with the same

Individuals or groups on more than one occasion and perhaps less In the

present context. To develop the argument further, In a wider sense, Silverman

also seems to be cautioning against the use of one set of set of responses

to over-ride others. This point is well made since In order for this to occur

It Is necessary for the researcher to Impose his or her view of the "reality"

they expect to find In the situation.

Silverman's strictures notwithstanding, the opportunities afforded by the

present research strategy for accomodating the trlangulatlon of the data

seem great. The existence of three Inter-related studies, each differing In

Its approach, will allow a measure of cross validation to take place. This Is

further strengthened by the opportunity to draw on the findings of the three

parallel studies mentioned in the Introduction. Thus, a clear opportunity

exists for both Internal and external tr[angulation to take place.

The following sections will describe the strategy to be adopted first In

general terms and then more specifically In the context of a review of some

of the methodological Issues pertinent to the research.

Outline of the Research Strategy

Just as it Is customary practice, and good sense, for a manufacturer to do

both market research and a small test launch of all new products in order to

gauge likely demand for the product In the market place, so It makes similar

good sense for a researcher to attempt to assess the worth of each aspect

of a research project prior to making Irreversible decisions on content,
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samples arid so on. This was the basic reason for the Pilot Study. Moser and

Kalton (1965) go as far as to suggest that a Pilot Study Is the key to a

successful research project.

A pilot study was doubly necessary In the present research, since, given that

parental choice of school was a new concept to parents at the time of

research, It may well have proved to be a barren study area. Thus the

salience of parental choice as an Issue had to be established. Additionally,

It seemed prudent to establish directly the relevance of psychological

decision theory In the specific context of parental choice. These were the

Initial considerations of the Pilot Study. \

Having established the salience of the Issue of choice to parents, there

would then be Justification for proceeding to examine the area In depth. In

order to assess how best to accomplish this, It was necessary to review the

requirements of the descriptive elements, and of the model. The former,

broadly, would demand a detailed appraisal of values, Justifications and

perceptions, while the latter would require a substantial body of numerical

Information detailing the valences, Instrumentalities and expectancies,

assessment of the thresholds and criterion variables. It will be readily

apparent that the divergent demands of the two aims of the research would

require differing strategies to adequately serve their Information needs. It

was decided that the qualitative needs of the former would best be met

through detailed Interviews, while the more quantitative demands of the

latter would require larger scale survey methods.
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Methodological Issues

1. Face to Face Interviewing

Firstly, In relation to the qualitative Information sought both In the Pilot

Study and In the first of the two main studies, It was necessary to Identify

the most fruitful Interview method In this context.

There are three basic types of Interview, and from these a choice had to be

made. These vary In the degree to which the researcher Imposes his or her

will on the direction It may take. Unstructured, or free Interviewing equates

more readily with everyday conversation than scientific technique (Burgess,

1984). While the researcher has an "agenda" (as opposed to a questionnaire)

with a number of topics which should be covered, the order and way In which

this Is done Is not set In advance, and no constraint Is placed on the

number of tangental explorations which may take place. The second option,

semi-structured interviewing, as the name suggests, uses a questionnaire In

which the majority of questions are open ended, allowing a degree of

flexibility In answering. The balance of power In the Interview - equally

distributed in the free technique - Is tipped firmly towards the researcher.

The third technique, structured interviewing, relies mostly on pre-coded and

directed questlonning with the interviewee very much a subject rather than a

true participant.
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Unstructured Interviewing

The widest use of unstructured Interviewing occurs In psychiatry, where Its

flexibility and Interaction Is clearly Ideal for exploring the problems of the

patient In a non-threatening, participative fashion. As a technique It Is

Ideal In providing rich and detailed data when depth rather than breadth Is

required. There are, however, a large number of practical difficulties In

using the technique.

First and foremost among them Is the time and cost of conducting more than

a few Interviews. This fact makes the technique almost useless for

conducting any large scale surveys. (The Institutional setting of the

psychiatric ward Imposes no such constraints.) Similarly, If the technique Is

to be properly employed, the researcher must prepare very thoroughly for

each Interview, since knowledge of the concerns particular to the Interviewee

Is essential to explore fully all the Issues central to research. Clearly this

would be time consuming. Burgess (1984) characterises the Ideal relationship

of Interv iewer to interv lewee as :

"A friend or confidant who shows Interest, understanding and
sympathy"

This brings particular problems with regard to scientific objectivity. Almost

by definition, the Interaction of the two participants Is higher than in

almost any other type of research, and this can lead to the actions of the

Interviewer directly Influencing the thoughts and responses of the
~4

Interv lewee.
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A second key difficulty Is In relating the data from one Interview to any

other since the questions are likely to have been presented In subtly

different ways and In widely differing contexts. An adjunct to this Is of

course that data Is almost impossible to code usefully and thus the focus of

the research cannot be changed post-hoc.

It would be difficult to present a clear case for the use of unstructured

Interviews In the present research. Since It was proposed to use a fairly

large number of parents, It was unlikely that the practical difficulties,
v

mentioned above, could be overcome. Particularly limiting would be the

difficulty of relating the responses of Individual parents to those of

others, and forward to a model of parental choice.

Structured Interviewing

Structured Interviews represent the opposite end of the continuum. Stacey

<1969) offers the following observations :

"There are certain dear advantages to the structured schedule. It
ensures that all respondents have the same questions put to them,
and that the same form of words Is used In every case. Although
It cannot be assumed that every respondent will understand the
same thing by the questions, It does reduce the differences which
result from the varied use of words."

That the most prevalent use of structured Interviewing Is In the large scale

social survey Industry illustrates both the strengths, as outlined by Stacey

(1969), and the limitations. Opinion polls require a standard set of
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questions and pre-coded responses to be given to a substantial number of

subjects In a short space of time In a manner allowing little scope for

Inter-Intervlewer bias. The largest use of a structured questionnaire Is the

ten yearly census carried out on behalf of the government. In this case, all

households In the United Kingdom must be sampled in a single night. Exactly

the same information Is required of each, and the responses are coded and

analysed mechanically.

Questionnaire design for a structured Interview is perhaps the key to the

whole procedure, since the social Interaction, so critical to un- and semi-

structured techniques, is minimised. It would be unusual for qualitative data

to be collected by such means, since the depth required Is rarely achievable.

Such a method relies on the "closed" question, one where all acceptable

answers are pre-coded and respondents' variations are forced to fit these

categories. Cenerally, a scale Is presented, 3, 5 or 7 point, giving the

respondent a common measure of "agreement" or "disagreement". Stacey (1969)

gives the following, very common, scale :

1. Strongly agree
2. Agree
3. Undecided
4. Disagree
5. Strongly disagree

Apparently simple, scales are In fact particularly difficult to construct. The

problems lie In two areas. Firstly, It Is human nature to tend towards the

middle ground, and thus avoid extremes of the scale. There are three possible

courses of action to help alleviate this problem. The first Is to exhort
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respondents to use the extremities of the scale. This approach Is adopted by

commercial personality Inventories. (For example In the Introductory sections

of the Instructions for the completion of Seville and Holdsworth Ltd's "OPQ"

personality Inventory.) It Is difficult to assess whether such an approach

succeeds or not. The second Is to compress the scale to make the extremes

less "extreme". However, this method is rather forced and much valuable

Information can be lost. The third, and most common method, Is to provide one

more point at each end of the scale than Is actually required. Thus a five

point scale can be converted to a seven point scale with the addition of (to

use the above example) "very" to points 1 and 5, thus "very strongly

agree/disagree". On analysis the responses 1/2 and 6/7 are treated as one

category and thus a five point scale Is used in analysis. While this Is

generally successful In attaining Its alms, It can nevertheless unfairly load

the data towards the extremes, and similarly responses perceiving actual

differences between points 1/2 are lost.

Burgess (1984) makes a subtle distinction which illustrates a main problem

of structured techniques. He suggests that questions are "answered" rather

than "considered, rephrased, discussed or analysed". The flexibility which

would encourage such thought processes Is not present In the technique. Thus

It Is far more likely that "off the cuff" answers are given.

A further problem Is that the pre-codlng of the questions Is likely to be

carried out In accordance with the view of the study area adopted by the

researcher, and thus the technique may be open to abuse, either Intentionally

or unintentionally. The most obvious examples of this are the frequent

accusation of bias and "loaded questions" In opinion and market research
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surveys. While the problem Is less likely to be so overt In scientific

research this Is nevertheless an area to which researchers must pay careful

attent Ion.

In the context of the present research, the structured Interview had some

attractions, particularly In its ability to approach a wide range of, In this

case, parents, asking essentially the same questions of each with the

attendant benefits of standardisation and comparability. However, there was

no reason to suspect that such information could not be more economically

gathered In a separate study using a "proxy" structured Interview - a postal

survey.

Semi-structured Interviews

In the spectrum of face to face Interviews, the semi-structured technique

occupies almost all the ground on the continuum between unstructured and

fully structured Interviewing. The level to which an Interview may be

structured can vary from almost total to almost not at all, thus combining

the advantages of both of the "extreme" methods while overcoming many of

the disadvantages.

A semt-structured Interview would typically call for more of an informal

setting than a structured, but less detailed preparation on an Individual

basis than unstructured. An Interviewer would follow a list of topics In a

more or less set fashion. However, the essential difference lies In the

types of question asked. While structured Interviewing requires structured

(or closed) questions, semi-structured Interviewing offers more flexibility
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for the Inclusion of open-ended probing questions, and particularly, for

follow-up questions dictated by previous responses. There Is of course a

role for closed questions as well, but the question type may be dictated by

the type of Information required.

Moser and Kalton (1971) identify two main question areas, factual and

opinion. Within the former category are such as biographical and general

classification data. Such data lends itself to closed questions and this

would be their most common use In a semi-structured technique. The latter

category, opinion questions, are likely to require to probe more widely and

are therefore best served by open ended or structured plus supplementary

question techniques.

In the context of the present research a semi-structured technique seemed to

offer the Ideal method In face to face interviewing. Those questions which

needed to be closed In order to make cross persons comparisons could be

combined with exploratory questions probing the background and justifications

for decisions. Similarly, a measure of factual and biographical data was

required of each respondent, and this method had sufficient flexibility to

allow for the Inclusion of a closed question technique for this purpose. Both

the Pilot and Second Studies - Interview based - were therefore carried out

using a semi-structured technique.

Information for the Expectancy Model

The requirements of the expectancy model, and thus the information

requirements for the Third Study, In contrast to the two preceding pieces of
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research, were felt to be best met by a more structured procedure, the

reasons for which will be outlined below. To recap, It was necessary here

that parents' constructs be assessed In exactly the same way. Also, a

substantial number of parents had to be addressed at, or as close as

possible to, the same time In the decision process In order to ensure

standardisation. The practical difficulties of making such approaches by

Interview were seen to be so large as to outweigh any advantages brought by

the ability to clarify and elaborate. For this reason, the postal survey

provided a useful, If problematic, alternative.

2. Postal Surveys

Of all the methods discussed In this chapter, perhaps the most fraught Is

the postal survey. In Its Ideal form It can be a quick, cost-effective method

of gathering a large pool of data, although with less than perfect

preparation It can prove to be frustrating and expensive.

The prime problem with a postal survey Is In persuading respondents firstly

to open, secondly to fill In and thirdly to return the questionnaire. Response

rates can vary almost completely between nil and one hundred percent. There

are, however, a number of actions which can help to increase response rates.

While little can be done to persuade respondents to open mall, nevertheless

their first Impression thereafter can be crucial. It Is Important to present

a professional but simple appeal, free from Jargon or hyperbole. Coode and

Hatt (1952) Identify five key areas which should be covered in any appeal.

Firstly, It Is Important to Inform the reader of the "auspices" of the study,
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the sponsoring agency or Identity of the researcher. Secondly, the purpose of

the study should be clearly but simply delineated with no ambiguity. Thirdly,

the part played by the respondent In the study should be explained -

essentially why he or she should fill In the questionnaire. Goode and Hatt

suggest that the most successful approach Is "altruistic", explaining that

science or knowledge will be advanced. They suggest that this Is more

effective than any financial Inducement, and would appear to have the side

benefit of provoking more considered answers.

•

A fourth crucial aspect of any covering appeal is clear, concise directions

as to the completion of the questionnaire. Goode and Hatt suggest that most

novice questionnaire designers overestimate the literacy of their target

group. A subsiduary point Is that even persons of higher educational

attainment are unlikely to give the Instructions full attention and thus any

action which Is not readily obvious will be misunderstood* by a proportion of

respondents, however accomplished.

The final aspect of any appeal Is a guarantee of anonymity. While it Is

unproven whether anonymous responses are more or less candid than those

more readily attributable, Goode and Hatt propose that much higher response

rates will be found If such a guarantee Is offered.

The length of the questionnaire requires a delicate balance to be struck

between the Information needs of the research and the diminishing returns of

people daunted, too busy or disinterested by a long questionnaire. Wherever

possible, questionnaires should be shorter rather than longer.
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It Is unrealistic to expect that respondents will take much trouble over

returning a questionnaire and thus this process should be facilitated in any

way possible. Pre-adressed and stamped <where appropriate) return envelopes

represent an absolute requirement.

The main action to faclltlate return of questionnaires Is likely to be

careful targettlng. Respondents who are likely to be Interested In the topic

of the questionnaire, those for whom the Issue Is salient, are more likely to

return the questionnaire than those with no Interest. Thus In the context of

the present research It would have been absurd to mall a questlonniare to a

group of persons extracted from the electoral roll.

While the drawbacks of a mailed questionnaire are broadly similar to those

of the structured Interview, the present research attempted to overcome

these problems by using essentially a "structured plus supplementary"

question design. Thus, the majority of the questionnaire consisted of closed

questions, those which were felt to be essential to the needs of the

research. However, a number of questions contained supplementary sections

seeking additional Information. It was acknowledged that It was perfectly

likely that most respondents would fill In only the closed questions, but It

was equally likely that a substantial minority would provide additional

Information. The tight targettlng of the sample made It likely that a

relatively high proportion of questionnaires would be returned.

The purpose of the mailed questionnaire in the present research would

therefore be to Investigate, with restricted depth, but some breadth, the

Issues arising out of the main Interview study, In order to assess both
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replication and generallsabllty of Its findings, a use supported by Goode and

Hatt <1952) In their summary of the mailed questlonnlare technique :

"The (mailed> questionnaire does not allow complex probe questions
which require the repsondent to thread his way through many
levels of subquestlons. Further, the Intervfetter Is not there to
give emotional support and other stimuliI to Increase the
respondent's willingness and ability to answer. The questionnaire
can most fruitfully be used for highly select respondents with a
strong Interest In the subject matter... "

Thus, the overall strategy of the present research was to use two distinct

methods In the context of three different approaches : the semi-structured

Interview based Pilot and Second Studies and the postal survey based Third

Study.

Sampling

The two main social science techniques, face to face Interviewing and postal

surveys, described earlier In the chapter, both require that sampling be

carefully considered.

Tversky's heuristic "representativeness" (Tversky, 1972) would suggest that

human beings are likely to ascribe general credence to Instances and events

happening to few people, but people who are among their Immediate circle.

Thus children growing up assume that all adults behave In the same ways as

their parents, often with unfortunate consequences. Essentially the same

problem can be seen In racial stereotypes and ultimately prejudice.
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Clearly social science research Is often concerned with trends and

generalisations among whole populations or sub-groups of populations, and

thus, If credence Is to be placed on the observations, there must be

satisfaction that the group or groups studied are representative of the

general population about whom the generalisation Is to be made.

This can be achieved In a number of ways. The first, but ultimately least

practical Is to approach every member of the population under study. Clearly

the resources required for such a survey would only be at the command of

the government. Large scale social surveys have been conducted, most notably

the longitudinal studies of children reported by Douglas. <1964,1968.) More

recently the Youth Cohort studies have attempted to attain broadly similar

goals with rather older children, but such surveys are rare. Modern opinion

polls are of course social surveys, but, despite claims to the contrary,

serious doubts must be cast on the representativeness of samples of 1 :

20000, particularly in political issues.

The notion of a control group is at the heart of scientific research,

although less so In social science. Essentially the sample for study Is

divided Into two or more groups randomly allocated. The first group Is given

the experimental condition and any changes are observed. The second group Is

monitored for random, developmental or other changes which cannot be

ascribed to the experiment. There seemed to be little benefit from utilising

a control group In the present research since there was no suspicion that

the experiment per se would lead to any parent doing anything other than

that which they would have done without questioning.
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Most social surveys rely on sub-samples of a population rather smaller that

these mentioned above. There are two main means of sampling from among a

population called by Stacey (1969) "random" and "judgemental" sampling. By

the former, every subject has an equal chance of selection for study. This Is

not to say that this should be done in a haphazard fashion. Random sampling

should be statistically based in order to minimise any suggestion of error

and bias. Thus It is Important to ensure that all elements of a population

are represented In broadly accurate proportions, for example, women or

minority ethnic groups, If the conclusions are to be described as applicable

to a group Including them.

judgemental sampling Is a little more complex In that It requires the

researcher to exercise discretion over the area to be studied. There is

little question that the choice of schools for the present research was a

Judgemental sample. Schools were chosen on the basis of a number of aspects

and variables of location, previous choice histories and so on. Ultimately,

however, the justification for the choice of schools rested with the

researcher. The nature of the sampling techniques employed within the three

studies would be expected to be rather less judgemental. Clearly, If

sufficient respondents were forthcoming, It would be necessary to choose

among them.

Several Issues seemed potentially Important In designing a sampling frame

for parental choice. The first was to ensure that a suitably balanced mix of

target schools was attained. It would have been pointless to Interview a

large number of parents from a single primary school with correspondingly

fewer of any others. Similarly, should It have transpired that there were
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demographic differences among sub samples, clearly these should have been

properly represented. Most crucial, however, was the need to carry out any

sampling on a properly randomised basis within those sub groups In order

that no experimenter bias be attributed to pre-screen Ing of the respondents

In any systematic, and thus Invalid way.

Questionnaire Design

The final pertinent methodological issue which had to be addressed was that

of questionnaire design, without doubt one of a large number of apparently

simple tasks which Is nevertheless fraught for the unwary, and much more

complex than It might appear. In Its widest sense, a questionnaire Is any

aggregation of questions whether written or oral, pre-ordained or

extemporised. However, this definition Is rather too wide to fully explain

the Importance of correct questionnaire design to a research project. Moser

<1961) makes the point that no survey is better than Its questionnaire.

As there are different methods of gathering research Information, so those

where a questionnaire would be appropriate require subtly different designs

In order that the maximum Information be extracted in a fair and

straightforward way. Thus, a face to face Interview would require different

sorts of questions from a mailed survey, and even within the spectrum of

Interviews, for example, fully and seml-stuctured interviews require

differing emphases. The actual requirements of each of the techniques as

they relate to each study will be discussed in the relevant chapters, but it
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seems appropriate here to offer some observations on general design

principles.

Clearly the first task of a researcher Is to establish the correct type of

questionnaire required, and, as noted, this is dictated by the research

methodology. The basic questions which need to be addressed are :

1 .Will any approach be face to face or mailed?
2.Wlthln a face to face design, how directed should the Interview be?
3.1s the aim of the questionnaire to produce Information which Is
qualitative or quantitative?

Each of these three basic questions produces an Indication of the sort of

questionnaire required. In the context of the present research, these

questions produced different answers for each of the three studies. For

example, while the Pilot and Second studies were face to face, the Third

Study was mailed. The questionnaires used as a result of reviewing these

questions differed In both form and content, depending on their purposes.

Each will be fully described In the relevant chapters.

The third of these questions Is particularly significant. Many research

projects change direction midway through fleldwork or even In the analysis

phase by attempting to graft a quantitative structure onto a qualitative

database. Such an approach Is generally unsatisfactory since the "researcher

effect" Is Inevitably higher as the categorisations are generally arrived at

with the benefit of post-hoc rationalisation, and the data Itself usually

requires the skill of a contortionist to be made to fit any categories, at

least In a truly meaningful way. In reverse, of course, the same can apply.

The researcher vainly scans rough notes to try to "remember" quotes and
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other back and foreground Information not collected directly at the time.

Thus It Is crucial that the analytical phase of the research project be

planned, at least In outline, before any questionnaire design takes place.

In the present research, the Pilot and Second studies were mostly qualitative

while the Third, although avowedly quantitative in serving the Information

demands of the theoretical model nevertheless contained optional questions

which, If answered, would produce qualitative data.

Construction

Probably the most stringently tested and controlled questionnaires are those

used for psychometric tests. While the detail of the process of designing

such a questionnaire Is perhaps excessively stringent for a research project,

nevertheless an outline of the basic principles would seem useful.

The underlying sine qua non of test design is that all questions are simple,

straightforward and not capable of misinterpretation. See, for example,

Cronbach <1961) or Anastasi (1969). While this Is most readily achieved by

the correct use of language, the structure of the questionnaire can also

contribute to clarity. It Is useful to group questions around common subject

areas avoiding the necessity for sudden changes in direction of thought on

the part of the Interviewee. Bearing these points In mind, the first stage

would be to build up a bank of questions, often with more than one

addressing the same underlying theme. Generally many more than will be

finally required will be used. Each question should be analysed for evidence

that it has been misunderstood - perhaps by widely differing answers being
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offered by people whom one would clearly expect to answer more similarly. A

second approach to this problem, particularly for quantitative designs is to

calculate IntercorrelatIon of Items to establish more clearly what Is being

measured by each. A third, and no less Important source of such Information,

Is the subjective perceptions of Interviewers, or the researcher him or

herself as to the ease or difficulty with which subjects have coped with

Individual questions, Ideas or sections.

Such were the considerations of the design of the tools for the research.

The final methodological decisions which had to be made related to which

specific geographical areas to study. The final part of this chapter will

detail the reasons for the selection of the particular schools examined.
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The Study Areas

As was clearly demonstrated in Chapter 1, the take-up of parental choice

varied across the country, being higher in cities that in rural areas.

However, there were also areas In which distinctive local patterns emerged.

The choice of area to study had to be somewhat arbitrary, but nonetheless

the presence of a number of conditions would facilitate successful research.

First among these would be a history of choice In the area. The Pilot Study

was carried out In May 1982, the first year of Implementation of the

legislation, and thus only expected choice patterns under the new legislation

could be used, but it will be recalled that all local authorities had

operated exceptional admissions schemes prior to the Implementation of

Section 28 of the Education Act and thus choices had been made, If under

different restraints. The Second and Third Studies, conducted in 1983 and

1984 were planned using request data from 1982 and 1983.

Secondly, In order to fully Investigate choices particularly using the

dissatisfaction components of the model, the presence of a school losing, or

expected to lose a significant proportion of pupils would be essential. As a

corollary, In order to facilitate analysis of choice of alternative school,

movement would Ideally be confined to a small number of adjacent schools.

Thirdly, as (Adler and Raab, 1987) subsequently demonstrated, choice

behaviour In certain areas can be shown to have been a consequence of purely

geographical factors such as road safety or primary school zoning. In order
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to fully utilise the expectancy model, it was essential to study areas In

which a multiplicity of choice justifications would be anticipated. In the

absence of data setting out the justifications of those moving In the past,

the views of local education officials were central to the Identification of

such areas.

The Pilot Study

Although exceptional admissions had been permitted In all regions prior to

1981 (Chapter 1 >, data on the levels of, and schools affected by, such

movements were not generally made public, and thus a subjective list of

likely locations was prepared prior to approaching the relevant local

authority for guidance and subsequent access. The list Included a number of

medium sized Scottish towns.

Education officials confirmed that Creenock fulfilled each of the three

criteria listed above. Prior to 1982, significant movements had taken place

within the town, centring on two losing and two gaining schools, and for

reasons perceived by the officials to be diverse and not merely geographical.

The Pilot Study Area

Creenock was a former heavily Industrialised tov»n. Its main employers, the

shipyards, were In severe decline and other established firms, such as Tate

and Lyle, merely shells of once booming factories. To an extent, this de-

IndustrlallsatIon had been offset by the establishment of a concentration of

electronics firms In the Spango Valley area of the town, with IBM the main
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employer. Socially the town was divided. In the east, there were large

housing estates, one of which, Glbbshlll, was an area of multiple deprivation.

In contrast, the west end of the town <and the contiguous town of Gourock)

were prosperous.

The second part of the Pilot Study area centered on the village of "Kennox"

to the south of Greenock, accessible both by an improved road and by

electric train. Although attracting many passengers In transit to the holiday

resorts of the Clyde Coast, the village had few amenities beyond shops and

an hotel. Local employment was provided, however, by a local power station

operated by the South of Scotland Electricity Board, then still fully

operational on the northern outskirts of the village. In the previous decade

the electrification of the railway line had made commuting to Glasgow

attractive, and as a consequence of this, two relatively large housing

estates were begun. One was a private development, the other built for let

by the Scottish Special Housing Association. Although harmony was claimed by

the local Headteacher, several parents saw an "us and them" attitude as

prevalent.

Educational Provision In Greenock

Educational provision was through seven local secondary schools, of which

five were pertinent to the study area. Limey lands Academy was formerly one

of the "first division" of Scottish schools, In rather the same position as

the Sheriffyards High School In Edinburgh (central to the Second and Third

studies). Llmeylands High School was formerly a senior secondary, a large
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modern school very close to the towns most prestigious employer, a US based

computer manufacturer. Bedlay High School was formerly a Junior secondary

situated In the south of the town, being relatively small with around 600

pupils. As with most areas of the West of Scotland, there was a flourishing

Catholic population, for whom educational provision was by means of two

schools, Blalrhall and Brucefleld, former senior and Junior secondary schools

respectively. It should be explained at this stage that Catholic parents were

functionally In two catchment areas, catholic and also non-denominational.

Patterns of Choice

Due to the early closing date for placing request applications In Strathclyde

<15th January 1982, rather than the suggested mid-February), the actual

requests made for 1982/83 were available on which to base research

dec is Ions.

Table 4.1 Placing Requests 1982/83

School Cain Loss

BlairhalI 8 0
Brucefleld 1 7

Limey lands Academy 11 1
Limey lands High 0 17
Tynemount High 5 2
Bedlay High 5 1
RIddochh11 I High 4 2

(Others) <4>

34 34
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Not Included In Table 4.1 are the effects of "dual catchment" area movements,

those leaving Catholic primary schools for non-denomlnatlonal secondary

schools for whom no formal placing request need be made. Table 4.2 clearly

Illustrates the changes.

Table 4.2 Dual Catchment Area Movements 1982/83

School Cain Loss

Brucefleld 0 <1> 11(18)

Limeylands Academy 11(22) 0 (1)

n. b. Overall totals In brackets.

The above tables clearly Illustrate the presence of two gaining and two

losing schools, the former Llmeylands Academy and Blairhall, the latter,

Brucefleld and Llmeylands High school. Blatrhall gained only from other

Catholic schools and thus was somewhat different from Limeylands Academy

which gained from five schools across both systems. As both Llmeylands High

and Brucefleld lost heavily to Llmeylands Academy, It was decided to study

primary schools within these two catchment areas. Patterns of choice at

three seemed particularly Interesting.

a.Kennox Primary School

Situated six miles south of the town, the school was zoned for Llmeylands

High School, but approximately equidistant from both this and Llmeylands

Academy. Despite this, the school could be described as "loyal", since 82% of

transfers were to Its catchment area schools (four to Blalrhall RC High

School). Clven the patterns of movement Illustrated within the two schools
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this Is perhaps surprising, and thus worthy of further investigation. Four of

the placing requests made were for Limey lands Academy and thus some parents

may be shown to be dissatisfied or have particular reasons for choice.

The school Itself was modern and largely open-plan, serving both halves of

the village educationally, and as a centre for social activities. It was

viewed as progressive both by Its Headteacher and parents.

b. LeadsIde Primary School

Situated In the prosperous west end of the town, the school was zoned for

Brucefleld Roman Catholic High School, but Its catchment area contained

Llmeylands Academy. Only 8 out of 25 pupils In 1982/83 transferred to

Brucefleld. Six parents made placing requests for Blalrhall RC while eleven

opted out of the denominational system to attend Limeylands Academy. Thus

Leads Ide could be portrayed as "disloyal" In that only 32% of pupils

transferred to Its catchment area school. Clearly this school was of

particular Interest with the cathollc/non-denomlnatlonal Issue as well as

those raised by the presence of high gain/high loss schools.

The school was located In poor facilities dating from the turn of the

century. Despite this, both the school and the Headteacher were well regarded

by parents and officials, If not always by local priests. The role of

Headteachers and priests In Catholic education Is far stronger than could be

expected from non-catholic counterparts.
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c. Blackrtg-g Primary School

Situated to the south of the town centre, this school was within a dual

catchment area, half of Its pupils attending Bedlay, half Llmeylands. It would

be expected that a fair amount of movement would take place across this

artificial boundary, but In fact only 11% of parents made placing requests

concerning either of the two schools.

The school was large and Ill-equipped, situated on a main road which was a

clear road safety hazard. Nevertheless, It was perceived to be popular, and

was, once again, a social centre for Its community.

Overview of the Pilot Study Area

Thus three contrasting primary schools were chosen from within the town of

Creenock and satellite villages. Each offered differing opportunities for

study. However, most Importantly, It seemed likely that the salience of

parental choice as an Issue would become clear here. An account of the

findings of the Pilot Study will form Chapter 5, and therein the sampling

frames, questionnaires and subsequent analysis will be described.

The Second and Third Studies

The choice of study area (or areas) for the subsequent research was driven

by slightly different concerns from those of the Pilot Study. Principal among

these was the requirement for larger sample sizes than could be offered by

even a medium sized town such as Creenock. It was thus likely that only a
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city could provide such an opportunity. Permission was obtained to conduct

research within the City of Edinburgh, which, It will be recalled, had the

second highest Incidence of placing requests In Scotland (behind Dundee).

The Edinburgh Division

Lothian Region was educationally divided Into four divisions corresponding to

the District Council areas. The three "Lothlans" were predominantly rural and

thus take up of placing requests was relatively low (except for Livingston

New Town In West Lothian). The fourth division, Edinburgh City, was mostly

urban, although there were two essentially rural schools at Balerno and

South Queensferry. As noted In Chapter 1, In 1983/84, take up at S1 (the age

group Involved In this research) reached 22.5%. This represented more than 1

In 5 of all transfers.

Edinburgh was a city of a little under half a million people, generally

prosperous, a major financial centre and yet, on Its periphery, possessing

some of the worst housing estates In Scotland - urban deprivation on a vast

scale In areas such as Mulrhouse, Cralgmlllar and Wester Halles. Each of

these estates had an Identifiable local school.

In such a city of contrasts the comprehensive school system sat rather

uneasily. As well as former fee paying schools, several of the old senior

secondaries still existed, as did most of the Junior secondaries. (The

situation was further complicated by the relocations of two, one a former

fee paying In 1968, the other a former senior secondary, In 1972). The
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differential status of these schools was crucial to understanding movement

In the city.

The Edinburgh Division had 24 secondary schools, of which 3 were Catholic

and 2 (Balerno and South Queensferry) In rural areas outwlth the old city

boundary. Leaving these five aside there are 19 which will now be will now

analysed In detail (using placing request data from August 1983 on which

research decisions were based).

A Typology

In studying the movements In and out of Edinburgh schools, four broad

categories were apparent viz :

Cain - These schools gain a moderate to high number while losing few;

Loss - These schools lose a moderate to high number while gaining few;

Balance - These schools gain and lose a moderate to high number;

Stable - These schools gain and lose few pupils.

The raw figures for the 21 non-denomlnatlonal city schools were as follows :
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Table 4.3 Patterns of Chofen In Edinburgh 1983/64

School Cain Lose Net Category

Solsglrth 3 76 -71 Lose
Comrle 1 6 -5 Stabl e
Seafleid 37 41 -4 Balance
Fleets 64 30 +34 Gain
Polmalse 5 84 -79 Lose

PolIcles 14 22 -8 Balance
Foufshlels 26 44 -18 Lose-Balance
Klnnell 6 30 -24 Lose

Rlgfoot 24 T6 +8 Balance
Sorn 47 16 +29 Cain
KM loch 37 24 +13 Balance
Michael 8 27 -19 Lose
Monktonhal1 74 14 +60 Cain
Mortonmulr 40 20 +20 Caln-Balance

Redding 36 9 ♦21- Cain
Knockshlnnoch 76 12 +64 Gain
Francis 0 f -1 Stable
Sheriff yards 81 1 +80 Cain
Shleldmatns 22 41 -19 Lose-Balance

Lady Nlua 44 27 + 17 Balance

Lady Victoria 4 92 -88 Lose

Ega&lkls Factor? In flpycmentg

Clearly from the table there were examples of all four categories among

Edinburgh city schools. The fourth (stable) was represented by the out of

town schools, viz Comrle and Francis. This category was almost by definition

of little Interest for this research. Each of the three remaining categories

will be dealt with In turn.

a. Cainlng Schools : Among gaining schools there appeared to be two distinct

sub-groups, firstly those who may have gained on their own merits, and those

who gained thanks to other factors. In the former group were Sherlffyards

and Monktonhall. Both were high status schools In middle class areas gaining

from a wide range of other schools over the whole of the city. In the latter
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group were Knockshlnnoch, Sorn and Redding. In this group there were two

possible reasons for gain. For the first two named schools, many of the

children came from one school only (Polmalse and Solsglrth respectively) and

It was most likely that parents, In placing their children In these schools

were avoiding the others. The latter two schools were perhaps best explained

by geographical factors. Sorn gained the majority of Its pupils from Klnnell

thanks to primary school zoning which did not accord with perceptions In the

local area, and likewise Redding gained from Michael <and perhaps also to an

extent from avoidance of Polmalse).

I

b. Balance Schools : Of the balance schools, perhaps the most Interesting Is

Seafleld. A former senior secondary, It would Intuitively have been expected

to be a "gain" school, and It did gain from primaries all over the city (12

In all) and yet It also lost heavily to Monktonhall. Clearly Boroughmulr was

an Intermediate status school - seen as high by parents moving to It, but as

low by those opting for Monktonhail, another school with high status. (Part

of the loss can also be explained by eccentric catchment areas dating from a

time when It was proposed to move the school to a new site In the east of

the town).

Shleldmalns seemed to be, In a sense, caught in the same no-man's-land as

Seafleld. Again a former senior secondary It gained from a number of Its

neighbours but lost to Mortonmulr, a similar school historically, but one

with a high residual reputation among Indigenous residents.

c. Losing Scools : Perhaps most Interesting of all were the losing schools,

and particularly Polmalse, Solsglrth (with to an extent Foulshlels) and Lady
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Victoria. Each of these schools served, at least In a large part, a housing

estate catchment In an area of severe deprivation. (Foulshlels could be

regarded as a losing school since Its gains were at the expense of Solsglrth

In an area where the catchment area boundaries did not accord with local

perceptions of geography). Since each of the schools lost to a minimum of

six other schools, It would be difficult to suggest that the losses were due

to the attractiveness of the receiving schools. Rather It would make sense to

suggest that the losses were due to parents seeking to avoid these schools,
l
or the areas they served.

Thus, It can be clearly seen that within Edinburgh there were a number of

schools which could form the focus of the research. Each of the high loss

schools fulfilled all three proposed criteria to be used In choosing a study

area (see above). However, one In particular further offered a neighbouring

school which Itself had an Interesting pattern of choice In gaining from and

losing to a number of other schools. Thus the "Solsglrth" High School

catchment area was selected as the principle area for study.

EdMCfttlPnftl Prpvteton In ths ?tpdy Area

In November 1983, Lothian Region Education Department Issued a series of

consultative papers on the future of education In the city. Faced with the

need to cut expenditure, the papers focussed on the contribution which could

be made to this exercise by rationalising school places In the light of
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falling school rolls. Since Solsglrth was at the centre of these proposals,

and they had a large effect on the study Itself, It Is worthwhile examining

the proposals In some depth.

The papers considered In detail six proposals for school reorganisation In

the present study area. The schools Involved were Sheriffyards, Foulshiels,

Solsglrth, Shleldmalns, Mortonmuir, Rlgfoot and Fleets. Of these schools,

Sherlffyards was seriously overcrowded, but Foulshiels, Solsglrth and Rlgfoot

were each projected to fall below the level of viability set by the Director

of Education for Lothian Region (500 pupils In 1990). Both Mortonmuir and

Shieldmalns Academies were contained In unsatisfactory buildings, Including

annexes which the Director was anxious to have vacated. Of the schools, only

Fleets seemed to be free of administrative problems. Of particular relevance

were proposals 4 and 6 dealing with the closure of Solsglrth.

Solsglrth had been opened as a junior school in 1953 with a working

capacity of 1450. At the time of the report the roll was 774 but this was

projected to fall to 440 by 1990, due mainly to declining birth rates and the

effects of parental choice. The report considered Solsglrth's accomodation to

be "fair" - a designation contested by staff and parents (and difficult to

understand on personal Inspection, especially in the light of the designation

of Foulshiels, apparently In much worse repair, as "good"). At no stage In the

report was the quality of teaching or the educational provision at Solsglrth

criticised In any way. The report made, and rejected, various administrative

solutions to halt the decline In Solsglrth's roll, mostly by rezoning primary

schools, but It was felt that the provisions of the Education (Scotland) Act

1981 would nullify these changes.
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In summing up, the report recommended that one of the options Including the

closure of Solsglrth be adopted by the Education Committee. It was felt that

time for consultation should be allowed, however, and that the "final"

decision on the future of Solsglrth was not to be taken until a special

meeting of the Education Committee on 12th April 1984.

In the Interim, staff, parents and councillors mounted a campaign against the

closure of the school. A special booklet was produced and a number of

submissions made to the Education Committee. At a public meeting (organised

by the Region) a senior member of the Education Department and a

representative of the Conservative Party were strongly criticised. However,

the Juxtaposition of education professionals and the lay parent group meant

that many of the parents' arguments were not followed through as they may

have been In other circumstances.

In his report on the consultation, the Director of Education rejected all the

points made by the parties Interested in the future of Solsglrth and

reiterated his position that the closure of the school should form a central

part of the restructuring of education in the area. At the special meeting of

the Education Committee, the Conservatives moved a motion to that effect.

The motion was defeated and an amendment instructing the Director to

reassess the provision of education at Solsglrth was approved. Certainly,

there was an element of political expediency involved, given that most of the

area was staunchly Labour and one of the three Alliance Party's Regional

Council members' consltuencles included a large part of the Solsglrth

catchment area. The decision, while a reprieve, left the school in a sort of
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limbo, and was not viewed with much satisfaction In the area, the general

feeling being that the "end had to come".

As will be shown In the relevant chapter, the closure threat had some

bearing on the results of the Second Study. Interviews were carried out

during the consultation period, and thus the decision to reprieve the school

was still four months In the future. However, by the time of the Third Study,

the resolution of the situation In favour of keeping the school open meant

that the issue had no bearing on the Third Study.

The second secondary school Involved In the research was Fleets High School.

A former senior secondary, It was relocated from a site to the east of the

city (subsequently occupied by Fleets Primary) to a suburban location In the

north of the city In 1972. The school was newer, and more modern than

Solsglrth, and had the added advantage of housing the Region's Music Unit, a

specialist teaching facility for the subject, and the only one In the Region.

Built with a working capacity of 1650, Its roll as of 1983 was 1189. In the

aforementioned discussion paper, it was envisaged that the roll would remain

high, partly through the effects of parental choice and partly through

primary school rezonlng. (Since then, Fortacres Primary has been rezoned to

the Sheriffyards School. However this would have little effect since only a

minority of the children from that area actually attended Fleets on transfer

anyway.)

Thus the two secondary schools Involved were somewhat contrasting, both In

history - one a former senior secondary, one a junior secondary; one high
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status, the other low status; one with bright prospects, the other's future

uncertain.

Primary Provision

In this section only the primary schools Involved In the research will be

considered. (There are two other primary feeders to each of the secondary

schools not Involved). Thus the primaries were as follows :

A fourth Solsglrth feeder school was also considered. Situated In the worst

of the area's urban deprivation which was then being renovated, the roll of

the school was considered likely to expand as property was reoccupled. At

the time of the research the school was In the Solsglrth catchment area.

However, this seemed to be an administrative convenience given that the area

was physically and socially separate from Solsgirth. In the minds of the

residents there was no connection at all, and thus the majority of the

movement could, according to the local Headteacher be ascribed to purely

geographical factors. For this reason it was decided not to proceed with this

fourth school.

The catchment area of Solsgirth was split Into two distinct parts. The first

(which Included the Solsglrth building) was served by two primary schools,

Solsglrth FIeets

Cardowan
Cartshore

Bardykes

Burghlea
Fortacres
FIeets
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Cardowan and Cartshore. Built In the 1930s along with the majority of the

local housing, both schools were essentially Identical, barely 400 yards apart

on the same street. The third Solsglrth feeder primary school Involved In the

research was Bardykes. Situated In the second part of the catchment area

around one mile from the secondary school, the school was an amalgamation of

two former primaries, brought about by the destruction of one by fire In

1982. The secondary catchment area retained the old Foulshiels - Solsglrth

split and thus the part of the area remained within the Solsglrth catchment

area and so of Interest here.

As noted above, subsequent to the research one of the Fleets feeder

primaries, Fortacres, was transferred to the Sheriffyards catchment area.

However, this was only a proposal at the time of the research, and had no

bearing on It. The school Itself was new, and In a rapidly expanding area of

expensive properties. Burgh lea primary was a large school, and covered a

very large catchment area. It was unfavourably situated beside a busy

roundabout. The final primary school, Fleets, was housed In the former

secondary school building and was almost two miles, and two buses, from the

Fettes site. Its catchment area Included Rlgfoot High School, and several of

the proposals in the discussion paper had suggested the rezonlng of the

school.

Patterns of Choice In the Study Area

a. Solsglrth

Dealing first with the patterns of choice at primary schools selected for

study, the possible transfer to Solsglrth from the three primaries was 128,
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and In the event 84 started there In August 1983, while 44 made placing

requests to go elsewhere. <66%/34%). These destinations were spilt as follows

Primary School

Bardykes (East)

DestI nation Number %age

Solsglrth 13 37.4
Fleets 13 37.4
Foulshiels 6 16.2
Shi eldmalns 1 2.7

Sheriffyards 2 5.4

35

Solsglrth 26 60.5
Fleets 9 20.9

Foulshiels 2 4.6
Shteldmatns 5 11.6
SherIff yards ! 2.3

43

Solsgirth 45 90.0
Fleets 2 4.0

Sheriff yards I 2.0
Shteldmatns 2 4.0

Cartshore

Cardowan

50

This ratio of leavers to stayers of 2:1 was contrasted with around 4:1 in

Edinburgh as a whole.

It will be seen from the table that the three Solsglrth feeder primaries

differed significantly In their destination profiles. Cardowan could be

described as a "loyal" school given that some 90% of Its pupils transferred

to the catchment area secondary. Cartshore could be described as an
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intermediate school with around 60% of pupils transferring. Bardykes, on the

other hand, could be described as "disloyal" In that a clear majority of Its

pupils transferred to schools other than Solsglrth. The variety was Important

In finalising the choice of study area since It was expected that parents in

each school would have different perspectives on choice and on Solsglrth.

Solsglrth Itself had a total possible SI Intake of 199. 76 pupils were the

subject of placing requests out of the school, while 5 were the subject of

placing requests Into the school, and thus the net number of pupils who

began at SI In 1983 was 128, or 64%. The placing request destinations were

as follows :

a! OUT

Destination Number Xage

FIeets 31
25

10
9

♦ 1

33
13
12

Foulshtels

Shleldmalns

Sherlffyards
Mortonmulr

76

b) IN

Previous Number

Foul shlel s
Shleldmains
(Other)

3

5
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b. Fleets

Among the Fleets primaries, the following pattern emerged :

Primary Destination Number Xage

Fortacres Fleets 20 45.5

Sheriffyards 10 22.8
Fee Paying 1* 31.8

*4

FIeets FI eets 29 59.2

RIgfoot 15 30.6
(Others) 2 4.1
Fee Paying 3 6.1

49

Burghlea Fleets 69 97.2
Sheriff yards 1 t. 4
Fee Paying I 1.4

71

The destination profile of Fleets' feeder primary schools was essentially

similar to that obtained In Solsglrth, although the overall transfer rate at

Fleets <73%) was a little higher <64%). Burgh lea Is obviously a "loyal"

school, Fleets Intermediate and Fortacres "disloyal". (For the purposes of

this analysis - which Is only descriptive and not Intended to be normative -

fee paying schools were treated as a single destination.)

Thus of a possible admission of 163 from the three primaries, 118 or 73% In

fact started In August 1983. 17 children <10%) moved to private education,

and 17% were the subject of placing requests. Discounting those leaving the

state system, 81% remained with the catchment area school.
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The total possible Intake at Fleets was 230. 30 children were the subject of

requests out, 23 moved to fee paying schools, while 64 were the subject of

requests into the school. The number of children starting SI was thus 241.

Placing requests were split as follows :

a) IN

Previous Number Xage

Solsgt rth 31 48
FoulshI els * 6

Rlgfoot 2 3
Shieldmalns 9 K
Others 18 28

64

b > OUT

Sheriffyards t4 47
Rlgfoot 12 26
Others 4 13

30

It will be seen from the above table that almost one half of all placing

requests Into Fleets came from Solsglrth. However, there were none In the

opposite direction.

The foregoing has provided a situational context for each of the three

studies. While details of approach and questionnaire content will be dealt

with In each of the study chapters <5,6 and 7>, this has provided an overall

review of the means of addressing the research objectives.
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Overview

Having reviewed many of the methodological Issues surrounding the research,

and set the study areas In context, the next three chapters will, In turn,

report In detail the findings of each project. Chapter 5 will contain a brief

account of the Pilot Study and its contribution to the subsequent two

chapters. The main burden of the experimental review will be carried by

Chapters 6 and 7, detailing the second (qualitative) and the third

(quantitative) studies. Each will end with a brief conclusion pointing

forward to Chapters 8 and 9, In which the twin alms of the research will be

reviewed and an overall conclusion offered.

)
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CHAPTER 5

The Pilot Study

Having established the need for a Pilot Study (see Chapter 4), It would

appear useful at this stage to clearly delineate the alms of this study in

order to provide an analytical framework for the findings.

Alms

As seen In Chapter 1, prior to 1981 the scale of movement by means of

exceptional or out-of-area admissions procedure was limited. While this may

have indicated widespread satisfaction with allocations policies, the views of

Conservative po lit leans seemed to suggest that lack of knowledge and, to an

extent, apathy among parents meant that few requests were made. In

formalising parents' rights to choose an alternative school, Mr Fletcher, the

sponsoring Minister, clearly stated that parents would become more likely to

make choices as a result of the legislation, It stopped some way short of

the logical "end point" of such thinking, (to force all parents to make a

choice under a system of open enrolement).

At the time of the Implementation of the provisions of Section 28 of the

Education (Scotland) Act 1981, It was far from clear whether Mr Fletcher's

optimism would prove Justified. (University of Glasgow, 1986). The present

research commenced In October 1981, the month In which the legislation was

enacted. It was prudent, therefore, In the absence of any evidence, to
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attempt to assess whether, as Mr Fletcher felt, parents would respond to

their new rights positively and In sufficient numbers to justify conducting a

full research project.

A parallel aim of the Pilot Study was to assess the relevance of using

Expectancy Theory to address the Issue of parental choice. As noted In

Chapter 2, the face validity of such an approach was intuitively apparent.

However, It seemed prudent to establish It more directly.

Scope of the Pilot Study

The Pilot Study addressed a number of Issues relevant to the prospective

model of parental choice. Because of the timing of the research, (after

decisions had been made by parents), it was impossible to address the

predictive model, but aspects of each of Its elements were assessed in order

to establish whether parents were comfortable In their use. Similarly, It was

clear that developing questions to successfully measure parents'

Instrumentalities, valences and expectancies would be problematic, and the

opportunity was afforded by a Pilot Study to try several different means.

Methodology

The study area and broad methods were Introduced In Chapter 4. The following

section will describe the more specific details of the method applied to this

study. It was decided to approach all the parents In LeadsIde primary and

Kennox primary, and an equivalent number in Blackrlgg. Thus 28, 25 and 25

parents In each respective school were approached. The preferred method of
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approach was opt- out, whereby parents would have to return the request slip

If they did not wish to participate, since It was felt that by this method a

higher response rate would be gained.

Interviews were arranged (mostly) by telephone and the venue could be either
V"

the Interviewee's home, or a room provided by the school, at the

Interviewee's discretion. (In the event only one parent was Interviewed In

the school, and In that case only because she had other business In the

school at the time.)

Two slightly different questionnaires were used, one for the Catholic and one

for the non-denomlnatlonal samples, the former consisting of forty eight, the

latter of forty nine Items, several of which contained subsections. The only

difference related to a supplementary question on church Involvement In

Catholic decision making. Sections one and four concerned general

demographic and social variables. Questions were included to guage the

degree of Involvement of the parents in the education process, their

Involvement In social activities and their past educational record and

achievements.

Section two of the questionnaire was an attempt to quantify the depth of the

parents' knowledge of the local education system, and probe their perceptions

of the reputations of the local schools. Most Importantly, however, It

contained attempts to clarify the outcomes the parents held for their

children within the education system. In terms of the model, this related to

the "valences". These questions were deliberately open ended to allow the

parents latitude In their answers and, It was hoped, to prevent the
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Imposition of the views of the researcher. It was decided to prompt for

several of the most popular outcomes, such as "hlghers" or "discipline", If

necessary. Data were collected In the form of a five point scale.

Section 2 also contained an attempt to quantify the Instrumentalities of the

model by Inviting the parents to rate the schools relative to each other on

the likelihood that they would satisfy each of their desired outcomes. This

was done by presenting cards with the names of the schools to the parents

and asking them to place them on a larger card marked with a five point

scale, the position to be determined by their estimation of the likelihood

that the school would fulfill the nominated desired outcome. The

"expectancies" were contained within section three of the questionnaire,

prefaced with an attempt to guage the level of Information held about the

rights granted to them by the Education (Scotland) Act 1981. They were

Invited to describe the current allocation system and that which preceded It

under the exceptional admissions procedures. They were asked the sources of

their Information both about their rights and education in general. At this

point parents were asked if they had considered making a placing request,

and If so, whether they had In fact done so. Catholic parents were also asked

If they foresaw any circumstances whereby they would withdraw their children

from the Catholic education system.

The final section consisted of two or three general questions, asking the

parents to comment freely on their perception of the current education

system, and more specifically on the philosophy behind the provisions of

Section 28 of the Education (Scotland) Act. Catholic parents were also asked
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their views on the relevance of the denominational system of education as It

existed In the West of Scotland.

Analys Is

The first point to note In this analysis Is that In fact two of the

Headteachers summarily changed the opt-out method previously agreed to opt-

In by the Inclusion of a tear off slip. This was not done because of any

methodological or ethical reservations, but simply because they were trying

to help. This did, however, provide a neat, If unscientific, test of the two

methods. The responses are noted In the table below.

Table 5.1 Responses by School

School n method rate

Leadstde 25 opt out 76
Kennox 28 opt I n 50

Blackrigg 25 opt if) 36

It would appear therefore that the opt-out method was markedly more

successful than the opt-In method (which had a composite success rate of

43%). (As noted, a proper test would have randomly allocated methods within

the schools.) One Headteacher suggested that the higher response rate among

Catholic parents may have been due to the closer relationship they were

perceived to have with their schools, but this was conjecture. These things

said, it was clear that an opt-out method was likely to prove more fruitful

in later research.
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Of forty two possible Interviews, In the end some twenty six were finally

completed. These were split as follows:

Table 5.2 Interviews by School

School possible actual

Leadslde 19 11
Kennox 14 12

Blackrlgg 9 3

There were seveal reasons for completing only twenty six of the interviews.

In the Blackrlgg and Leadslde areas, the higher proportion of working women

made arranging Interviews somewhat more difficult. In Kennox this was not so

prevalent. Further, It was felt that little more would be gained from

Interviewing more parents, and thus a decision was taken to terminate the

pilot study.

Table 5.3 Placing Requests

School requests no request

Kennox 3 9
Leadslde 9* 2

Blackrigg 3 0

♦Includes 5 "dual areet' requests
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Demographic Background to the Sample

Catholic Sample

As noted above, the Catholic part of the sample was drawn from a relatively

small area In the west end of the town. The area was staunchly middle class

with ten of the eleven parents groups Interviewed being owner occupiers.

Five of the men were electrical engineers, the other a mix of professionals.

Eight of the womens were economically active, four were teachers, and again,

all were professionals. All were two parent families. All had been resident

for over six years in Inverclyde, none thought moving likely. Nine of the

sample claimed to be regular attenders at parents nights, seven being

members of the PTA.

Non - Denominational Sample

The Kennox sub-sample fell Into two distinct social groups by housing

tenure. However, each of the twelve husbands described themselves as

"professional" with engineers again In the majority. More surprisingly, only

two of the wives were economically active, perhaps reflecting the lack of

opportunity for employment In the village. While all of the sample had been

in their current residence for more than two years, five of the sample had

lived In Inverclyde for less than five years. Additionally, five of the sample

felt It likely that they would move out of the area. Eleven of the sample

regularly attended parents nights, six being members of the PTA. The

Headteacher encouraged parents to phone him at any time, and several
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regularly did so. (None of the four Catholic parents at the school consented

to be Interviewed.)

The three Blackrlgg parents were firmly working class, long resident In the

area and regular attenders at parents nights although none were members of

the PTA.

Substantive Knowledge

Analysis of the questions relating to substantive knowledge produced some

rather surprising findings. It will be recalled that there were seven schools

In the Immediate area of Creenock and Courock. Of the Kennox sub sample,

only Limey lands Academy and Limey lands High school were known to all,

Blalrhall to ten, Tynemount Academy to nine, Bedlay to five, Brucefleld and

Riddochhlll to three each. This Is rather surprising given the fact that all

of the sample had been resident In the area for some time. Following on from

this, parents were particularly unsuccessful In assessing the size of the

schools they knew of. (The "worst" case was a parent estimating the roll of

Limey lands Academy at 1800 - the actual roll was 720.)

An Interesting feature to emerge was the consistent over-estimation of the

size of Limey lands High School by those parents who had made placing

requests away from the school. The average overstatement was In the order

of 50%. These same parents all cited the "size" of the school as a main

reason for their choice. This may either be a case of choice made on

Inaccurate Information or else evidence of dissonance reduction.
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Among these Kennox parents, the question of reputations produced divergent

responses. It was not at all surprising that there should be such a

difference, given that placing requests had been made. For two of those who

had made requests, Limey lands High School appeared a vastly Inferior school

plagued by Indiscipline and falling, <lf not failing), standards. The third

parent made a choice solely on the grounds of size. Those choosing to remain

with the school saw ft as acceptable academically, and, while accepting that

there were discipline problems, suggested that these were rather overstated.

Remaining parents viewed Limey lands High as on a par with Limey lands

Academy, which was considered to be "not as good as it used to be". It

seemed therefore that a measure of dissatisfaction Is necessary before a

request Is likely to be made.

The Catholic sample was rather more successful In naming the local schools.

This Is perhaps to be expected given the location of the catchment area.

Most were able to assess more accurately the size of the schools, although

once again there was an over-estimation of the rolls. Views of the

reputations of the schools were similarly, If not actually more polarised

than those amongst Kennox parents, particularly in relation to Brucefleld -

"acceptable" or "terrible" depending on the choice made. (The negative view

was common to parents choosing other Catholic and non-denominational

schools.) Blalrhall was viewed as a moderate school with little positive or

negative comment. Limey lands Academy, however, excited two strands of

opinion. On one hand It was viewed as the best school In the area, on the

other a tarnished shadow of Its former incarnation. Those subscribing to this

latter view cited the "split school" with children being bussed from a

particularly run down area of the town as an experiment In some sort of
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social engineering, and snobbishness as problems Inter alia. Those expressing

doubts about the Academy were four In number, three who had chosen

Blalrhall, the other a Brucefleld parent. <The parent who expressed no doubts

about the Academy rejected It on religious grounds.) It Is difficult to

establish how much of this was due to post hoc rationalisation of decisions

already made, but It was clear that this offered further support for the

notion that dissatisfaction must be present before placing requests will be

made.

Outcomes and Valences

There are problems to be faced In discussing the questions concerning

valences. The structure of the questions was such that parents were first

Invited to contribute those outcomes which were crucially Important to them.

This created Initial difficulties In that so few of the sample had thought

about educational Issues In such a way before and thus prompts had to be

given. While this may have directed the thinking of the parents, It Is

difficult to assess how far this is the case. In order to minimise the

effect, the same outcome was presented as an example to all parents -

"hlghers". Parents were asked to rate this, and any other they thought to be

Important on a five point scale. In addition to this, parents were Invited to

rate outcomes generated by other parents, In order to establish whether they

had any wider relevance or use.

The outcomes presented were varied In content, the most consistent being

discipline, preparation for life and good basic education. For many parents
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the Issue of discipline In school was rated low since they felt It to be a

parental responsibility. Not surprisingly this was more prevalent among the

Catholic sub-sample. This sample was also more strongly In favour of moral

education, and, Inevitably, religious education. (There was a difference in

emphasis within the sample depending on whether a Catholic or non-

denominational school had been chosen.)

Analysis of the results failed to show any clear dlfferentlon between

parents making requests and those choosing to stay with the catchment area

school. This was true both of the Catholic and non-denominational samples.

Instruments I It les

It proved to be very difficult to obtain useful data In this area, since

parents were generally only poorly aware of the details of their local

education system. It would appear that parents did not think In such clearly

defined ways as the rationale of the question demanded. For example, even

the Catholic parents were not aware In any factual or tangible way about the

levels and sorts of religious education offered at both Catholic and, more

Importantly for those making placing requests, at non-denomlnatlonal schools.

It would appear that parents considered less tangible issues, a point which

shall be discussed In the next section. Parents simply did not seem to

approach the level of sophistication demanded by the model. There may have

been a degree of overlap where the outcome was sufficiently major to be a

factor In an approach - avoidance situation. Thus parents could perceive

school A to be deficient In, say, discipline, and school 8 as acceptable. The

parent may therefore be registering <dIs)satlsfaction on a single dimension
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and seeking a single alternative, not entering Into a weighing up of all the

merits and demerits of the alternatives.

Expectancy

Parents' expectations that a placing request would be granted were measured

directly for all schools. Of course, had the Information disseminated by

Strathclyde Region been fully effective all parents should have had no

doubts. In the event only three had, Including one parent who had applied for

a placing request. Only one parent gave a justification for their response

stating that the Education Department would ask (Incredulously) "why has he

done that?" If the parent applied to Rlddochhlll or Bedlay, two of the

schools perceived to be of lower status.

Some Further Analysis

Awareness of the existence of the Act was predictably high, although the

details were unknown to five of the sample, none of whom had applied for a

placing request. Such awareness was defined as knowledge of the procedure to

be followed and of at least two of the grounds for refusal. Parents'

knowledge of the system previously In operation was rather scant In

comparison. Only ten of the sample were aware of the substance of the

exceptional transfer procedure, even although It had applied to their own

children. Of those parents who had made placing requests <le for Blalrhall

and Limey lands Academy) only one (of six) was unaware of the provisions of

the Act.
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All of the sample recalled having received a communication from the

Department of Education via the school. Twelve recalled reading of the Act In

the Press. Several, however, noted that they would not necessarily recall

items of an educational nature from the local press <all except one of the

sample regularly received the local evening paper). Two had heard of the

"Parents' Charter" on television and a further three at their workplaces.

Only three of the Kennox parents had given any consideration to the

possibility of making a placing request. Each ultimately conceded that they

were "happy" to a greater or lesser extent with their catchment area school.

However, the necessity to pay for transport would, in any event, have been a

large disincentive. Neither of the Leadslde parents opting to remain with the

catchment area school found any fault with It, and gave no consideration to

choice.

lust If Icatlon For Choice

Kennox parents who made choices (3) each felt that Llmeylands Academy was a

better school than Llmeylands High School and had a measure of residual

kudos from Its days as a fee paying school. Phrases such as "a better

calibre of student" and "different children - no bad thing" were used. These

seem to make clear the "socfaP aspect of the choice. Each also felt that the

Academy was more "socially acceptable" In terms of its name and the "start"

It transmitted to Its pupils.

The Catholic parents who had chosen to opt away from the denominational

sector and send their children to Llmeylands Academy did so for broadly
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similar reasons, and also as a consequence of perceived "better discipline"

at Limey lands Academy. These parents were also keener to dismiss the

educational attributes of the two Catholic Schools In the area - most

certainly a dissonance reduction. Blairhall was rated "too rough" and "too far

away" <it was actually closer In most cases than Brucefleld which was not

considered to be too far away).

Those Catholic parents who opted for the other Catholic school, Blalrhall

roundly condemned Brucefleld. Each had contact with Blalrhall through

siblings and said that they were broadly satisfied with their experience.

None of the parents claimed to have considered non-denominational schools -

one talked of the stigma of Catholic children In a non-catholic school.

The parents who opted out of the Catholic sector were asked whether their

decision would have been the same had a satisfactory alternative existed.

Only one said that It would. Others spoke of considerable pressure applied by

the Church to try to force them to change their minds on the Issue, to the

extent of suggestions by local Clergy that "God had been sent from the

door". It Is difficult to judge whether the vociferous dissatisfaction was

more a product of their attempts to Justify the decisions to themselves

within the terms of their faith than a rational assessment of the worth of

the two schools, bearing In mind their lack of knowledge of the details.

Value of the Pilot Study

Bearing In mind the limited alms of the Pilot Study a great deal of useful

information was gained.
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1 Clearly, for all 26 parents Interviewed the Issue of parental choice was

salient. Each presented themselves as caring and felt that, even where no

request had been made, had It been necessary to do so, It would have been

done. The majority took an active role In approaching the school to discuss

problems and attended parents' nights on a regular basis. Each had at

least a limited substantive knowledge of the Act.

2 The sampling frame was subject to an unexpected test by the Headteachers.

Although not unequivocal there seemed to be enough doubt surrounding the

opt In procedure that It would be unwise to adopt It for subsequent

studies. Account must of course be taken of the argument that those who

would "consent" to take part In an "opt In" situation would be those for

whom the decision would be especially salient. Certainly this Is so, but it

Is unlikely that all those in this category would stake the effort required

to opt in. For this reason, it was perceived to be better to concede that

some apparent acceptances would prove to be from people for whom the

decision was not salient, such people being retrospectIvely discarded from

the sample.

3 The questionnaire was successful In achieving Its alms in almost all areas.

The apparent failure of the instrumentality question may In fact be doubly

significant In that clear arguments may be advanced suggesting that it Is

the concept Itself which may be irrelevant. (See Chapter 8 below.) The

problems of shared meaning (touched on In Chapter 2) were amply

demonstrated, but It was perhaps even more significant that parents were

uncomfortable, and largely unable, to generate outcomes of their own.
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4 While the Issue of choice was salient to all of the sample, the levels of

Information held were surprisingly low. Parents had little Idea of the

merits, facilities or policies of Individual schools including those to

which their child was either to be assigned or sent. Opinions were

certainly held but these centred on the social aspects of the education

system.

5 Although no formal test of the model was undertaken In the Pilot Study,

the existence of several of the proposed thresholds was established.

Salience seemed to be a prerequisite. One parent felt that the decision of

choice of school was more properly left to the educational professionals

(the woman was educated to University standard and thus It can be assumed

that she held this view from a position of strength). It seemed, therefore,

that a threshold of "responsibility" may be pertinent. Similarly, the whole

Issue of dissatisfaction will be a keystone of the following and

subsequent chapters.

6 Given the retrospective circumstances of the research It was not possible

to Investigate more than the components of an Expectancy formulation.

There was clear evidence that parents seemed to operate, (either

consciously or otherwise) a bounded rationality approach to Information

gathering - a long way from the perfect knowledge demanded by expectancy

theory. It would appear that only those who considered themselves to be

dissatisfied with the catchment area school considered a change. Given

parents' lack of knowledge, there must be some doubt as to whether a model

assessing outcomes would be an accurate reflection of the decisions made
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by parents In the Inverclyde division. Whether this was a local or more

general problem remained to be seen.

Summary

In conclusion, It must be said that the Pilot Study was a success In

realising Its alms. The methodology and approach were tested and, more

Importantly, several issues were raised, most notably : whether parents were

rational; dissatisfaction; Information gathering; bounded rationality and, by

extension, the whole Issue of satIsfIcing. These Issues were central to the

subsequent first main study, a report of which will constitute the following

chapter.
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CHAPTER S

Eyjrfapga From The Second Study

Alms

While the Pilot Study was broadly concerned with preparing the ground for

research Into parental choice, In establishing the general salience of the

Issue and the practicality of Investigation, the Second Study was concerned

with furthering the search for a model of parental choice. The Second Study

does not address all the questions posed by the provisional model. Rather, It

exploits the benefits of Its methodology, to focus on areas which can be

seen to be more qualitative.

The Second Study focussed on several aspects of the provisional model. Once

again, the broad salience of the topic was addressed, as It should be In

every research situation, by means of addressing thresholds. The thresholds

were also addressed In a qualitative way In order to ascertain, for example,

the range of stability variables (see Chapter 3) which could lead to non-

choice, or why, despite their existence, a choice was still to be made. The

second major area addressed was Information, primarily those sources which

parents found to be Important, their pathways to Information about the

school system and the range of people with whom they would discuss choice

of school. The third area Investigated was parents' views of both their local

and other schools, both aB a major topic of Interest In Itself, and as a way
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to establish what kind of Information parents used to form opinions about

the schools. Following from this, aspects of the school which parents thought

to be Important were Investigated. This was not done In a scaled fashion, and

thus no numerical analysis following an EV model was possible. However, this

was never the purpose, as this study was done to elucidate the range of

possible outcomes, establish patterns and firm up the choice of those to be

used In the third study. The last major area to be covered was parents'

Justifications for their choice, essentially the question, "why did you do

that ?"

Overview of the Chapter

Having established the alms of the Second Study, the exact methodology to be

employed will be discussed. The study area was Introduced In Chapter 4. The

following section will discuss the method of approach and the questionnaire

Itself. The subsequent section will present a largely uncritical summary of

the results, both quantitative and qualitative, to be followed by an analysis

of the findings. The final section will present a brief discussion of the

topics Identified In the alms, pointing forward to the Third Study, a report

of which will form Chapter 7, and to Chapter 8 which will attempt to draw

together all the disparate aspects of the research Into a coherent model.

Method and Questionnaire

The Second and Third studies employed different research techniques. (See

Chapter 4.) While the latter utilised a postal questionnaire of an

essentially, although not wholly, quantitative nature, the present study
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addressed Its alms by means of an extensive, semi-structured Interview

technique. As noted In the foregoing section, It was felt that this means

would be Ideal to explore the Issues chosen to be covered. Clearly there

were drawbacks with such an approach, most notably, the constraint of time.

It was thus unlikely that a large number of Interviews could be done between

the point at which choice was offered and that at which It was nominally

made.

To balance this, the semi-structured technique, as discussed In the previous

chapter, was Ideal for wide ranging discussion at the margins of the topic

- often leading to valuable lines of enquiry. It was felt that to do the

postal questionnaire first would be wasteful, In that new lines of enquiry

established at Interview could not be followed up. it was thus felt to be

Justified to use this ordering of methods.

»U?thffd

It had become clear from the Pilot Study that certain techniques should be

favoured. First among these was the employment of an opt-out technique. To

recap, the schools In the Pilot Study, at which an opt-out approach was used

had a markedly (although not technically proven) higher response rate than

those employing an opt-In approach. For this research It was decided that

the opt-out method should be used. Permission to use this technique was

sought From, and granted by, the Education Department and Individual schools

(although, to look ahead, this did not prevent one of the Headteachers from

summarily altering the method after delivery of the letter to parents). Each

parent of a primary 7 child at each of the three schools was sent a letter
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asking them to participate In the research and informing them that, should

they not wish to participate, they should sign and return the letter to the

school. Letters were distributed via the class teachers and primary 7

children. Parents who did not return the letter to the school were further

approached either by telephone or In person asking to arrange a time at

which the researcher could call, or alternatively, the parent could attend I he

school.

The lust If Icat Ion for attempting to approach a 100% sample lay In the high

"refusal" rate obtained In the broadly similar Blackrlgg area of Greenock and

the resultant desire to try to maximise the response rate at source. A

further sampling technique could, of course, have been adopted, should the

response rate have necessitated It. No specification was made for

mothers/fathers or both to be present for two reasons. Firstly, a large

proportion of the target sample was single parents, with their Identity as

such not always Initially apparent. Secondly, any Interviews conducted with a

non-central figure In the decision process could be later screened out - to

try to convey this In advance would almost certainly have led to a decreased

response rate.

Inter-personal Context

Clearly, there were potential problems for the conduct of the Interview In

that the parents to be Interviewed were drawn almost exclusively from the

types of backgrounds where no previous encounters with research, nor Indeed

with a university In any form, was likely. Similarly, a balance was required

between excessive formality of manner and dress and over familiarity on the
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other. In order to try to gauge an appropriate level for both manner and

dress, contact was made with two social workers whose advice was

subsequently heeded. Dress consisted of smart casual trousers with sports

Jacket as appropriate, and collar and tie. It was not felt desirable for the

researcher to adopt a "persona" In, for example, the pretence of local

knowledge or accent since this would, If seen through, have undoubtedly lead

to the cessation of cooperation on the grounds of patronIsatIon as well as

deceit. The advice heeded was effectively to "be yourself, be friendly and

don't talk down".

The Questionnaire

The questions themselves were derived partly from the successful elements of

the Pilot Study, and partly from the specific alms of the research Itself.

The questionnaire was designed to be completed by the Interviewer. Space was

left at each question for the responses, and questions were printed only on

one side of the page to leave space for notes as required. The questionnaire,

to be described In detail below, consisted of four contiguous sections,

elements of which had direct bearing on other sections and thus must not be

seen to be discrete. The questionnaire was undoubtedly long, requiring an

expected 4-5 minutes to 1 hour for completion.

Sect Ion 1

The first section of the questionnaire was designed to collect biographical

data on the Interviewees. Some fifteen questions addressed the following

topics : number of children and their educational stage reached; age at which
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parents had finished secondary school; the nature of this school and whether

they had had any form of further education or gained formal qualifications;

the number of years they had spent In their present house, and locally, and

whether they considered It likely that they would move In the next year;

their employment status; the Identity of the decision maker; factors

preventing participation In the process and a measure of frequency of

discussion of a variety of educational Issues.

While several of these questions were purely biographical, others related to

various of the thresholds described In the provisional model outlined In

Chapter 3. The questions relating to the Identity of the decision maker were

designed to provide a check that, In fact, the parent/s Interviewed were

Involved In the process Itself. The final question of this section related

broadly to salience In that It offered a general indication of parental

Interest In their child's education. Two of the questions, relating to the

likelihood of moving and factors preventing participation In the decision

process, related to the stability threshold - assessing whether anything

was likely to Impede the decision process. The purely biographical data was

collected both as background and as a means to try to discover any

differences between choosers and non-choosers. Where appropriate,

differentiation was made between husband and wife.

Section 2

The next section of the questionnaire dealt with broadly the Information

aspects of the model. Parents were first Invited to nominate sources they

would or had consulted for Information about schools. This was done for two
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reasons. Firstly, as a further check on the salience threshold. Clbarly any

parent who could not produce a reasonable answer to such a question would

be unlikely to take much Interest In the "nuts and bolts" of their children's

education. The second reason was to allow parents to generate sources which

may have been Important to them but had not been Included In the

questionnaire. It was thus a check on the content of the list. Where

appropriate, parents' own sources were added to the list to be rated. This

list formed the bulk of this section of the questionnaire and was drawn from

that generated by the Pilot Study (with the exclusion of "priest" since none

of the schools Involved was Catholic). They were also asked to make any

other comments regarding Information and communication. Parents were Invited

to rate each of the sources on a 1-5 scale printed on a card which was

handed to them. The scale ranged from "very Important" to "not Important at

all". The rating criterion was the perceived Importance of the source to the

parents only, not to how Important they may have felt they were to other

parents. By this means It was hoped to establish which (If any) of the

sources parents saw as Important and of course to try, If appropriate, to

establish any trend among choosers or non-choosers.

Parents were then asked If they had discussed the choice of school for their

child with anyone outwlth their Immediate family. While this was partly a

background question, as was the next, relating to whether they felt others

were discussing It much, both would help to establish If there appeared to

be evidence of a bandwagon effect, that is parents choosing because others

were doing so.
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The following questions related to the school brochures, to establish thelr

Influence primarily among those who opted for schools other than the

catchment area school. Parents received only the brochure relating to their

catchment area school, those relating to alternative schools had to be

specifically requested from the Education Department. It would appear likely

that only parents opting for alternative schools would request any brochures.

This section related to school-specific Issues. The parents were Invited to

nominate their own outcomes In preference to using a given list as a means

of establishing a range of outcomes which had specific validity to the

Pllton/Solsgirth area. Clearly too there were advantages In that while

parents responding to given outcomes may say that one or another was very

Important, It was possible that those which were crucial would be those

which would be spontaneously generated. If required, parents were given two

prompts : firstly a good music department and secondly 10,000 pupils (to

pre-empt later discussion, no parent considered a music department to be

centrally Important, thus providing a post hoc Justification for a perhaps

doubtfully safe prompt.) The second stage of the question asked what sorts

of things parents felt they would like to see their children gain from

attending school. It was hoped that this question would offer some Insight

Into the potential areas on which school choice would depend.

The subsequent questions In Section 3 related to the local schools

themselves and their perceived reputations. This question was Intended to

establish the salient alternatives. Essentially parents were asked what they
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thought of their local schools. Ihls question served on several levels.

Clearly the Information In Itself was Interesting In building up a picture of

a school as It was perceived In the area, but also It provided an Indication

of the sorts of Information parents held about schools. This has great

Importance In considering how parents would go about making choices. When

asked about a school, would they associate academic Issues, social Issues or

extra-curricular Issues with the school, to use three examples. On another

level, this Information provided a measure of satisfaction, which was further

Investigated In Section 4-, as well as an estimate of the perceived quality of

any salient or intended school. Parents were asked to rate the school on a

1-5 scale, where I was excellent, 5 poor. Parents were subsequently asked to

rate the schools as they had perceived them when they themselves were

growing up In the area, If appropriate. It was hoped to discover whether this

had any bearing on their current view of the school and choices.

Section 4

The last section of the questionnaire related more specifically to the

dissatisfaction hypothesis and choice Justifications. With this aim, parents

were asked not only to assess their satisfaction with the catchment area

school, but also to associate those specific features which contributed to

this dissatisfaction. It was felt that this Information would provide a good

Indicator of reasons why a school had been rejected or chosen which would

not necessarily be nominated among any specific Justification for choice. The

actual rating was designed to give a measure of dissatisfaction In order to

try to establish the existence or otherwise of the hypothesis. The

subsequent questions related to the bandwagon effect described above,
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parents being asked whether they were aware of schools gaining or losing

pupils, approximately how many and why, and more specifically, if they were

aware of anyone sending their children elsewhere. This series of questions

set out to establish more clearly any bandwagon effect among groups of

friends or relations, for example, or whether any significant reference group

was Involved. The range of schools considered was addressed directly and

parents were asked to describe how they would go about formally making a

request. Clearly the latter was an Indicator of the knowledge element of the

salience threshold.

Responsibility was established with parents being asked the Identity of the

party with whom the decision should rest If they felt they were

Inappropriate to do so. This Issue was further pursued by asking whether It

was Important that their child should attend a school of theIr choice. This

was done to establish Just how strongly parents felt about this Issue,

essentially their right to make a choice of school. It was quite likely that

parents making such a choice would feel more strongly about this than would

their default option counterparts. The criterion variable was then

established, parents being asked If they felt It likely that they would make

a placing request and, If so, which school they would chooBe. In the absence

of a placing request the catchment area school would of course be "chosen"

as the default option.
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As Indicated In the overview of this chapter, this section will focus purely

on the raw findings of the questionnaire. While some comments will be made,

the bulk of the analysis will be done In the next section.

a.Method

It had become clear that an opt-out method should prevail In research of

this type. With this In mind the design was adopted to utilise this approach.

However, In spite of an apparent agreement reached, one of the Headteachers

changed the letter completely, assuming that something with her signature

would achieve a better response rate. As will be seen, this was not so.

Table 6.1 : Sample Breakdown

Cardowan Cartshore Bardykes Totals

approached 50 46 69 165

willing on first approach 31 29 13 73

willing on follow up approach 16 16 15 47

1ntervlewed 16 15 14 45

Not surprisingly, given the results of the Pilot Study, parents proved to be

unwilling to "bother1' to return something, whether It was a refusal or an

acceptance. It is difficult to see any other possible explanation for this

discrepancy since, as outlined In Chapter 4, the areas were essentially

similar. Parents In the Cardowan area were Interviewed first solely as a

means of allowing any late returns from Bardykes to appear. This did not

happen, and In fact It proved necessary to approach 10 parents, who had
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Initially "refused", a second time. Thus the Bardykes figure was made to

approach the others.

A final total of 43 parents Interviewed was satisfactory, a level of 50

having been previously regarded as acceptable. It proved to be difficult In

practice to contact "willing" parents, a fair number of whom contained both

working fathers and mothers or mothers with small children who were

frequently out. Similarly, compared to Greenock, few of the parents had

telephones and thus many of the Interviews were carried out either "on the

spot" or on a "come back In half an hour" basis. This procedure was, needless

to say, wasteful of time and effort. It was decided to halt the Interviewing

on 22nd December 1983, when It became clear that two Interviews which had

been arranged In advance had been "forgotten" In favour of Christmas

shopping. It was felt that little marginal benefit would be obtained from the

pursuit of five more Interviews. The sampling frame noted above was not In

fact needed, since In the case of Cardowan and Gartshore primaries, only 16

and 15 parents respectively were willing to be Interviewed when contacted

with a view to arranging an appointment. In the case of Bardykes, 16 parents

had expressed a willingness, although only 14 kept the appointment. 44 of

the Interviews were conducted In the parental home, the sole exception being

a woman who wanted to "escape" the decorators and be Interviewed In

Cardowan school. Length of Interview was, not surprisingly considering the

open-ended method used, varied, ranging from 20 minutes to 3 hours and 5

minutes. Within these extremes, the modal Interview duration was 40-45

minutes.
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Inter-personaI aspects

While In the pilot study much of the secondary arrangements had been carried

out either by the school or by telephone, many of the present Interviews

were arranged by door-step visit. In retrospect, this was perhaps a mistake,

since the researcher was personally somewhat uncomfortable with this method.

Having made contact, If the Interview could not be held there and then, the

difficulty remained for the second contact. While no data was kept,

subjectively, those Interviews where the "settling In" period was rather

longer than others were those where the Initial contact was affected by

awkwardness (see below). Curiously, approaches to the schools themselves

were not at all a problem leading to the supposition that the researcher was

more comfortable (and perhaps more effective) In contacting, although not

necessarily dealing with professionals than lay parents. Had an Interview-

based Third Study been considered, these lessons would have required to have

been fully accounted In the methodology.

These Issues notwithstanding, the conduct of the Interviews was largely

successful. The chosen dress and manner seemed to be appropriate for the

setting In most cases. There were perhaps some problems caused early In

some, but not all, of the Interviews through the researcher not Immediately

becoming comfortable either with the setting or the Interviewee. This had

been anticipated In the ordering of questions - simple data collection Issues

were addressed first rather than the key Interactive Issues. Nevertheless,

this continued In one case throughout the Interview, although data of a fully

acceptable quality was achieved.
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b.Patfl

The data collected was of an acceptable standard. Each of the 45 parents was

lucid and seemed to be well aware of the Implications of the questions being

asked. To pre-empt later discussion, the Issue was understandably salient to

all of the sample, not perhaps surprising in the light of the Issues

surrounding the Lothian Regional Council discussion documents outlined In

Chapter 4.

The substantive data was not, of course, "complete" In the sense that each

parent had formed a definitive answer to each question. However, there

seemed to be no Instances of parents merely voicing the first answer they

had thought of.

bl.Biographical Data

Family size ranged from 1-4 with 2 being modal. In 24 cases there were older

children, In 21 no older children. The overwhelming majority of both fathers

and mothers left school at 15 and only 187, had any further education.

Quite surprisingly, 91% of the sample were In some type of full or part time

employment, only 2 of the males being unemployed. Similarly, 42 of those

Interviewed had been resident In the area for over 6 years and only one of

these thought It likely that they would move. Although a further 7 parents

felt that they may move, this Is nevertheless Indicative of a high level of

stab 11 Ity.
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It will be recalled that a check was carried out that,

of the family actively Involved In the decision

Interviewed. The decision makers were spilt as follows

In each case, a member

mak Ing process was

Table 6.2 : Identity of Decision Makers

n %age

Father
Mother
Father and Mother
Al I

5
13
25
2

11
29
56
4

Other possible decision makers which produced a null response were father or

mother with the child, and anyone else. In no cases was there any reason why

one or other of the parents (where appropriate) was prevented from taking an

active part In the decision making process. In one case the father was an oil

rig worker working 2 weeks on and 2 weeks off. The parents themselves did

not view this as a problem given that most decisions of any Importance were

generally given more than two weeks notice, and that both parents were In

regular telephone contact. In each case, a decision maker was present at

Interv lew.

Parents were asked to rate how often they discussed education with four

groups of people : between themselves; their children; teachers and others

outwlth the family. The categorisation was deliberately subjective since It

may have been that while one parent would consider once a week to be

"often", another would regard once a term similarly. The crucial Issue was
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how the Individual subjectively perceived the scale of contact. The following

summary table presents the findings :

Table 6.3 ; Freouencv of Discussion

each child teachers others

very often 32 43 27 31
somet 1 mes 6 1 14 3

rarely 0 0 4 11

<n> <38 > <44> <45 > <45 >

Following from this, all parents discussed education with some other person

at least "sometimes". Perhaps most surprising was the finding that eleven

parents did not discuss their child's education with their friends. However,

all of these parents In fact discussed It with teachers. It would be fair to

suggest, therefore, that these findings provide some evidence for the

salience of school based education in general terms.

b3.lnformat Ion

Responses to the question regarding how the parents would go about

obtaining Information were varied and wide ranging. All parents mentioned the

school Itself, whether generally, or the Headteacher specifically somewhere

among their alternatives. Other answers given were the "Education

Department", "community welfare officer", "newspapers", "books", "children" and

"other parents". The range of generated responses accords well with the list

used In the second half of this section and this seems to suggest that this

latter list Is a valid one.
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At the time of Interviewing, distribution of the brochures had been patchy

and 19 of the sample had not received their copy. The responses of those who

had were mixed. However, given the distribution problems and resultant small

sample size, It would be unwise to draw too many conclusions from this.

Similarly, responses to the question regarding the usefulness of open days
\

and meetings for parents In providing school specific Information were again

divided, with only 50% finding them "very useful", 20% "no use at all". To

this latter figure may be added a further 11% who did not attend any such

events. Not surprisingly, parents considered the Information that could be

gained from other parents to be of differing levels of usefulness, only a

little over half (23) finding It In any way a useful source.

Parents demonstrated some doubt as to how useful their own children could

be In providing school based Information, a clear majority disputing that

they could. Older children were considered to be extremely useful by their

parents.

A surprisingly large percentage of parents felt that school staff were of

little use In providing Information. Around I In 4- (11) felt primary teachers,

1 In 3 (15) secondary teachers to be no use at all. It Is perhaps surprising

that as many as 33 of the sample had discussed school choice outwlth the

family, Indeed only 12 said they had not. 38 parents felt that others were

discussing choice, only 7 assuming that others were not.
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b2a. Outcomes

These questions produced a fascinating array of school and education based

variables. No fewer than 22 outcomes were mentioned In the course of 45

Interviews. Even allowing for Individualistic InterpretatIons, a frequency

table was constructed. 11 of the outcomes were mentioned by more than one

parent, another 11 being particular to Individual parents.

Table 6.4 Outcomes

rank outcome n %age

1 Disci piIne 36 80
2 Teachers 25 56
3 Exams 21 47
4 Wide Range of Subjects 18 40
5 Basic Education Important 16 36
6 Life Preparation 14 31
7 School Uniform Pol Icy 10 22
7 Secure Future for School 10 22
9 Ch11d Happy 5 11
10 Proximity to Home 4 9
10 Clves Help with Problems 4 9

n. b.The percentage represents the proportion of the vrfiole sample mentlonli
the particular outcome. Parents were not, of course, restricted to single
outcomes. The other 11 outcomes mentioned by parents were as follows :

Table 6.4a Other Outcomes Mentioned

Moral Education
Art

Comradeship
Headteachers
School Buildings
Computers
Streaming
Work Experience
Outdoor Activities
Homework

Respect
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b3.School ReputatIons

Not surprisingly parents' views of whether a school was or was not perceived

to be "local" were consistent with the geographical distance of the school

from the parents' home.

A reputation may be best seen as an aggregation of perceived Individual

opinions. How a reputation comes to be formed Is problematic. In a

longitudinal study It may well be possible to Identify "critical Incidents"

which have shaped and directed a reputation. However, this would not be

possible In a study such as this. Alternatively, a reputation may be founded

principally on the longevity and traditions of an establishment, which bear

little resemblance to the current reality. Such opinions may only be founded

In hearsay, not contact. The essential point regarding reputations Is that

they are subjective. Clven this, it Is not at all surprising that views of

school should be polarised. Each of the schools In the study was described

as both "excellent" and "terrible", Including, It should be emphasised, the

high status recipient schools, Sherlffyards and Fleets. This Is not to Imply

that, averaged over all parents, there was not a perceived difference In the

reputations, there was, but more to state that these were not fixed, nor held

by all parents within a group.
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Table 6.5 : Summary Table of Reputations Within the Sample Croup

Excellent Good So-so Not Good Terrible Rating

FoulBhIel s

Solsglrth
Shieldmalns

6
2
3
12

9
12
4
2
9

4
7
3
3
5

4
10
3
0
4

7
8
2
1
1

14
-.25
+.35
+.345
+.435

Sheriffyawds
FIeets

n. b. The "rating" was obtained by using a weighted mean. The rating ranged
from 1 to -1.

A surprising feature to emerge from this table Is the "rating" for Solsgirth.

Given that the school was losing pupils heavily, It would not be expected to

"perform" as well as It seemed to do. The status of Fleets and Sheriffyards

Is neither surprising nor unexpected, while Shieldmalns seemed to fare a

little worse than would be Intuitively expected, performing not significantly

better than Solsgirth.

It Is Instructive to look beyond the raw statistical data to the sorts of

views parents held about each school and thus to the elements of Its

reputation. It was not surprising that parents who had strong personal

contact with a school were more vociferous In their opinions, positive or

negative. Two parents condemned schools because of their experience of

working In close proximity. One, a shop owner, had suffered vandalism at the

hands of pupils, while another, rowdy behaviour In the shop In which she

worked. A further two parents had worked Inside schools. The first had had

tools stolen while the second condemned the Indiscipline and arrogance of

the pupils and questioned the quality and suitability of the accomodation.
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Parents living In close proximity to one of the schools spoke of the "four

o'clock rabble" and "damaged hedges". In contrast to this, commenting on such

attitudes, one parent asked why "they" thought that any other school would

be different. A number of parents commented on allegations of drug taking at

one of the schools, one tempering this with the observation that (he)

Imagined that "all schools were about the same". General indiscipline among

both pupils and staff was mentioned by a number of parents and Indicted as

leading to both bullying and poor examination results.

Positive comment was In some ways more Interesting. While negative comments

were strongest amongst those having direct experience, positive comment was

forthcoming both from this group and more readily from those with no prior

contact. Among supporters of all schools, the quality of the education on

offer was generally placed first, perceived to be manifest by exam results,

the nature of the curriculum and good teachers. Discipline was frequently

mentioned, particularly by those who had criticised other schools as being

deficient. Both these aspects were combined by a parent who felt that a

particular school offered a "better learning experience and environment".

Supporters of higher status schools reinforced this status. One parent stated

that he wished his daughter to grow up among (this) "better class of

people".

While only one parent actually said so explicitly, ft was clear that this

sentiment pervaded many other arguments in support of these schools, only

reluctance to state potentially embarrassing opinions preventing others. The

Headteachers at two of the schools, both prominent local personalities, were

commended, one for his Imaginative approach to education, easy way with



pupils and staff, and for his success In attracting money to the school, the

other being credited with "doing a great Job" In revitalising what they (the

parents) had seen as a flagging school and for opening up previously closed

lines of communication.

fc>4i Pigratlsfaction

The Issue of dissatisfaction was, of course, Inextricably linked to parents'

perceptions of the particular school concerned. The position of one parent

who had recently moved to another part of the city, some 4- miles away, was

problematic. However, given their expressed view that, had they not, for

family reasons, been forced to move, their child would undoubtedly have

attended Solsglrth, their catchment area school and given their satisfaction

with this alternative, It seems reasonable to treat them as If they were

part of this catchment area. This does not affect the overall aggregate of

those choosing to send their child to the "catchment area school", since

their child would attend their new catchment area school.

Table 6.6 satisfaction with Catchment Area School

Very sat Quite sat So-so Quite dls Very dls Rating

Solsglrth 13 11 4 6 11+0.2*

* weighted mean

While not strongly so, It should nevertheless be noted that the rating for

Solsglrth was positive. 24 of the catchment area parents considered

themselves to be at least "quite satisfied", a majority of three over those
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who felt themselves to be only so-so or lower. The relationship of

dissatisfaction to choice behaviour will be discussed below.

b?t Choice jfchaviwr

44 of the parents considered that the responsibility for choice lay

ultimately with them. The 45th considered that, although legally Impossible

at ages younger than 16, morally the final say lay with their child. (In fact

the child, who was present throughout the Interview, wanted a school other

than that preferred by his parents, and true to their stance, the child's

wishes prevailed). One of those Interviewed who considered that the choice

should ultimately lie with the parents was nevertheless uneasy with such a

responsibility. He noted that people choose for "selfish" reasons and

suggested that the "possible closure" of Solsglrth had only come about

thanks to parental choice and that this choice was made for social and not

educational reasons. He felt angry that "these people" had not exercised

"responsibility" towards those who wanted to stay with the assigned school.

He did feel, however, that a "responsible" choice (In his terms) was

acceptable.

An Interesting side Issue In terms of choice behaviour lies with the

observation that In many cases the Identity of the school was a matter for

some dispute among the family. For example, In one case the father of a boy

felt that his son should attend SherIffyards, while his mother felt that a

private school should be the first choice. The boy was against such a choice

and In the end a compromise was reached In choosing a school elsewhere In

the city (not among those In the study area). The group dynamics of such a
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decision cannot be readily mirrored In a study requiring only a single

approach be made to each parent group.

Further to this, there were a number of cases where the wishes of the child

were over-ridden by those of the parents. The justifications for this were

spilt between those who did so for discipline reasons and those for academic

reasons. A typical example being a parent who chose Fleets for both of his

children for "old-fashioned" discipline. He did not read the Solsglrth

brochure because, he claimed, he did not need to. Despite both children

wishing to attend Solsglrth along with their friends they were over-ruled.

Taking this one stage further, the parent suggested that he would have no

qualms about moving them In the middle of their secondary education If they

were not making "sufficient progress".

The decision as to whether a parent had sufficient knowledge to exercise a

choice was of course subjective. The ad hoc criteria adopted were a minimum

of a) a sensible suggestion as to who they could ask for Information and b)

knowing the Identity of at least one of the statutory exclusions. In almost

all cases the exclusion given was "school Is full". Among those who did not

know exactly what to do about making a request, the answers given were

either the "Education Department" or the "school". It seems fair to assume

that all 45 parents were In possession of sufficient Information to allow

them, If desired, to exercise their right to make a choice of school. Among

those who proposed to exercise their right, only two felt that acceptance of

their request was less than 100% certain, feeling that It was only "quite

likely". This did not appear to be a barrier to their proceeding with a

request. <A point of Interest Is that both of these requests related to
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SherIffyards, at that time one of only two schools In Lothian Region at which

there was, arguably, even the remotest possibility of a refusal.)

An Interesting side Issue Is that a number of parents perceived that a

placing request could be refused on the grounds of academic ability. This

feeling was not restricted to those not making placing requests. One parent,

making a request for Shleldmalns, surmised that her daughter's marks must

have been sufficiently good to have her accepted. Among parents not making

requests there was a similar perception that Sher Iffyards School (former

fee-paying and still high status) would exercise a veto on the grounds of

SflfiJal acceptability.

Of the 45 parents Interviewed, 30 had considered choosing an alternative

school for their child. 15 had not considered any choices other than to

remain with the catchment area school. Four of the parents had considered

more than one alternative school (why this was In each case will be

discussed below). The summary table of school destinations was as follows :

Table 6.7 School Destinations

n '/•age

Solsglrth 16 36
Foulshlels 7 16
Shlel dmalns 4 9
F1eets 14 31

SherIffyards 2 4
Others 2 4
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Excluding the parents who, having moved to another area and thus opting for

their new catchment area school, around 40% of those eligible to attend

Solsglrth would In fact do so. By the figures for placing requests In the

previous year, this was perhaps slightly low. However, this disparity was not

felt to be a significant problem.

In terms of numbers of placing requests made to numbers opting for the

default option the following distribution was obtained :

Table 6.8 Placing Requests

n %age

yes
no

Thus, In fact, numbers of choosers and stayers were both sufficiently large

to facilitate comparisons between the groups on a variety of variables. This

was done In the analysis below.

For the record, 3 parents considered that their decisions would have been

different had the future of Solsglrth been more secure. In each case, the

parents had little to take Issue with in terms either of the education

experience or disciplinary record of Solsglrth. Two spoke of there being "no

point" In starting their children at the school Just for them to be

transferred to Fleets In two years, and thus they felt they were pre-empting

the Inevitable by making the decision at that time. On the other hand, two

25 56
20 44

45
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parents not choosing to make requests at that time noted that they might

have considered a move to Fleets more seriously had they not felt the

Inevitability that their children would move to the school In due course

anyway. It Is Interesting to construct a further table In which those parents

whose decisions were solely motivated by the closure threat were re¬

classified as stayers. In this way a somewhat different distribution Is

obtained :

Table 6.9 Notional "Non-Closure" Distribution

n %age

yes 22 49
no 23 51

justification of the original classification of primary schools was only

partly realised. While Cardowan (loyal) and Bardykes (split) were supported,

the figure for Cartshore suggested a "disloyal" school. No fewer than 80% of

Cartshore parents Interviewed Intended to make placing requests, thus :

Table 6.10 Requests by Primary School

yes no

Cardowan 5 It
Cartshore 12 3

Bardykes 8 6

25 20
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b5a. lust If leat lona

While, Inevitably, there were many justifications offered by parents couched

In terms of their own particular circumstances, It was possible to Infer

certain significant patterns.

Although Impossible to quantify, It must be assumed that the latent threat

to Solsglrth prompted some parents who might otherwise not have given

consideration to choice to do so. Awareness of the general facts of the

Issue was very high among all parents, most taking It as a foregone

conclusion that, at some stage, Solsglrth would close.

As noted In the previous section, three parents made their decision solely on

the basis of the uncertain future of Solsglrth. They were not otherwise

dissatisfied with the school. (In one sense, of course, they were dissatisfied

with the future stability of the school.)

While for the most part parents Indicated that the decisions had been of

there own making, It was noted that In two cases they had followed the clear

advice of their child's primary teacher. This raises a side Issue In whether,

In fact, such advice Is desirable or Indeed ethical. It Is difficult to see

why primary teachers are any better placed than any other outsider to Judge

the overall merit or suitability of the education for the child concerned.

There was no Indication that special educational circumstances prevailed In

either case. Teachers were clearly regarded as significant others in terms of

making the decision.
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Many parents were clearly dissatisfied, but by no means all. justification

for decisions Included both positive and negative reasons, for example

attraction of good teachers and avoidance of trouble.

In nine cases, parents were repeating choices that had been made for elder

children, only two being placing requests. Thus seven parents who had had

elder children at Solsglrth chose to send a second, or subsequent child to

the school, citing the success of that child as a prime reason. It is

Important not to view these choices as merely the desire to keep siblings

together, since In each case they also expressed a positive statement about

their child's experience at the relevant school.

No fewer than nine parents expressed their Justification In terms of

Identlflably social factors. (This was In some contrast to their earlier

reluctance to ascribe a school's reputation to such factors.) One parent

noted that the "social environment (was) crucial", another that the "social

mix (was) better". Four parents went as far as to suggest that a "better

class" of child attended their chosen school, one further suggesting that
y

"only clever kids go there". Several of these same parents noted that "the

area" of the Intended school was "better" (In one case Sheriffyards, In the

others Fleets). Two parents used the pejorative term "clientele" to describe

the children at Solsglrth.

Given that discipline was mentioned by the highest number of parents as

being Important It is not surprising that this was cited most often as a

Justification. Eleven parents claimed that shortcomings In discipline had been

mainly responsible for their choice. In 10 cases these were parents opting
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away from the catchment area school. One parent felt that discipline at

Solsglrth was a strong motivating factor In his decision to send his child

there. Those who thought otherwise spoke of a "rabble", "bullying", "disgrace"
and at Its extreme "that school Is not good enough for my daughter to set

foot In".

In no fewer than fourteen cases, parents described themselves as broadly

happy with the catchment area school without offering further Justifications.

As noted above, seven of these had had elder children attending Solsglrth. In

three cases (Including the specific one mentioned In conjunction with the

locus of responsibility) the final decision was reflective of the child's

preference, In two cases the parents not having had specific recommendations

to make.

Five parents expressed other Justifications for their choices. One had chosen

Solsglrth because It was closest. Trouble caused by an elder sibling had

forced one parent to send their younger child to another school In order to

avoid the possible stigma. A further parent could offer no particular reason

at all for their choice. She saw no reason why her child should not go to

Solsglrth, or Indeed any other school, and thus merely accepted this default.

An Interesting case study Is provided by a parent, a policeman who proferred

the view that "all schools are equally bad" and further stated that, having

chosen not to send his daughter to a fee paying school, his only real choice

in education terms was to emigrate to Switzerland, whose system he professed

to admire. Most Interesting was his observation that he was prepared to

accept that his daughter would be "held back" by the decision for her to
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attend Solsglrth but that It did not concern him. This was the only case of

a parent admitting to putting their own priorities first, although, as will be

discussed below, many more could be Inferred.

The final parent discussed here Is perhaps the most Interesting of all. While

noting that he had "heard good things" about Solsglrth, he nevertheless had

treated the Invitation to express a choice as Just that, and spoke of

considering both Solsglrth and other schools, asking views and seeking

Information before settling on Fleets after what he considered to be careful

consideration of the data he had obtained.

A summary table can thus be presented :

Table 6.11 Main lust IfIcatIons for Choice

n %age

Satisfied with catchment area 14 31
Disci piIne 11 25
Social Factors 9 20
"CIosure" 3 7

ChlId's decision 3 7
Other Justifications 5 11

45
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Analysis

Ceneral Points

As noted above, this section will offer a preliminary analysis of the results

- In effect a presentation of the evidence from the Second Study which will

point forward to the full discussion In Chapter 8.

Salience of the Issue

Assessing salience was easily achieved. All parents regularly discussed

education with one or other of the alternatives suggested to them In the

appropriate question and each was aware of the Identity of the catchment

area school to which their child had been assigned. In terms of awareness of

choice, all 45 parents were able to give a suitable answer when asked how

they would go about making a choice. Those who were not specifically aware

of the procedure generally suggested that they would contact either their

primary school, their Intended secondary school or Indeed the Lothian Region

Department of Education ("Torphlchen Street") direct. Each of these answers

is certainly valid since each would lead to the receipt of correct forms,

directions, etc. In terms of possible exclusions, the most popular answer was

that the school was full.

While the foregoing has been assessed In terms of objective criteria, It Is

also worthwhile to state that, subjectively, there was no doubt that the

Issue of parental choice was salient to these parents. That It should be so

was due partly to the Issue of school closure as It related to Solsglrth. All
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of the parents were aware of this Issue to a greater or lesser extent, most

discussed It, and a majority of those favourably disposed to Solsglrth (for

whom the salience of choice Is not directly established) claimed to have

attended a parents' meeting called by the Education Department to discuss

the Discussion Document (see Chapter 4). Whether salience would be as high

In an area where closure was not an Issue Is problematic and suggests

caution In generalising from these findings at this stage. (See Chapter 9

be low).

Who Chooses?

It will be recalled from the analysis of the Pilot Study (Chapter 5) that

responsibility was generally felt to lie with the parents alone. The

Solsglrth sample of parents Interviewed for the Second Study, In the main,

agreed with this. As noted above, only one parent felt that the final choice

should rest elsewhere, In her case with the child. This was, of course,

legally Impossible, as the child had not attained 16, the age at which he

became entitled to make a choice. The decision legally had to remain the

parent's, although how this "parental" decision was reached was Irrelevant In

the eyes of the law. (The Issue is similar to that which obtains in cases of

truancy. Although a child may decide, against parental wishes, not to attend

school, It Is nevertheless the parent who carries the responsibility for the

child's education, and Is thus liable to prosecution for falling to fulfill

their obligation to educate the child.)

In terms of the locus of the decision rather than the responsibility, the

table reproduced In the previous section clearly hides as much as It reveals.
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As the example noted at the time makes clear, there are substantial group

dynamics which may come Into play within the family. This has some

Implications for the Imposition of a static model of parental choice like EV.

If the actual process Is more fluid, It Is unlikely that such a model can do

Justice to the complexity of the decision itself. There were many Instances

of disagreement between parents on aspects of the school experience, for

example In one case on the desirability of children becoming "familiar" with

their teachers, the father arguing that this was more reflective of the real

world and thus likely to accelerate the child's preparation for the world of

work. On the other hand, the mother argued that this would be detrimental

both to the respect In which she felt teachers should be held and to the

overall climate of discipline. Such micro disagreements were certainly

carried through to the macro level. In the case mentioned In the previous

section of a child being sent to a school outwith the area, the father

suggested that It would be the mother's will which would win out, the father

and son would acquiesce.

There seemed to be only a single Instance of a parfent accepting a passive

default. Clearly this cannot be proven In the case of other parents since It*,

could be that the presence of the researcher caused them to "Invent" or pad

out reasons which were not In fact pertinent. While no tangible proof can be

offered, it seems likely that the high level of salience enjoyed by the

subject Indicated that parents were Indeed, as they claimed, discussing the

Issue regularly among themselves and with others, and In the process, making

up their minds on the Issues and thus a choice of school.
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It Is a moot point whether the parent mentioned In the previous section who

condemned all schools as equally bad was, In fact, abrogating his

responsibility and making a passive choice of the catchment area school. The

parent's own view was that parental choice was an "Irrelevance" because

there were no differences between schools.

This Issue was developed by another parent who felt that there should be no

need for parentaj choice. The system should ensure that all schools were

equally effective. This was not simply a call for the extension of

comprehensive education, since the parent had claimed elsewhere In the

Interview that the comprehensive system had failed.

Few parents seemed particularly strong In their commitment to their rights,

few suggesting that such a right was crucial or even very Important. Most

parents were at best ambivalent when asked to assess the strength of

feeling regarding how crucial It was to them to be able to make such a

choice. This would hardly suggest that the rights themselves were held to

be Important In principle and that, If removed, would lead to outcry.

This seems broadly In line with the view expressed In Chapter t that, prior

to the Education Act, the right to choose a school was little thought of and

not actively sought, except by a small minority of parents who were unable

to achieve their ends under the previously prevailing exceptional admissions

procedures. Significantly, a number of parents felt that choice, while a good

thing In principle, was nevertheless being misused. Further comment on this

Issue will be offered below.
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Barriers to Choice

Comment was made above regarding the high stability of the area In terms of

years of residence and likelihood of moving. Coupled to the fact that no

parents felt that either partner was prevented from participating In the

choice, this seems to suggest that there was little to act as a barrier to

choice. Certainly In terms of the threshold as outlined In Chapter 3 this Is

so. However, there are two further Issues which could act as such. The first

of these will be recalled from the Pilot Study.

Parents In the Kennox Primary School catchment area considered that the

refusal of Strathclyde Regional Council to provide free bus passes had the

force of an exclusion. This issue was raised by several parents In the

present study whose circumstances were clearly far from comfortable and

certainly within the range In which a pass would have otherwise have been

granted. Two women made the point that not only was the Issue of a bus pass

Involved, but also the provision of free school meals, given that any chosen

school would be, by definition, further away than would the catchment area

school. One parent, who claimed that she may have otherwise considered

choice, stated that she felt that such parents were being "punished" for

"daring to opt" for another school. This exclusion was real In that It was

felt by less well-off parents who had no means of recovering the outlay.

This was undoubtedly outside the spirit, although not the letter, of the

legislation. This Is an Issue which will be further discussed In Chapter 9.
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The second Issue Is more complex. Some parents felt that their choice was

being denied them because of political Intervention In the name of parental

choice. As well as the three parents opting away from Solsglrth purely

because of the closure threat, further parents blamed the, as they saw It,

Indiscriminate granting of choice to people Ill-equipped to use It

responsibly for the potential closure situation. On many occasions, parents

opting to remain with Solsglrth claimed that those opting away were doing so

for the wrong reasons, basically for primarily social reasons and

"snobbishness". As a consequence, Solsglrth was being seen to become non¬

viable and thus vulnerable to politicians seeking to make cuts In the face of

a declining local population. This Is a highly emotive Issue, since clearly

those opting away will also feel that they are siaklng a responsible,

although somewhat different, decision. However, as will be shown below In the

section detailing Information gathering and school contacts, there is good

evidence for questioning these assumptions.

Among both choosers and stayers, the legislation Itself did not seem to place

barriers to the exercise of parental choice. At the time of the research

there was no reason why any request should not have been granted at

secondary level. None of the Region's schools had been deemed full, nor would

any request have resulted In additional buildings or teachers. Bearing these

points In mind, It Is not surprising that all parents felt that requests

would at least "probably" be granted. Those two parents who felt that there

was a less than 100% chance of success both opted for Sher Iffyards. As has

been seen, there was no factual substance to this view, and a likely

explanation Is that they wished to reinforce the notion of the quality and

status of the school of their choice. Whether this was for the benefit of
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the Interviewer or themselves Is debatable. One of the parents talked In

terms of having to "struggle hard but It'll be worth It". Perhaps more

realistically, one parent had had problems having a child accepted at another

school under the exceptional admissions policy, leading the parent to comment

that he wished that the 1981 Act had been In force at that time, since there

was now no question that requests would be granted. It Is safe to say that

low expectation of success did not prevent any parent making an application

for a placing request. Given the prevailing situation regarding requests In

the Region, this was as It should have been.

It Is perhaps most Interesting that working class parents should still, In

the face of ten years experience of comprehensive education, feel that

schools could have the right of veto against Insufficiently academic pupils.

Certainly such a proposal was put forward at various times by the

Conservative Party In opposition but It was never Implemented. While perhaps

this reflects a clear lack of knowledge about the education system and

particularly Its detail, It may also Indicate that In such areas, education Is

still held a little In awe, a view perhaps supported by the notion that one

school In particular could still exercise a veto on social grounds. The whole

Issue seems also to Indicate that proponents of the comprehensive system

have not been effective In getting over their message. The allied Issue of

residual reputations will be discussed below.

Note

In the following pages, "choosers" and "stayers" will be discussed a great

deal and thus It would seem useful at this point to define the terms.
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Choosers are simply those who stated that they Intended to make a placing

request, stayers those who stated that they would elect to remain with the

catchment area school.

Perceived Dissatisfaction

Given the homogeneity of the three study schools, It Is not surprising that

the collected data on education levels, time In the area and local knowledge

should have failed to show any differences between schools. Similarly, the

outcomes detailed In Section b2a earlier In this chapter are common more or

less equally to each of the groups. There are, however, some differences in

the patterns of choice between schools.

Table 6.12 : Is the Intended School the Catchment Area School ?

yes no

II 5
3 12
6 8

20 25

Clearly Cardowan was, as expected, a "loyal" school, with almost 70% of

pupils transferring to the catchment area school, Solsglrth. Similarly,

Bardykes was shown to be split. This was, of course, In keeping with patterns

of past choice. More surprising was the choice pattern for Gartshore.

Previously, a large majority of children from this school had attended

Solsgtrth. However, In this case, only three of the sample Intended to do so.

As noted above, there were no significant differences between valued
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outcomes, but while Cardowan parents rated So lag Irth highly, eleven parents

considering themselves to be "satisfied", only four Cartshore parents did so.

This seems to offer some support for a dissatisfaction hypothesis, but this

will be discussed more fully later In the chapter.

In the discussion at the end of Chapter 5, It was suggested that the most

Important evidence to emerge from the Pilot Study related to the likely

existence of the dissatisfaction hypothesis. It should be stated from the

outset that this Is fully supported by this study. In the previous section an

Index of overall satisfaction was created for Solsglrth and It will be

recalled that It was, albeit weakly, positive.

A rigid application of the dissatisfaction hypothesis would, of course,

Involve all choosers being dissatisfied and all stayers being satisfied. This

Is clearly unlikely to happen In reality and the essence of the hypothesis Is

that a suffIclent level of discontent needs to be present before choice Is

likely to occur. There Is a highly significant difference <ya ■ 25.345 p I

.001) between choosers and stayers In terms of their satisfaction with the

catchment area school. Put simply, a clear majority of those remaining at

Solsglrth was broadly satisfied, an equally clear majority of those choosing

other schools was broadly dissatisfied. On the surface this seems to be a

clear case of re-Inventing the wheel - of course those who are dissatisfied

leave. In fact It Is not quite so simple. Consider the following:
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Table 6.13 : Those who Considered a Choice

yes no

Choosers

Stayers
25
5

0
15

From the table, It will be noted that five parents did In fact consider other

schools before settling for the catchment area school. In fact, four of these

parents had only done so In the light of the possible closure of Soisglrth

and having subsequently satisfied themselves of Its future, ceased their

consideration. They were, In a sense, Initially dissatisfied with the stability

and future of Solsglrth. The fifth parent, while Initially dissatisfied, was

sufficiently swayed by the contents of the school brochure to actively

choose the catchment area option. This seems to Indicate that, for these

parents, a suffIclent level of dissatisfaction with an Important outcome had

to be present before another school was chosen.

Among those who made requests, five of the parents did not record

dissatisfaction with Solsglrth, and their cases bear more detailed

examination. Three of the parents claimed to have made their decisions solely

In the light of the uncertain future of Solsglrth. A fourth did not send

(his) daughter to Solsglrth because of trouble previously caused by an elder

sibling. Only one of the parents (discussed above and below) considered the

choice to be between a number of local schools. Thus, on closer examination,

all 20 stayers considered themselves generally satisfied and among those

making requests, convincing Justifications can be offered for those not

apparently dissatisfied. (One parent of course was relatively satisfied In

that he considered all schools to be equally bad). This seems clear evidence
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for the existence of the dissatisfaction hypothesis and to call Into question

the free choice hypothesis as outlined In Chapter 3. The Implications of this

will be discussed below.

Information and School Reputations

Analysis of this section will focus on two aspects of the questionnaire,

firstly the various sources of Information, and secondly the school

reputat Ions.

It Is quite clear that parents did not regard all sources as equally

Important. It will be remembered that parents were asked whom they would

approach for Information regarding the school system. In the main, parents'

answers were elements of the school system Itself, Headteachers, school

staff, schools In general and even the Education Department. The finding Is,

to an extent, validated by the fact that 30 parents felt primary school staff

and 26 felt secondary school staff to be useful sources of Information. The

validation Is, however, far from complete since 11 and 14 parents

respectively said staff were of "no use". This Is curious given that all 45

parents nominated "school" as their first expressed choice of Information

source. It would appear that for some parents, the schools suffered from a

credibility gap - they were not believed. Many parents complained that both

primary and secondary schools were "unapproachable" and "uncommunicative".

While the schools themselves would doubtless disagree with this subjective

perception, nevertheless It appears strong among the sample. In terms of the

proposed model, It Is the status of the "school" as a source of Information

which differs between these two groups of parents. For one group, school may
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be perceived as a "legitimising" source, while for the second It Is merely an

"Information" source.

As will be recalled from the previous section, two parents felt that the

opinions of their child's teachers were of sufficient value to be acted upon.

There Is of course a chance that In this case parents were merely trying to

show the worth of their decisions by offering apparently professional

corroborative evidence.

The status of parents' nights and open days Is also Interesting. In raw

terms, these sources were regarded overall as the most useful of all by

parents, with no fewer than 21 rating It "very Important". While this is, In

Itself, Interesting, there Is also a marked difference between choosers and

stayers on these sources. A t-test Is In fact significant <t ■ 2.40 p I .02).

What makes this particularly Interesting Is that, of all the sources, parents'

nights were the only ones Involving direct contact with the schools

themselves. It would have been logical to assume that parents opting for an

alternative school would find open days particularly useful. This was not so.

Similarly, only two parents had read brochures relating to other schools and

one of these was a stayer who had "read It at a friend's house". This seems

to be very much at odds with parents' expressed opinions as to the

Importance of such brochures - regarded as useful, yet remaining unread.

This clearly suggests that the parents In this sample made decisions without

reference to school visits or brochures. This Is reinforced by the fact that

none of the choosing parents mentioned visiting their Intended school prior

to making, or deciding to make, a request. This "contact hypothesis" Is
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continued when It Is established that an (admittedly non-sign If leant)

difference exists on the "usefulness" of elder children as a source. It will

be recalled that only two parents making choices did so on the basis of the

experience of elder children, In contrast to nine choosing to remain with the

catchment area school. This seems to suggest strongly that contact with the

catchment area school Is likely to lead not to becoming dissatisfied, but

rather the opposite, to remaining with It.

Making reference to the types of information held by parents Illustrates

some curious paradoxes. In the main, those choosing to leave the catchment

area school emphasised Its lack of discipline, poor standards and teachers,

yet It is difficult to see where the substance of such opinions could come

from, given that It was likely that the parents had had no contact with the

school concerned. Equally perplexing Is the apparently consensual view that

the intended schools were somehow better on these (and other) outcomes.

Again, It Is likely that parents had no prior contact with any of these

schools. A possible explanation for these opinions will be advanced later In

the chapter.

It Is no surprise that significant differences emerged In how parents viewed

Solsglrth, given the essentially similar dissatisfaction data mentioned above.

Parents loyal to the school always sought to emphasise the quality of

teaching and education on offer, one saying that It was "there for those who

are prepared to learn". While all parents accepted that there were aspects of

Solsglrth which caused them concern, several suggested that such Issues were

"overstated" and the school was "no worse than anywhere else". It is

Interesting that these non-choosing parents were also content to rate Fleets,



Shleldmalns and Sheriffyards equally highly as those choosing these other

schools. This seems to suggest once again that dissatisfaction has to be

present, since a positive view of other schools did not lead directly to

choice. It must, of course, be remembered that, as a group, the staying

parents had no more nor less contact with other schools In the area, but

that they had more contact with Solsglrth, the catchment area school.

An Interesting perception was offered by several parents both among choosers

and stayers. They felt that, to a greater or lesser extent, the problems

faced by Solsglrth were being transferred with the children to Fleets. One

parent felt that It was Increasingly unlikely that a true Integration could

take place between the working class children of the Solsglrth area and the

more (perceived) middle class children of Fleets. In fact, neither school had

reported this to be a problem, nor was It mentioned as having been a problem

for children In previous years.

The perceived "class" of schools was not surprisingly varied. In general

Solsglrth was perceived as a school for the working class in their own area.

Fleets, on the other hand, perhaps holding a little of Its former status was

seen as a "better school" In a "better area", the net effect being seen to be

a "better class" of children. It is clear that egalitarian views of human

worth had not permeated far In this area. In one or perhaps two cases, this

view was transparently exaggerated to reinforce the perceived Jump In status

being accomplished by the child (or perhaps the parents - see below).

Thus, to summarise the Information elements of the questionnaire, It seems

clear that parents' decisions, particularly to make a request, were not
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founded on a factual Information base, rather on hearsay, and were directly

affected by elements of post hoc rationalisation. The paradox emerged that

prior contact with the supposedly "problem" school did not lead to

dissatisfaction. Rather the opposite, those with contact were significantly

more likely to choose to stay.

Choosing Behaviour

Analysis of choosing behaviour follows logically from the foregoing comments.

At this stage the questions relating to valued outcomes will be addressed. A

large summary table of such outcomes was constructed, split Into choosers

and stayers. A series of 2 x 2 contingency tables was created and several

phi - coefficients calculated. (Essentially these are chl squared/n and for

significance testing purposes can be treated similarly.)

Table 6.14- : Differences between choosers and stayers

Outcome Slg Level F avour1ng

OlsclpiIne . 05 choosers
Teachers ns

Exams .05 choosers

Range of subjects .001 stayers
Basic Education ns

Life Preparation .001 stayers
Uniforms Pol Icy .01 choosers
Secure Future ns

Ch11d Happy ns

Proximity ns

Help with Problems ns

From these statistics, several Interesting points emerge. Firstly, there were
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significant differences on 5 of the 11 dimensions <n.b. these were the

outcomes rated as Important by a significant number of the sample and

reported at b2a - table 6.4 - above). These were : examinations; discipline;

preparation for life; range of subjects and uniform. What makes the

differences particularly Interesting Is that three favoured choosers, while

two favoured stayers.

The three favoured by choosers were examinations, discipline and uniforms.

There Is little doubt that these dimensions form a group of concerns perhaps

best described as traditionalist. Clearly too, they tie In well with both the

expressed reasons for dissatisfaction with Solsglrth, which, It will be

recalled, focussed on discipline and academic standards. On the other hand,

stayers' preferences for "preparation for life" and "range of subjects"

clearly belong to a group of concerns which could be seen as more "holistic".

They could also be considered to be more "realistic" tn outlook, and may also

reflect differing academic aspirations among the staying group, but this Is

surmise. It should also be noted that only one of the choosing parents

mentioned that they felt that the child should be happy as a specific

outcome. One further parent, although suggesting that there was "some merit"

In children being happy at school, nevertheless stated that this must always

take second place to discipline. There were no significant differences In

other core dimensions, namely teachers and basic education (the three r's). In

summary, therefore, It would appear that choosers valued control and

academic outcomes, while stayers seemed to favour sub-academic or holistic

values - preparing their children for life after school.
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Expressed reasons for choice also showed a marked divergence between

choosers and stayers. Dealing first with choosers, primary reasons for

choice can be broken down Into a number of essentially discrete categories.

Two of these categories account for the bulk of the choices. The first Is

broadly "social". This Included such reasons as "better class of children",

"better area" and even "clever kids go there". These are extra-curricular, and

indeed extra-school, In the sense that they are areas over which a school

has no control, since these are almost completely dictated by Its catchment

area. Obviously, being In a working class area, Solsglrth was very likely to

suffer as a consequence of such thinking. Although there was no evidence In

the study to confirm this, It may well be that these parents perceived

themselves as being either not working class or as upwardly mobile. This

view was certainly ascribed to them by parents choosing to stay with

Solsglrth. (However, this Issue would be a separate study In itself.)

The second broad category of division can be characterised as "discipline".

This needs little more explanation, except In so far as to note the

congruence with stated reasons for dissatisfaction, and with valued outcomes.

The third category contains those whose decisions were based solely on the

threat to Solsglrth. Beyond these categories, there were only three parents

who chose for Individual specific reasons.
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Table 6.13(a) : Primary Reasons for Choice (Choosers)

n %age
DlsclplIne 10 40
Social 9 36
Closure 3 12
Other 3 12

Among those opting to remain with the catchment area school there were also

broad categories Into which parents' Justifications could be grouped.

Principal among these was a general satisfaction with the school Itself.

Among comments were "teachers as good as any", "no complaints" and "I'm

happy with Solsglrth". Beyond this, one parent opted for the closest school,

one thought all schools equally bad, while the final parent could offer no

particular reasons. Two sub-categories are worthy of note, however. Seven

parents cited the experience of their elder children as Important factors In

their decision making process. This of course ties In with the Issues related

to contact raised above. As well as one parent citing It as a main reason,

three more parents mentioned proximity as a consideration, albeit a secondary

one.

Table 6.15(b) : Primary Reasons for Choice (Stayers)

n %age

Satisfied 14 70

(Experience 7 35)
Child Happy 3 15
Proximity 1 5
Other 2 10

Analysis of these categories brings a simple distinction between choosers

and stayers. It appears essentially that the former group was avoiding

aspects of their catchment area school. Certainly elements of their

Justifications were expressed In terms of the Intended schools, but these
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followed on from criticisms of Solsglrth on the same dimensions. It should

also be remembered that generally parents had had no contact with, nor

possessed specialised knowledge of, their intended school. It thus seems fair

to suggest that parents were avoiding their catchment area school rather

than being positively attracted to an alternative. This can be held to be the

case for a minimum of 22 of the parents opting for other schools.

Parents opting to remain with the catchment area school, on the other hand,

could be said to have been attracted to elements of the catchment area

school Itself. This hypothesis Is supported by the evidence of their general

satisfaction mentioned above. It thus seems that a key Issue In parental

choice In this area of Edinburgh Is approach - avoidance with the motivating

factor being dissatisfaction. Before discussing recipient schools, It should

be noted that only four parents considered more than one other school. Of

these, three In fact chose to remain with the catchment area school, two

having considered a choice and rejected It on reassessing the threat to

Solsglrth, and the third having been sufficiently swayed by the school

brochure as to decide against a move (to Sheriffyards). The fourth parent

was, as noted above, a special case In considering the Invitation to make a

placing request as a free choice. He claimed to have considered Solsglrth on

an equal footing with the others but, although he had "heard good things",

decided Fleets seemed a better bet. This stands alone among the 4-5

Justifications for choice as one which would be expected upder an expectancy

type model. None of the other 24 parents who made choices considered more

that one alternative school.
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While on the surface It seems logical to expect that parents would maxim fee

their "gain" or "happiness" In terms of a choice of school, as seen, this was

not the case. Parents were concerned primarily with avoiding their catchment

area school. The second assumption Is that people (a) have access to and <b)

are willing to collect Information about schools. Again this Is not the case.

Parents do not appear to have a willingness to seek out, even by visiting,

Information about Intended schools.

These disparate strands of evidence can be neatly tied together with

reference to Simon's notion of satIsfIcing (op clt, Chapter 2). Parents, in

avoiding their catchment area schools, chose the first school which appeared

not to be as bad as that which they sought to avoid. At this the search, If

it could be so called, stopped. Parents satlsflced. They did not optimise.

The next chapter will present the evidence from the Third Study.

Subsequently, the penultimate chapter, Chapter 8, will represent a drawing

together of all available evidence, both Internal and external, with a view to

offering both a model and an explanation of parental choice behaviour. The

final chapter will attempt to set this model In Its political and social

context.
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CHAPTER 7

Evidence From The Third Study

The alms of this Third Study are best seen as essentially complementary to

those of the Second. It will be recalled that the Second Study did not set

out to explore all the aspects of parental choice as delineated by the

proposed model outlined In Chapter 3. its purpose was to explore the

nature of the Information held by parents and to assess Its Interaction

with the decision process. The study was avowedly qualitative In nature,

seeking to assess the perceptions of the parents, their views and

Justifications. Many pointers were gained to issues to be explored In trials
Third Study, not least In the nature of the expressed Justifications for

the choices actually made by parents.

This study set out to further explore aspects of the choice decision. It

did so In a quantitative way and using the paradigm of expectancy theory

as outlined In Chapters 2 and 3. It used the method of the self-completed

"mailed" questionnaire. Its ultimate aim was to produce a model of parental

choice using this paradigm which satisfied the aim of being predictive,

while still remaining usefully explanatory.

Overview of the Chapter

The structure will follow that of the two previous analytical chapters <5

and 6). Initially a Justification will be offered for the method employed.
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This will Include a description of the purpose of each of the 14 questions.

Subsequently, the data will be reported and Its quality assessed. The

analysis phase will contain a variety of statistical treatments of the

obtained data attempting to assess the worth of both the approach as a

whole and of Its constituent parts. The chapter will conclude with a brief

discussion of the main findings. The subsequent chapter (8) will comprise a

discussion of parental choice In the light of the studies, and attempt to

offer a new model.

The Choice of Schools

It was noted In the discussion of the Second Study that care should be

taken In generalising from the data due to the singular nature of the

research area. It was partly with this limitation In mind that the choice

of schools for the Third Study was wider, to Include three primaries from

areas which, although adjoining, could not be considered homogeneous,

either as a unit or as a whole. The decision to Include the three

previously studied Solsglrth primary schools was taken to allow a

continuity In the research between the two studies. In practical terms,

these schools had already been established as cooperative and welcoming.

Between the period of the Second and Third Studies, Solsglrth had been

granted a reprieve from closure (April 1984). This meant that Solsglrth

was a viable choice for parents with the "threat" of closure lifted.
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Choosing a Sample

It will be recalled that the sample group for the Second Study consisted

of parents of children then In primary 7, that Is those who would transfer

to secondary school In August 1984. For the sample group for the Third

Study, It was decided to approach parents of those children then In

primary 6, I.e. those who would be due to start at their secondary schools

In the August of 1985. This was done for a number of reasons.

In discussions with parents Interviewed for the Second Study, It became

clear that parents made up their minds at different times, and In the

specific case of Solsglrth, often very early Indeed, thanks to the publicity

surrounding the proposed closure. This caused the Issue to be very salient

at a time before It was thought that the parents would have given any

consideration to the Issue. This would, of course, have made It Impossible

to conduct a "predictive" Second Study In any real sense, since the

decision had already been taken and Indeed acted upon In some cases. This

would have been the case again, only more so, If further primary 7 parents

had been approached. It would have been Impossible to approach them before

April or May and thus all would have Implemented their decisions. A second

reason of course would have been Thai I lie target sample for three of the

schools (those central to the Second Study) would have been exactly the

same. For these reasons, and essentially to allow a prediction to be made,

and to keep the variables as free from post-hoc rationalisation as

possible, It was decided to approach the parents of those children In

primary 6 at the target date.
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There was no reason to suspect that for the majority of parents the

decision was not salient even at that early stage. The publicity given

particularly to the issue of the proposed closure of Solsglrth had given

the parents In the area a heightened awareness of the Issue of parental

choice. As for the parents In the various Fleets areas, It was hoped to

discover the salience of the Issues Involved empirically by means of parts

of the questionnaire. In the final analysis, the parents who returned the

questionnaire were likely to be the ones for whom the decision was salient

anyway. The sample self-selected by salience.

The use of primary 6 parents produced logistic problems for the use of

"behaviour" as the criterion variable. The likely timescale for their

applications to be made (let alone accepted) would have been late January

1985, too late to be useful to this research (carried out In Spring 1984).

Allied to this problem was the fact that In order to guarantee anonymity

parents were given unnumbered and unaddressed questionnaires. This ruled

out specific second approaches, and meant that the criterion variable In

this study would be "expressed Intention".

From the modelling point of view this was not really a problem. As Kerr

(1982) pointed out, there Is often a substantially lower correlation

between EV and behaviour than that between EV and Intention (see also

Flschbeln and Azjen, 1975). This Is a compelling argument. As the elapsed

time between questionnaire administration and actual application grows, so

the possibility of the Intervention of other things increases. This could

be anything from a memory lapse or a change of mind through Illness to

some family crisis. A predictive model of behaviour using behaviour as a
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criterion variable may therefore be substantially out of date and subject

to all sorts of contamination by the time parents came to apply* The use

of expressed Intention at once Increased the likely accuracy of this type

of model, although perhaps slightly devaluing Its power to explain.

From a pragmatic point of view, the use of Intention as the criterion had

positive advantages for the Issue of salience. As discussed above, it was

problematic how salient the decision was to Individual parents, even given

that the ones who would reply were likely to be the ones for whom the

decision was salient. The use of Intention was useful In that the decision

was treated as hypothetical for the purposes of modelling, and thus, given

that the parents were informed of their rights at the outset, It could be

assumed that a completed questionnaire would be an Indication of at least

"artificial salience". This Is essentially a working hypothesis.

This decision was not unprecedented. Kerr (1982) In his study of the take

up of supplementary benefits by pensioners controlled for salience by

Informing those eligible pensioners of their right to benefit In advance

and, further, giving them an Indication of the likely amount they would

receive should they make an application. However, the likelihood that

pensioners had not heard of their rights was, In fact, somewhat higher

than among the parents In this study.

Method of Approach

Before describing the method of approach It Is useful to first review the

technique used In the Second Study. Clven that the stated aim of the study
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was an In-depth examination of the levels of Information and Justifications

for choice In Individuals, It was appropriate to use an Interview

technique. With these alms, and a sample size of about 50, this was both

appropriate and practical. This format was Ideal to explore Issues which

arose since Its goal was not a standardised single "answer". However, as

stated above, the alms of this Third Study were somewhat different. In

order to produce a statistically significant predictive model, a sample

larger than 50 would Ideally be required. It would be crucial also that

homogeneity of administration be preserved as far as possible both In

terms of presentation and timing In order that essentially the same Issues

faced all parents at the point of completion. An in-depth Interview

technique may prove to be Inapproprlate when the goal Is just such a

unified outcome. This may be for a number of reasons. Firstly, the presence

of an Interviewer could have led to variance In the administration of the

questions and supplying of prompts. Secondly, a main plank of such a

standardised approach would be the fact that all questionnaires would be

completed at broadly the same time, thus ensuring that issues subsequently

arising did not alter perceptions. Thirdly, and related to the second point,

the administration of around 280 questionnaires would have led to many

practical difficulties.
\

While accepting the obvious advantages of the self-completed questionnaire

In terms of these three points, certain limitations must be acknowledged.

As teachers teach at the pace of the slowest pupil, so questionnaires must

not assume a high level of accomplishment among respondents. Questions

must therefore be relatively simple and uncomplicated since the

opportunity for further explanation would not be available. Thus some data
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quality must be conceded to practical considerations. Similarly, a balance

must be struck between the (usually) large range of questions posed by

the alms of the research and the physical length of the questionnaire.

Such a balance Is very much a matter of diminishing returns since a long

mailed questionnaire Is not likely to produce as many responses as a

shorter one. Such questionnaires can also lead to problems should an

across-persons design be adopted, specifically In the area of shared and

Individual meaning of constructs. The approach essentially defines that all

meanings are shared. The present research, In adopting a generally wlthln-

person approach, sidesteps such a problem since the Individual can assume

any meaning - It Is the Individual's subjective perception and its

relationship to his/her Individual decision which Is Important.

Itzen (1985) noted that, In approaching parents, while 95% agreed to be

Interviewed having been contacted by telephone, only 25% responded to a

written request. The experience of the Second Study (Chapter 6) certainly

does not contradict the general drift of these findings and thus It was

with limited but realistic expectations that a sampling frame was devised.

In total between the six schools selected for study there were 283 pupils

In primary 6. It was decided to approach every parent. In order to try to

minimise non-returns, the questionnaires were passed to parents via the

primary six child In an envelope already addressed to the primary school.

Enclosed was a letter explaining In simple terms the choice parents would

be faced with In December 1985:
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Dear Parent

In a few months time, parents whose children are now In P6 will
be given the chance to decide which secondary school they would
prefer their child to attend from August 1985. As you may know,
It Is only recently that the law has given parents the right to
make this choice. At the moment very little Is known about what
parents think about their local school and what makes parents
choose the schools they do. By completing this questionnaire you
will be contlbutlng to an understanding of these very Important
Issues.

I am a research worker at Edinburgh University and have the
full permission of Lothian Region Education Department and the
Headteacher of your child's school to carry out this study. /
have written to every parent who has a child In Primary 6 at
this, and five other local primary schools and hope to get a
good response.

Nothing you say In this questionnaire will be shown to anyone
In school or the Education Department and none of the
Information will be used for anything other than this research
project.

As soon as you have completed the questionnaire, please return
It (In the envelope provided) to your child's primary school.
Thank you very much for your time and trouble.

Yours sincerely

It can thus be seen that this letter served not only to Introduce the

research and the questionnaire, but also to Inform parents of their rights

and thus to establish the knowledge element of salience at the outset. As

noted above, this is somewhat less Important In a postal questionnaire

than In an Interview given that It Is likely that parents who are not

Interested, those for whom the decision Is not salient, would fall to

return the questionnaire. The questionnaire was not coded In any way,

partly at the behest of Lothian Region Education Department, but also to

reassure parents that they would not In any way Jeopardise the chances of

any request they Intended to make being granted. It was decided to do this
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In response to fears expressed by a small number of parents during the

Second Study. That these fears were In fact groundless was, of course,

Irrelevant, It was the subjective perception which was crucial. On receipt,

however, questionnaires were coded sequentially by school to facilitate

analysis.

The Questionnaire

The questionnaire contained fourteen questions. Clearly multiple choice

questions have both advantages and drawbacks. Their advantages lie In

their ease of completion, simplicity of analysis, and more generally In

their Increasing the likelihood of return, by minimising the actions

required of the respondent. Their drawback Is primarily In the limited

amount of Information they can access. In employing a postal methodology,

therefore, the demands of Information gathering had to be tempered by the

need for simplicity. I he majority of questions were broadly multiple

choice. As will be seen, however, several of the questions contained

supplementary sections requiring a fuller response, but these were so

designed to be, with one exception, In pursuit of additional Information -

the Information base being satisfied by the multiple choice answer alone.

The scope of the questions was wide ranging. (The questionnaire Is

reproduced as an appendix.) As can be seen, the first two questions deal

broadly with the issue of salience and provide a means of establishing Its

existence directly.
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Question 3 assessing valued outcomes represents the key question In the

approach. Elliot et al (1981) Isolated a number of specific Issues which

were of concern to parents. While several were local or particularly

English, a number were of obvious wider relevance and these formed the

basis of the protocol of the Pilot Study, and were subsequently refined In

the light of the experience of this and the Second Study. The nineteen

outcomes presented here and In questions 7 and 8 are, In effect, shorthand

for a wider definition. Since they will be referred to at various points In

this and subsequent chapters, It may be useful to detail them here.

Table 7.1 : Outcomes with Brief Definition

Bui I dings
Staff
Visit
Behavlour
Uniforms
Staff Dress
Academic Standards

Range of Subjects
Community Involvement
Proximity
Site
Faml IlarIty
3 r's

Religious Education
Sports
Small Classes

Respect
Examinations

Happy Atmosphere

condition and suitability of accomodation
school staff are efficient and competent
school encourages parents to visit
pupils are well behaved
school Insists uniforms be worn

school does not permit casual dress
high
wide range offered
pupils encouraged to become Involved
school Is close to home
school Is at one IocatI on

pupils are on familiar terms with teachers
school emphasises the three r' s
supported by the school
offered and encouraged by the school
throughout the school
pupils respect the staff
school does not focus exclusively on exams

prevalent In the school

These can be broadly grouped Into four categories : control, social,

environmental and academic. A four point Bcale was chosen for this

question. This was done In the light of studies (see Chapter 2>
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demonstrating that respondents view negatively valent events as "all or

nothing". The scale Is thus bl-polar with a zero, two positives and a

single negative point. More generally, this question formed the basis of

the valence formulation of the model, In that It clearly served as an

Indication of an "Ideal" school and could thus be Interpreted as the extent

to which a parent considered any of the particular outcomes to be valued.

Ideally, parents should have been asked to provide their own outcomes for

rating. In practice, In both the Pilot and Second Studies It proved

difficult for parents to do this without the use of examples and, In many

cases, some coaching. The present solution Is perhaps a compromise in

providing an opportunity for strong or Individualistic views to be raised.

Questions 7 and 8 form the basis of the model formulation. In the course

of both Pilot and Second studies, a number of different approaches were

tried to assess Instrumentality. I he use of the "Report Card" format,

however, seemed to be the correct approach, In that parents could readily

grasp the meaning of MA"'s and "E'"s from either their own or their

children's experiences. (It should be noted at this point that this method

was particularly successful In the present study). The question Itself had

two uses. Primarily It Indicated the Instrumentality perceived for the

catchment area school. Secondly, however, It measured parents' levels of

d Is/sat Isfact Ion with the catchment area school. Dissatisfaction Is the

difference between the rating of the catchment area school and the rating

of an Ideal school established by question three.
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It will be recalled from the previous chapter that the Issue of school

contacts was raised. A question was Included In the present research to

try to assess whether there was a wider relevance for such a contact

hypothes Is.

The decision to Include two opportunities for parents to expand on answers

(questions 10c and 14) seemed a compromise between foregoing Information

by excessive simplicity and the corollary of diminishing returns. In the

event, the responses to these two questions produced at least as rich

data as the model specific questions and their analysis will form a

discrete section of this chapter.

In addition to the foregoing, the questionnaire covered all aspects of the

experimental model outlined In Chapter 3. In keeping with the philosophy

outlined at that stage of accomodating the pursuit of alternative

explanations, several of the questions were set suitably wide ranging.

However, not all of the Issues raised by the Pilot and Second studies

could be accomodated within the limited length.

Results and Analysis

Overv lew

It will be recalled that the aim of this study was to reach a significant

number of parents using a single questionnaire suitable for computer

analysis. In this, the study was successful. Of 283 parents approached, 110

usable questionnaires were obtained. This represents a final response rate
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of 38.87%, which Is satisfactory for a postal questionnaire. The raw

figure was rather higher, since 10 of the questionnaires were rejected as

Incomplete or unusable, through having no means of assessing the criterion

variable, and a further three which, although complete, were returned well

after data analysis had begun, (n.b. The statistical programme used, SCSS,

did riot allow the addition of further data after entering the analysis

phase>. Thus the raw response rate was a little over 43%. The distribution

of returns Is given below.

Table 7.2 : Distribution of Returns

Primary school attended Received Sent %

Cartshore 31 40 77.5
Cardowan 32 50 64.0

Bardykes 9 50 18.0
Fortacres 14 28 50.0

Burghlea 16 73 21.9
Fleets 8 42 19.0

110 283 38.9

It will be observed that the spread of response rates was quite large.

(The onset of school summer holidays prevented further reminders being

sent). It Is difficult to shed any light on why this should have been,

since each school employed an Identical methodology and no evidence was

forthcoming on unauthorised changes. Since the data will be for the most

part used either Individually or aggregated to secondary school level, the

spread Is not as Important as It may have been In other circumstances.
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Quality of Data

When assessing the quality of the data generated by the responses It

should be borne In mind that a null response to certain Items Indicated

that the construct was Irrelevant and thus the Issue Is more complicated

than were It merely a case of counting empty boxes. To an extent,

therefore, any judgement will be subjective. This section will deal briefly

with each of the questions In turn, discussing Its success or otherwise In

achieving Its end. No analysts of Implications will be considered at this

stage. In this context, "all" Is taken to represent the 110 respondents

whose questionnaires were accepted for analysis.

Questions 1 and 2 (dealing with level of thought and previous choice

behaviour) were answered successfully by all respondents. The rubric to

question 3 (valences of specific outcomes) Instructed parents to use a

null response to any Items they thought were Irrelevant or to which they

did not know the answers. An "empty" box, therefore must be Interpreted In

the light of this. In the event there were proportionately fewer empty

boxes In this question than In questions 7 and 8 (Instrumentalities) but

this Is not at all surprising - see below. The maximum number of blanks

per questionnaire was 14 while a fair number contained none at all. The

mode (the most useful statistic In the circumstances) was 4 and

subjectively this seems to indicate the question was understood and

completed successfully. Too high a modal number of empty boxes might have

Indicated either that the question was not salient or that It had been

mlspercelved as asking for, say, only the most Important. There was no

obvious reluctance to use the extremities of the scale, although It must



be accepted that the use of the negative (4 on the scale) would be

cIrcumscrIbed by the respondents' perceptions of the Issues.

Perhaps not surprisingly, fewer than 10% of the respondents offered

alternative outcomes (question 4). In no cases did they shed any further

light, since the categories offered were either subsumed by those given In

question 3 or related to specific circumstances prevalent at Individual

schools. If these outcomes had been decisive for Individual parents they

would have been repeated In question 10 (the criterion variable and

specific justifications). In the event, none were.

All respondents to question 5 perceived there to be differences between

schools on at least one of the offered dimensions. Had this not been the

case It would have been necessary to be somewhat sceptical of responses

to questions 3, 7 and 8, since If no differences were perceived, answers to

7 and 8 should logically have been Identical, If different to those for 3.

The strictures on "empty" boxes applied equally to question 7

(Instrumentality of catchment area school). In this context a number of

parents checked only A grades which, while not strictly what was asked by

the question, nevertheless was valid as establishing those on which

salience was highest In making choices and assessment. Thus empty boxes

would be classed as "Irrelevant outcomes". There was no reluctance to use

either extremity of the scale - a fact evinced by the fact that several

of the outcomes had mean grades below "C", thus the catchment area school

was being considered to be "below average" on Its provision. Subjectively,

the Information obtained was useful and easily sufficient for Its purpose.
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57 parents (52%) offered ratings for a second school (question 8). 38 of

these respondents Intended to make a placing request for that school. Thus

19 parents whose children were Intended to attend the catchment area

school appeared to consider more than one school. (Care had to be taken

In coding the question since a small group of respondents had repeated

their ratings for the catchment area school). None of the respondents

Indicated that they had considered more than two schools.

It will be recalled that question 10 was a three stage question. The first

part of the question formed the criterion for the whole study and thus It

was essential that a good response be obtained. In the event, 109 of the

useable questionnaires had a clear statement of the Intended school.

Although the other was ambiguous, the Intended school could be easily

Inferred from the positive response to question 7 (Instrumentality of

catchment area school). Among the 10 rejected questionnaires such

Inferences were not possible even In cases where some useable data did

exist. The second part of the question partly provided a check on the

first, In asking parents to state whether the school they had nominated In

part 1 was In fact the catchment area school. Again, 109 valid (and

correct) responses were made to this question. The third stage of the

question was answered by a surprisingly large number of parents - 87. To

reiterate, the question asked parents to state their reasons for choice.

As will be shown below, much useful Insight was gained from this question.

While It had not been expected that many people would respond to question

14 (Inviting them to raise any other educational Issues), In the event 22
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did. The usefulness of the responses was rather varied but, where

relevant, use will be made of them In the analysis below.

Thus it may be seen that a large body of data was collected and available

for use. The mechanics of the computer programme used - SCSS - Imposed

certain limitations on the number of Items which could be coded. Thus to

accomodate all 110 reponses, only 68 Items of data per questionnaire could

be Included. This constraint was not considered to be serious as the

system placed no limitation on the number of secondary variables which

could be created. The main effect was to compress the Items In questions 9

and 5. The former became a dichotomy, the latter a three point scale.

The data and analysis sections of this chapter will comprise Initially a

profile of respondents, followed by an exposition of the substantive Issues

of the study. A brief discussion of these will be followed by analysis and

discussion pertaining to material gained through responses to question 10.

The final section of the chapter will attempt to point the way forward to

the Integrated analysis of parental choice to be offered In chapter 8.

Prof M<?

This section will deal with the characteristics of the sample In terms of

biographical data. It will be remembered that children attended six primary

schools In two secondary school catchment areas. It seems useful at this

point to more fully define "choosers" and "stayers" - the two basic units

of analysis throughout the chapter.
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a.Choosers

These were the parents who nominated a school In answer to question 10

which was not that to which their child would normally be allocated. Thus

among parents living In the area of Solsglrth High School, whose children

attended there, one nominating Fleets would be considered a "chooser".

Although no Catholic parents emerged In the study, It Is as well to point

out that they are classed as having dual catchment area schools, their

non-denominational school particular to their home address or similar

Catholic school, (n.b. this note applies particularly to Lothian Region. One

authority In Scotland (Strathelyde) allocates catchment areas by attendance

at feeder primaries (see for example University of Glasgow, 1986.))

b.Stayers

Those parents who, In response to question 10, nominated a school which

would normally be that allocated by the Education Authority, bearing In

mind the qualifications noted above.
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Table 7.3 Choosers and Stayers

Primary School Secondary School
Solsglrth

Choosers Stayers Choosers Stayers
FIeets

Cartshore
Cardowan

Bardykes
Burghl ea
Fortacres
FIeets

13
10
5

18
22
4

5
10
5

11

4
3

28 44 20 18

72 38

Choosers ■ 48

Stayers = 62

Perhaps the first point to be noted from the table Is the relative

representation of choosers and stayers among the sample. Choosers

represent 43.6% of the sample, stayers 56.4%. On the surface this would

appear to be somewhat skewed In favour of choosers since, city wide, In

the years prior to 1984 choice had run at around 20% of those eligible.

However, In the study area, Solsglrth and Fleets, the ratio of choosers to

stayers had been closer to 1:1 In the former and 1:3 In the latter. Thus In

the Solsgirth section of the sample, the bias Is, If anything In favour of

stayers. Certainly, In the Fleets sample there does appear to be a slight

over-representation of choosers. However, this Is easily explained with

reference to the Burgh lea sub sample. In the previous year, 73 out of 75

children from Burgh lea transferred to their catchment area school, Fleets,

and thus, to have encountered 5 choosers In the present sample may

suggest that circumstances had changed In the area. In terms of the
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relationship between Solsglrth and Fleets, 25% of the sample of Solsglrth

parents Intended to transfer to Fleets, perhaps a slight under-

representatlon, but again acceptable.

The Salience of the Issue

While It was assumed that levels of salience among those returning the

questionnaire would be acceptably high by virtue of their having taken the

trouble at all, the following table <7.4), Illustrating answers to the

question assessing levels of thought about parental choice, offers

supporting evidence :

Table 7.4 Level of Thought

"a great deal" 41 37.3%
"quite a lot" 54 49.1%
"a IIttle" 15 13.6%
"none" 0

1 10

These statistics certainly suggest that for the sample the Issue was not

new, was salient and that credence could be given to their responses.

Twenty five parents had made requests for other of their children to a

different primary or secondary school than the one they would otherwise

have attended (which may of may not have been a "placing request"

depending on the year of the request). However, this proved, perhaps

surprisingly, to be a barren area of study since, there were no differences
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between this group, and those who had never made choices before, on any of

the dimensions addressed by the research.

Who Decides?

In the Pilot Study (see Chapter 5), one respondent suggested that the

choice decision was best left to education professionals. There was no

evidence of such a view In the Third Study. Of 105 valid responses 102

contained "parent" somewhere In the answer. Of those which did not, one, as

seen, nominated an unspecified "other".

Table 7.5 Identity of Final Chooser

n %

Parent 36 34
School 1 1
LEA 2 2
Parent and School 55 52
Parent and LEA 10 9

Other 1 1

Two did, however, nominate the "Education Authority". It would be wrong to

read too much Into this since both intended to make a placing request and

thus It must be assumed that the qualification "final" In terms of

responsibility was uppermost In their minds, there Is no evidence to

suggest that any parent felt that the final say should have rested with

their children, (which was offered as one of the alternatives In the

question) although, In response to question 10, a number mentioned that

their child's choice had been different from their own. In these cases It
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seems fair to assume that the choice, while suboptlmal to the parent, was

nevertheless acceptable.

Within the home, 50% of parents stated that decision were made lolntly

between father and mother. Clearly a substantial proportion of the other

respondents would be single parents and thus It would be problematic to

Infer that "one or other" parent was responsible In those cases. More

clearly, only one parent explicitly mentioned the child as a partner In the

decision process, although a further 10 said that the whole family was

Involved.

Perceived Exclusions

In one sense, a feeling that a request might not be granted may operate

like a threshold, In that those parents would be unlikely to make such a

placing request. Only three parents perceived there to be any chance that

their child would not attend their chosen school, two of whom were

choosers opting for Sheriffyards although accepting that It might be

"full". (The third suggested that private education was a likely

destination for their child.) Perhaps more Interesting Is that 14 parents

checked "request may be refused" In response to question 11 yet still

gave, In twelve cases, positive responses to question 12 (likelihood of

child starting at the nominated school). This suggests clearly that some

perception of failure did not deter parents from making an application. It

Is, of course, Impossible to say how many (If any) of the stayers were

deflected from considering a request because of low expectation, but It Is

difficult to see how this might have been accurately measured. [Adler and
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Raab, (1988), did, In fact, demonstrate that the Imposition of admission

limits to three Edinburgh schools led to a substantial reduction In

requests for them, thus lending support to the hypothesis.]

There seemed little evidence of situational constraints to making a

request. Only three parents checked "moving away from area", all of whom

Intended to make placing requests. Clearly In this case the probability of

such movement was not high enough to prevent a request being made.

(Consideration was given at the design stage to Incorporating self-

reported probability assessments In question 11, but this would have

entailed 5 separate questions containing a box similar to that used In

question 12 - certainly "will" to certainly "will not" on a 5 point scale

- and this was felt to add more to the length and complexity of the

questionnaire than to the usefulness of the Information gained.)

Dlssatlsfact Ion

While each of the foregoing has been a measured concept, dissatisfaction

In this context Is derived. In both the Pilot and Second Studies parents

were asked directly to rate their own satisfaction (or otherwise) on a 1 -

5 scale. It will be recalled that question 3 In the present study Invited

parents to rate an Ideal school, while question 7 asked them to rate their

catchment area school. Dissatisfaction In this context Is defined as the

sum of the differences between the rated outcomes for the catchment area

and 'ideal' schools as measured by questions 3 and 7.
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Dissatisfaction ■ £ (Ideal - catchment)
I- I

or more properly :

D ■ I <V - l>
i — i

Thus It may be seen that dissatisfaction Is an a priori construct which

nevertheless retains Its "common" meaning. It Is thus possible to classify

parents as dissatisfied or otherwise In a straightforward fashion. Were

parents therefore generally satisfied ?

Of 110 respondents, only two considered that their catchment area school

satisfied the criteria Implicit In their answers to question 3, one of whom

was a chooser. A further 3 parents rated Ideal and catchment area schools

equally. The remainder (105) felt that their catchment area school fell

short of the Ideal, In some cases by a wide margin. It will be recalled

that each of the 19 outcomes was rated on a 5 point scale, and highest

level of dissatisfaction derived was around two scale points per outcome,

a large shortfall by any standard. (The scale points were labelled

"excellent", "very good", "average", "below average" and "poor"). The average

score over all 110 respondents was around one point per outcome offered.

The result was not at all surprising given the presence of 48 choosers In

the sample who would be expected to depress the average substantially If

the dissatisfaction model Is correct. Table 7.6 summarises this partlalllng:
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Table 7.5 Mean Levels of Dlssat tsfact I*?" rp^rttals)

x n

Whole sample
Choosers

Stayers

-0. 89
-1.07
-0.76

110
48
62
72
38

Solsglrth as c/a -0.87
Fleets as c/a -0.91

The first point to note Is that the dissatisfaction hypothesis seems to be

confirmed. There was a significant difference between choosers and stayers

on this dimension. (t=3.50 df=108 p=.001). It was proposed that

dissatisfaction was a true threshold, In that an individually perceived

level of dissatisfaction would be required to motivate choice, not a

dlchotomous presence or otherwise. This certainly seemed to be confirmed

as well, In that a fairly large measure of dissatisfaction could be present

without a request being made. As will be seen later, this may have been

due to the existence of single overriding factors for choice - "trumps"

(see below).

It would appear likely that dissatisfaction would be likely to be greater

among parents In the Solsglrth catchment area bearing In mind Its

"reputation". This was not In fact borne out. (See table 7.6.) The

difference In the mean scores does not approach significance. The reason

for this statistic may be In the slightly higher proportion of choosers In

the Fleets sample, this group being more likely to be dissatisfied and

thus contributing to a lower overall rating. The spread of scores among

Fleets parents was also rather tighter (s.d. 7.0 as against 10.3)
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suggesting slightly less polarised views, a fact certainly borne out by the

Second Study and responses to question 10 (below).

While this topic will be discussed further later in the chapter, It seems

useful to summarise 'dissatisfaction' thus far. Evidence has been found for

the existence of dissatisfaction as proposed In Chapter 3, both In terms of

there being a highly significant difference between choosers and stayers,

and In proving that a measure of dissatisfaction can be present without an

automatic progression to the choice phase.

Overview of Outcomes
»■

It will be recalled that 19 outcomes were offered to parents for rating.

The scale used was In the form 2 to -1 as follows:

1 (2) This Is one of the most Important things about schools

2 (1) This matters but Is not vital

3 (0> Irrelevant, or not at all Important

4 (-1) I don't want this In a school

By this means a useful pool of data was established on the sorts of things

parents viewed as Important In schools. Of Interest are two statistics

relating to each outcome, firstly the mean, as an Indication of the overall

average strength of feeling, and secondly, the standard deviation, as an

Indication of the range of feeling. It would be tedious to list all scores

on all outcomes, but a mean and standard deviation provide a useful

summary. Briefly, the closer the mean approaches "2", the more highly
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(positively) valued Is the obtcome. Conversely, the lower the standard

deviation score, the larger the measure of agreement among the sample of

parents. Ranks have been provided Independently for both measures. (See

above for the short definitions of the outcomes.)

Table 7.7 Overview of Outcomes

outcome X rank s. d. rank no using

but 1 dings 1. 39 9 .592 7 0
staff 1. 91 1 . 347 1 0
visit encouraged 1. 40 8 .609 8 0
behaviour 1. 72 5 .509 5 0
un1forms 0.63 17 . 715 15 7

staff dress 0.24 19 .693 14 11
academic standards 1.66 6 .566 6 0

range of subjects 1.84 3 .440 2 0

community Inv'ment 1. 16 11 .652 12 0

proximity 1.08 12 .679 13 0
site 0.66 15 .829 16 6
faml 1larIty 0.63 17 1.082 19 25
3 rs 1.01 14 . 904 18 7

relIglous ed* n 0. 64 16 .629 9 2

sports 1. 28 10 .637 10 0
smal1 classes 1. 47 7 .646 11 0

respect 1.81 4 .498 4 0
examinatIons 1.02 13 .835 17 9

happy atmosphere 1. 86 2 . 466 3 0

*The number of parents rating the schools as "-I" i.e. don't want this
outcome

The very high correlation (0.878) between ranks Is not surprising given

that a measure of agreement between parents was required In order to

raise the mean score of a construct. The presence of negative scores (see

extreme right column) would of course both depress the mean and Increase

the standard deviation.
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Table 7.7a Most and Least Valued Outcomes

most valued least valued

1 good staff
2 happy atmosphere

1 casual staff dress
2 familiarity with staff
■ uniforms

3 wide range
♦ respect for staff 4 religious education

Tablq 7,7fc> Highest Concord and Discord

concord discord

1 good staff 1 familiarity with staff
2 wide range 2 3 r's (basic education)
3 happy atmosphere 3 examinations policy
4 respect for staff 4 school Is on one site

Several points appear worthy of note. Firstly the outcomes most highly

rated were those most readily described as "traditional". With the

exception of "happy atmosphere" each of the top six outcomes was

academically based or Impinged on academic progress. (The position of

"behaviour" vis a vis social and academic Is somewhat muddy and will be

returned to later). Those generating the highest level of disagreement

were perhaps predictable - pupils on familiar terms with with staff, 3r's,

examinations and uniforms policies.

There seemed to be two patterns emerging. The first was the dominance of

traditional values, the second the wide disparity of opinions on Issues

readily Identified with modern curricula and related ethos. The latter was

made clearer when the nature of the outcomes was clarified viz :
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I) exams - school does not focus exclusively on preparing for exams

ll> 3 r's - school emphasises the three r*s above all else

III) uniforms - school Insists on uniforms being worn

Iv) familiar - pupils are on familiar terms with their teachers

(I) and (Iv) are positively related to the modern ethos and the converse of

(II) and (ItI). These groupings seemed to suggest the existence of two

schools of thought. These may equate to those of Elliot, "process" and

"human Is It Ic". (Elliot et al, 1981), a topic which will be discussed later In

the chapter.

Some support for these observations If offered by an analysis of the data

gathered for question three using factor analysis, lo an extent of course,

factor analysis Is a far less exact science than It appears on the surface

since much Interpretative license can be used to try to "make sense" of

factor loadings In terms that are easily relatable to Independently

verifiable constructs while In fact the data cannot support such

assertions. The present analysis was perhaps ultimately Inconclusive.

However, a number of factors were derived with substantial loadings on

pairs or groups of outcomes.

Table 7.8 Derived Factors

Factor 1 Happy atmosphere, good staff, respect for staff, wide
range of subjects

Factor 2 Proximity, school Is on one site
Factor 3 Community Involvement, visits encouraged, religious

educatIon
Factor 4 Staff dress, familiarity with teachers
Factor 5 Uniforms, 3r* s
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It can be observed that each of these factors has a high face validity In

terms of congruence of elements, and relates strongly to the foregoing

analysis summarised In Table 7.8. The first of these factors accounted for

three times as much variance as any of the others suggesting that It was

the most powerful. It can be characterised as "general and traditionalist".

On the other hand, It Is Interesting to find that the two outcomes dealing

with broadly "getting to school" load heavily on a single factor (factor 3).

Later In the chapter much will be made of this "proximity" Justification

for school choice. Adler and Raab (1986) found that the single best

predictor of school choice was proximity, thus offering support to this

finding. Similarly, the outcomes producing most disagreement between

parents loaded on a factor characterised as "staff conduct" (factor 4).

The factor analysis was Inconclusive In the sense that It did not add to

the understanding already gained from the more rudimentary analysis above.

Most disappointing was the finding that no useful factors could be derived

separately for choosers and stayers. In fact, essentially the same factors

emerged from analysis of the partial samples. This Is supported by a t-

test analysis of all nineteen outcomes using whether or not parents had

made a choice of school as a dlchotomous dependent variable. In this

analysis only the Importance ascribed to the proximity of the school

showed any significant differences between the groups. (t= 3.22 p>= 0.002

df 108.) This Is thus a clear Indication that the parents of the sample

were In accord In terms of the aspects of education they valued most

highly, and that this accord extended to both choosers and stayers.
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The Choice Decision In Terms of the EV Model

This section will examine the operation of the Force Model proposed In

Chapter 3. Its success, as discussed, was to be measured in terms of

correct predictions. A benchmark of success would be the average of

dlchotomous studies of this type (over a wide range) assessed by Klein

(1983) at 68%.

While 110 valid responses to questions three and seven were received, only

57 parents rated a second school. Of these, 38 (67%) were choosers and 19

stayers. The fact that so many stayers rated a second school raises

Important questions for the model, since It seems to contradict the

findings of both the Pilot and Second studies. It will be recalled that of

those Interviewed for the Second Study, only one parent (not actually

Intending to make a placing request) considered more than one school. Why

nineteen should have considered and subsequently rejected a second school

In this study Is perhaps a combination of two factors.

Firstly, It Is possible that the InvItatIon to rate a second school for

the purposes of the questionnaire may have caused some to do so although

they had not previously Intended to do so. In each case, however, the

Identity of the second school was given, and In each case was a

theoretical choice from the local area, A second possible reason relates to

the parents Interviewed previously. It may well be that a number of the

parents were more "certain" that only one school had been considered than

was warranted. The Inference Is lent support by the existence of "trump"

factors, essentially sub-optimal, often masking factors, on which decisions



were actually based, rather than those given as Just If IcatIons. Should a

trump occur, being sub optimal, It Is very likely that dissonance will

occur and hence result In the statement that only one choice had been

considered. (Trump factors will be discussed more fully In Section 2

be low.)

At this point It Is useful to reiterate the Force Model In preparation for

Its Implementation. (For a fuller discussion, see Chapter 3). It will be

recalled that a two stage model was developed by Vroom, the first, and

most Important stage being the products of valence and Instrumentality

summed over all outcomes (19 In this research) thus :

1 9 '
Affect = I ( valence x Instrumentality)

i — i

This mathematical transformation gives what Vroom called the valence of

the first order outcome. However, for clarity, It Is labelled here as

"affect", since that more readily conveys the nature of the derived

constructs. In essence It Is the strength of feeling towards, In this case,

the Individual school being the sum of all component parts. A strength of

this Implementation lies In the way In which non-salient outcomes are

dealt with. As noted, question 3 established the salience of each of the 19

outcomes for each parent. Because the model Is multiplicative, assigning a

value of "zero" to such Irrelevant outcomes means that each product Is

therefore zero. Thus Irrelevant outcomes literally add nothing to the sum

of products and are thus excluded for the affect score.
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The second transformation causes the affect score to be weighted by the

expectancy that such an outcome would be attainable thus :

F , ■ f X C < EtJ affectj>]
i—»

F, Is the force to perform act I
E|j Is the expectancy that I will lead to J
Affectj Is the valence of outcome j

This Is, with slightly altered terminology, Vroom's Force Model, and the one

outlined In Chapter 3. In fact, the second transformation was somewhat

less useful In this research than It may otherwise have been since only

three parents, all choosers, considered It at all likely that a placing

request would not be granted. In each case they rated their expectancy 4

out of 5. While not strictly a ratio scale, It seemed reasonable to

Interpolate 0.8 as the subjective probability estimate of their expectancy.

In practical terms, this could make little difference. However, Adler and

Bond! (1988) reported that, as a consequence of the Imposition of Intake

limits on three Edinburgh schools, the Incidence of placing requests In

favour of these schools declined sharply, reflecting a perception that

there was little point In making such a request. It Is fair to assume that

low expectancy would be found among these groups of parents. Among the

present groups of parents no such perceptions were likely, given the then

prevailing admissions policies. Ihus, because of the almost uniform

expectancy scores which lend nothing to the weight of the analysis, the

prediction Itself Is made on the basis of the first model alone.
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Predictions from the Force Model

For each parent a score was derived for the affect on both of the schools

rated. It was assumed that the school for which the force (affect

moderated by expectancy) was highest would be chosen. (In order to provide

an Independent check on the contribution of expectancy, a test was run

Including It but the predictions remained the same.)

The first set of scores was derived for all 110 parents. It will be

recalled that the criterion variable was the reported Intention of the

parent In regard of a placing request. This model predicted that 51

parents would remain with the catchment area school and 53 opt for

another school. Four parents' scores were equal and were thus treated as

unpredictable (missing data).

The model proved to be highly successful In predicting parents decisions.

Some 79 correct and 25 mispredictions were made, representing a success

rate of 76%. Curiously, If the weighting aspect of I multiplied by V were

forgone and I plus V used Instead, an Increase of 1.1% was obtained In the

predictive accuracy. This Issue will be further dealt with below.

This version of the model Is, In fact, a little artificial since only 58

parents actually rated more than one school. Thus the model Is essentially

testing whether the affect for the catchment area school was positive or

negative. It might be expected that this would In fact Inflate the

successful predictions of those staying with the catchment area school.

Table 7.9 presents a summary of the predictions obtained using only data
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from those who rated two schools. The "correct" predictions are those In

cells (go, go) and <stay, stay), and conversely those In (go, stay) and

(stay, go) are Incorrect

Table 7.9 Predictions

CrIter I on

go stay

go 29 10
Predict Ion

stay 7
no predict Ion ■ 3

8 valId n = 54

Thus 37 correct and 17 Incorrect predictions were obtained. There were

three parents for whom no prediction could be made because their force

scores were equal for both schools.

This represents a success rate of 697. which compares very closely with

the average for predictive studies of this type reported by Klein (1983) -

around 68%. It represents a fall of 77. on the formulation Including all

110 parents. The following table presents a comparison of the success of

the two approaches In each of the cells :

Table 7.10 Comparison of Models

Cel I n» 110 n=57

go - go
stay - stay
go - stay

stay - go

31
43
12
10

29
8

10
7
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This table neatly confirms the speculation made In the previous section.

The variance Is almost entirely attributable to the Inclusion In the first

model of parents rating only one school. Each of the other cells Is largely

unaffected by the part la I ling out of this group. This Is Intuitively

sensible, and makes a clear case for the exclusion of this group. The

Implications of this will be further discussed below.

A further Issue was raised by Investigation of the components of the

"predictions" table. There was In fact a clear and significant difference

between choosers and stayers In terms of the rates of success In

predicting their actions even after the part la I ling of those who rated only

one school.

Table 7.11 Comparison of Choosers and Stayers : Prediction Rates

Correct n 'isuccess

Choosers 29 36 80.5

Stayers 8 18 44.5
Non-predlctI on 3

This difference may Indicate that the model as Implemented Is more valid

for choosers than stayers. It Is, In fact, the magnitude of the difference

which Is surprising, even although some variation was expected because of

staying parents rating schools when otherwise they would not have done so.

The reason for the disparity lies In the way the parents not Intending to

make a placing request have rated the Instrumentality aspects of their

local school. It will be recalled that no significant differences were found
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between choosers and stayers on the valence dimension. Thus the

differences must lie within the Instrumentality dimension. What has, In

effect, happened Is that 18 parents who will not make a request have rated

a school other than their chosen more highly than It.

This Is an Issue of some concern, since It seems to suggest that the model

Is differentially effective for the two groups of parents. Clearly It would

be unwise to Infer any process or Indeed and explanation from this model

when such an Important aspect as rational maximisation Is undermined. Thus

while this model was successful In achieving an acceptable rate of

predictive accuracy, It was nevertheless apparent that some measure of

Improvement was possible, particularly In terms of addressing the decisions

of those parents mls-predlcted by the model.

An Alternative view of the Data

Throughout the foregoing analysis It will have become clear that the

valence and expectancy aspects of the model have, relatively, a lesser

part to play In assessing the decisions than does the Instrumentality

aspect. To explore this, a predictive analysis was conducted In the manner

of those above using only the Instrumentality aspects of the formulation.

Not surprIslngly, a slight Increase In predictive accuracy was found <+1%

for the n»110 sample). This seems to clarify that the valence dimensions

actually add only error variance to the model. Since, In fact, only 57

parents provided assessments of more than one school, It Is useful to

concentrate on the Instrumentality ratings for the catchment area school
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alone In order to try to establish a model of choice from the data

obtained from all 110 parents In the sample.

Throughout the three research projects, a substantial body of evidence was

collected, Illustrating the apparent existence of a threshold of

dissatisfaction. With this In mind, an alternative model was created which

addressed the decisions of all 110 parents, rather than the 57 for whom

the Force Model was applicable using the a priori definition of

dissatisfaction described earlier In this chapter.

The Dissatisfaction Model assumed that those parents who were essentially

satisfied would not consider a choice of alternative school. The two models

would not, In all circumstances, address the same decision. Essentially, the

Dissatisfaction Model asked whether a choice would be considered, the Force

Model asked which school would be chosen.

For the purposes of the model, the derived Index of dissatisfaction

calculated <and reported) above was used, with the addition of a second

transformation. The raw Index was divided by the number of outcomes rated,

thus giving a fairer Index of strength of feeling. Once again, Irrelevant

outcomes were excluded, as for the Force Model.

To operate as a threshold, It was considered likely that the trigger level

for each parent would be different. Clearly If this level of dissatisfaction

could be accurately assessed It would be simple to Identify the point at

which progression to choice would occur. In fact this would be very

difficult to achieve In practice. The present research addressed the gross
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level of satisfaction or dissatisfaction. For many parents It was likely

that this gross level was substantially In excess of the trigger point at

which choice would be considered. The Identification of the hinging point

was crucial to Its success, and despite the operation of dissatisfaction

as an Incremental threshold, the most valid way to treat a predictive

model was to regard dissatisfaction as either present or not. Thus, those

whose weighted dissatisfaction Index (derived as above) was positive, (thus

indicating, somewhat paradoxically, that they were satisfied), would not be

predicted to make a choice; those whose Index was negative would be

predicted to make a choice. Formally thus :

a. If a parent's Index of dissatisfaction was positive, no

placing request would be predicted.

b. If a parent's Index of dissatisfaction was negative, a

placing request would be predicted.

c. If a parent's Index of dissatisfaction was zero, no

prediction could be made.

In the same way as for the Force Model, a comparison was made between the

prediction and criterion variable for each parent. Table 7.13 presents a

summary of the results.
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Table 7.13 Predict tons from the Dissatisfaction Model

CrIter Ion

stay

go 31 12
Predict Ion No prediction ■ 14

Valid n » 96stay 10 43

Reading from the table, 74 correct and 22 Incorrect predictions were made.

In 14 cases, no prediction could be made. This represents a success rate In

prediction of 77.1%, again better than the average reported by Klein (op

It would be Invalid to assess the significance of the difference In success

rates between the two models since they are founded In such different

assumptions and are quite different In the samples they address. In this

context, however, It Is possible to make a case for why the Dissatisfaction

Model Is better than the Force Model.

It will be recalled from discussion of the Force Model that It seemed to

be differentially valid for the two groups. Analysis of the same breakdown

produces somewhat different results for the Dissatisfaction Model. Table

7.14 summarises these findings :

Table 7.14 : Comparison of Choosers and Stayers : Prediction Rates

clt).

correct n %age

Choosers

Stayers
No prediction

31
43

41
55
14

75.6
78. 2
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Thus It may be observed that, In contrast to the Force Model, the present

model was almost equally successful In predicting choosers and stayers - a

significant point In Its favour. (Seven of the group could not be

predicted.) It should also be noted that the Dissatisfaction Model covered

87% of the sample, compared to 49% for whom the Force Model could be

applied.

Further Justification for the proposition of the Dissatisfaction Model as

most useful In describing parental choice among this sample will be

offered In Chapter 8. The remainder of this chapter offers a discussion

of responses made by parents to the qualitative supplementary parts of

question 10 of the questionnaire. This analysis was crucial In the

formulation of a final model of choice In the next chapter.

Introduction to Section 2

In this section a detailed analysis of all 87 valid replies to question 10

(3) will be offered. The question Itself was purely qualitative, viz:

"Why would you like your child to attend this school rather than
any of the others?"

Many of the answers to this question were illuminating In that they

directly questioned the relevance of an EV based model to understanding

the nature of parental choice. It became clear that parents' decision

processes were rather more complex than may at first have been thought,

and serious doubt was cast on the question of whether parents did or did

not optimise. Firstly, however, the sub-sample will be described.
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The Sub-Sample

87 parents offered responses to question 10 split as follows : 46 stayers

and 41 choosers responded. This represents a slight over-representation of

choosers <+5%> and under-representatlon of stayers <-55i>. Neither figure

seems excessive. This was made up of 56 A Ins lie Park parents and 31 from

Broughton giving a 2% over-representation In favour of Broughton. Thus It

can be seen that the sub-sample of respondents to this question was

representative of the full sample.

The quality of responses was uniformly acceptable. Length of replies varied

between two words and a substantial paragraph/list:

"Reputation; academic standards; development of the Individual;
development of self confidence; fostering of self respect;
commitment by head teacher and staff to high all round
standards In academic, sport and asthetlc pursuits"
(Sheriffyards))

n.b. In each case, the parents' chosen school will be given In
brackets, thus (Sotsgfrth).

Not surprisingly, the quality of responses varied with the desired choice

of schools with the more "middle-class" schools provoking more full and

literate responses. It would be wrong to suggest that the following

responses were abbreviated by lack of Intellect since It Is clear that each

constitutes a prime reason for choice In Itself.

"Cot a good reputation" (Fleets)
"Near to home" (Fleets)

or

"CATCHMENT AREA" (parent's emphasis) (Another E'burgh school)
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Some Evidence

a) Complexity

While It would be fair to say that EV theory Is far from simple, It does

tend to simplify the apparent decision process to a series of

Interconnected stages with little regard to the complexity of each stage

as "process". Much agonising can precede (and follow) a decision,

particularly one as centrally Important as choice of school.

Clear evidence emerged that parents' perceptions could be rather more

complex than could be addressed by a multiple choice format, viz :

"My reasons are probably silly but I don't know much about how
secondary schools function nowadays. When I was at school / had
a lot of respect for my teachers and I always got on alright.
Now the kids don't seem to have respect for themselves let
alone their teachers and It's very sad. Sofsglrth reminds me of
my secondary school In that It's an old building, and maybe I
expect the old ways have kept going, along with staff. p.s.
Solsglrth was not my secondary school." <Solsglrth)

This response Is worth discussing more fully since It demonstrates clearly

how a black box model can fall to account for a process. In essence the

criterion as here portrayed Is that the parent sought the sort of respect

she had experienced at school and thus chose Solsglrth. The decision

Itself, however, was not based In any proven ability of Solsglrth to

achieve this, but rather on the external appearance and subjective

character of the buildings. Ihus there was a dlscontlgulty In the "black -

box" representation:
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valued outcome (respect) 3 // * chosen school (Solsglrth)

The following example Illustrates that the nature of the process Is not

necessarily apparent from statements such as:

"I strongly feel that Solsgtrth has nothing to offer my child.''
(Fleets)

Further analysis revealed the following observation:

"I worked fn Solsglrth and personally found that teachers don't
take enough Interest In the pupils..." (Fleets)

and thus It would appear that the decision was based In searching for a

school which was staffed by teachers who took enough interest. However, In

response to being asked (elsewhere In the qustlonnalre) to rate her chosen

school (Fleets) the parent stated:

"I'm sorry but at the moment I don't have enough Information
about the above school [FleetsJ to give a fair Judgement"

Thus the sub-optimal nature of the decision Is exposed and It Is fair to

suggest that some form of sat Isf Icing occured, v» Ith Solsglrth being

avoided and Fleets the first acceptable choice on the chosen criterion,

which In this case seemed to be "must not be called Solsglrth" since

clearly the parent was not In possession of any Information to allow a

true optimal decision to be made.

Before leaving the subject of complexity, some parents' decisions were

clearly attempts to optimise. However, an amount of extraneous detail may
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mask the true reasons by virtue of the unusual nature of the comments :

....because It ts a more up to date reasonably modern school,
where the pupffs that I know that attend ft are well behaved
and actually spend time being taught unlike the schools In my
area, where my little brother attends one and seems to spend
most of his time going bus trips to Princes Street with thefr
teacher doing her shopping" (Fleets)

There were clearly two aspects to this decision. First there was avoidance

of the catchment area school (Solsglrth) because of time wasting and

behaviour, and secondly the attraction to the second school (Fleets)

because of good reports by children at the school.

Individuality and Sub-optImlsatIon

In previous chapters the subject of shared meaning was discussed. It was

clear from parents' responses that views on the value of particular

aspects of schools could be diametrically opposed yet remain valid

Justifications for choice. Witness these two contrasting views of the

effects of school size :

A child who has ability will be encouraged - however the
average or below average child tends to be lost in the crowd"
(Fleets)

These, and other statements, make It clear that this parent considered that

his child was academically gifted, and choice had been made to facilitate

this. The parent also mentioned the following :

The school has excellent facilities. There are plenty of dubs
and teachers are always available when you want them." (Fleets)
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An alternative view of the "crowd" was given by another parent thus :

Sheriffyards Is closer to home but with the Introduction of the
Parents' Charter CftJ Is grossly overcrowded. It would appear
that pupils are travelling from Fife to attend the [school]".
(Fleets)

It would be expected that such considerations would have been sufficient

to deter the choice of this school. However, for the parent, the Issue of

discipline "trumped" the drawback and Sheriffyards was In fact chosen :

"Sheriffyards would appear to apply some discipline In that
uniforms must be worn. Fleets (the c.a. school) would appear to
have a good/fair academic record but It lacks discipline and
school uniforms." (Sheriffyards)

Sheriffyards parents form an Interesting case study In sub-opt tmlsat Ion.

Witness the following comments :

"The school Is one of the few that children still wear school
uniform. The children that go there are a better standard than
the local schools." (Sheriffyards)

or

"Children attending this school look like school children. Not so
of the catchment area school where they are allowed to go as
they please. Also children are better behaved coming and going
to the school." (Sheriffyards)

or

"Good reputation. It has a wide syllabus. It would appear to
meet all requirements." (Sheriffyards)

However, the following comments raised doubts and should perhaps cause

each of the above to be reassessed In the light of the comments :

"Discipline seems better, better academic record - but ft Is
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difficult to assess It property since when I tried to get some
Information the school said I was too early." (Sheriffyards)

In fact, of the seven parents opting to send their children to

SherIffyards, while maintaining variously that discipline/academic standards

etc were better/best, none had had any previous or current contact with

the school, either personally or through family connections. One parent did

admit that his Information had come from work colleagues. However the

others made no mention of the sources.

It is difficult to accept any notion of optimisation based on no contact

with schools and thus no tangible, rather than hearsay, evidence being

available.

Levels of contact with schools emerged In the Second Study as a

significant area of difference between choosers and stayers and this

finding seems to be replicated here with 18 stayers mentioning personal or

family contact among reasons for choice, but only 7 of the choosers. Once

again It must be considered odd that the other 34 choosers were making a

choice on the basis of little or no factual Information. This Is clearly a

central feature In the political philosophy of parental choice, a topic

returned to In Chapter 9.

A Macro Analysis

Counting heads In a qualitative study can be a forced and meaningless

exercise, but It will become clear that much Insight can be offered here.
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The following represents a table of occasions on which a category of

Justification was mentioned by a parent. Thus there are many more than 87

reasons offered since each parent could offer more than one. Only the most

"popular" have been included In the table (6 or more mentions).

Table 7.14 : Reasons for Choice (1)

Reason no. of parents

Academic standards 42

Proximity 31
Siblings/Personal experience 24
Discipline related 20
Specific avoidance 14
Teacher/staff related 12
General reputation 9
Friends going 8
Child's happiness 7
Catchment area 6

Table 7.15 presents these reasons subdivided by choosers/stayers :

Table 7.15 : Reasons for Choice (2) Choosers vs Stayers

Reason choosers stayers

Academic standards 19 23

Proximity 4 27

Siblings/personal experience 6 18
Disci piIne 16 4

Specific avoidances 14 0
Teachers/staff related 8 4

General reputation 9 0

Friends going 0 8
Chi Id's happiness 3 4

Catchment area 6 0

Thus It Is clear that very significant differences can be determined

between choosers and non choosers on a variety of reasons offered as
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Justification for choice. This analysis can be extended If a breakdown of

"academic standards" Is made between those mentioning them only generally

and those talking In terms of "better" and "best" I.e. comparatively, since

It would be justifiable to assume that those making comparative Judgements

would be more strong In the tenure of their opinion, and following from

this, more likely to have had the Issue play a major part In their

perceived decision process.

Fable 7.16 : Breakdown of "Academic Standards"

choosers stayers

comparative 15 6
general 4 17

19 23

Clearly significant differences arose within the "academic standards"

dimension, with choosers placing more store by them, with their Insistence

on "better" and "best" levels. Generally stayers seemed more content with

"acceptable" levels. A rank ordering of reasons clearly demonstrates the

differing concerns of the two sub groups of parents.

Table 7.17 : Rank Ordering of Reasons

Choosers Stayers

1 Discipline <6> I Proximity <8>
2 Comparative acad. stands. (5) 2 Family experience <6)
3 Specific avoidances <9> 3 General acad. stands. <8>
4 General reputation <4) 4 Friends going <I I>
5 Teachers/staff <6> 5 Comparative standards <2)
6= Catchment area <9) 6= Discipline (1)
6= Family experience <2> 6= Teachers/staff <5>
8= Proximity <1> 6= Child's happiness <10>
8= General acad. stands. (3) 9= Catchment area <6)
10 Child's happiness (6> 9c Specific avoidances (3)
11 Friends going <4> 9« General reputation <4)

n.b. figures In parenthesis rank for comparatfve group
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There are thus demonstrable differences between choosers and non

choosers In their reasons for choice of school. At first glance this seems

surprising since responses to question 3 seemed to suggest that parents

sought essentially the same things In schools. (From analysis of the data

relating to question 3, It will be recalled that "proximity" was the only

outcome on which there was a significant difference between the two

groups.) This finding Is substantiated here given the high percentage of

parents mentioning proximity as a main factor, 22 parents placing It first

on their list and, further, 8 of those offering It as sole substantive

reason. (In fact, three of the tour "proximity" reasons given by choosing

parents related to the situation prevailing at Fleets Primary School, where

the catchment area school, Fleets High School, was about two miles further

away than the chosen school, Rlgfoot).

Over half of these parents (15) were critical of Solsg Irth/Fleets either In

comments expressed elsewhere In the questionnaire or by the award of D/E

grades (the scoring mechanism used to assign Instrumentality In questions

7 and 8). This criticism had clearly been "trumped" b* other concerns. The

same follows for "friends going". For example :

"Child prefers Solsglrth, probably because h/s friends are going
there" <Solsglrth>

and

"...mainly because her friends will be going there. I would
prefer Shfeldmafns..." (Solsglrth>

A "negative trump" was offered by one parent who, although having no

quarrel with Solsglrth, felt that his daughter would get on better

elsewhere because of the previous (presumed mis-) deeds of elder children.
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The concept of the trump seems Ideal In explaining why parents can be at

once dissatisfied with an option, yet still Intend to make a request In

favour of It. Essentially, a trump Is a single powerful reason for choice

which overrides other considerations which may be either weakly positive

or negative.

Further analysis of table 7.17 clearly demonstrates the existence of two

separate dimensions of choice for parents who were choosers and those who

were not. Dealing first with choosers, the five most "popular"

Justifications given for choice were "discipline", "comparative academic

standards" (as defined, "better" or "best"), "specific avoidances", "general

reputation" and "teachers/staff". There Is clearly a common thread to this

list of Justifications. Each of the "attracting" Issues (that Is all except

specific avoidances) are broadly school centred. In contrast, three of the

five most popular reasons given by staying parents, "proximity", "family

experience" and "friends going" are more readily Identified with the child

rather than the school or education system.

These are generalisations but accord well with parallel findings by Elliot

(Elliot et al, 81), Johnson and Ranson (Johnson and Ranson, 83) and Petch

(Petch, 86) In making a distinction between what are variously called

"process", "technological" and "social" factors. A better distinction seems

to be to label the concerns of choosers "tradltlonaP' since they reflect

views obviously cast in the traditional mould of popular thinking on

Scottish education - that exams are central, qualifications essential and

discipline paramount. The concerns of stayers represent a more "holistic"

view. The child's overall development Is central - school Is close to the
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home environment, siblings give close support, friends attend and while a

good general standard of education Is Important, It Is the happiness of

the child which Is paramount.

The trad It tonal/ho 11st Ic dichotomy was neatly evinced by the schools

concerned. As represented by their brochures, Fleets and Sheriffyards were

overtly traditional with an emphasis on examinations, rules and discipline.

Holistic aspects were also highlighted, but In a secondary role. Solsglrth

and Rlgfoot, on the other hand, were both schools setting less emphasis on

attainment and more on preparation for the sort of lifestyle pupils would

face on leaving school - clearly very different from the academic futures

expected of those of Fleets and Sheriffyards.

It seems therefore that parents chose different schools to fit their

perceptions, values and even prejudices. This Is wholly within the spirit

of the legislation which clearly Identified academic success as a primary

criterion for the Identification of "good" schools, and It appears from

this sample that those choosing were doing so In a manner consistent with

this view.
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CHAPTER 8

Towards an Explanation of Parental Choice

Overview

Chapter 4 began with an exposition of the benefits of using a multiple

strategies methodology to address the Issue of parental choice. Chapters 5,

6 and 7 have presented the evidence from the Implementation of this

strategy. It Is appropriate to begin this review chapter with a brief re¬

statement of the alms of this research.

Alms of the Research - A Restatement

The focus of the research was parental choice and the paradigm

psychology. The goal was to find the best explanation of parental choice

from among diverse psychological and decision theory models and not to

merely use parental choice as the arena for a test of an expectancy type

model. The aim of this research, as has often been stated was to explain

and not simply to predict. Thus expectancy theory was considered a

working paradigm. In Chapters 2 and 3 mention was made of the theoretical

and methodological weaknesses of the theory and objections to Its

continuing use, for example by Simon (Simon, 1983). With these Issues In

mind It was Important to spread the exploratory net fairly widely and not

concentrate only on an examination of valences and Instrumentalities. Thus

both the Pilot and Second Studies focussed on parental choice from a
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standpoint which, although Incorporating strategic elements of the theory,

nevertheless held a wide brief In terms of focus and Information gathering.

Both of these studies offered much by way of explanation in their own

right and In preparation for the postal questionnaire-based Third Study.

This study, while dealing with EV directly, nevertheless contained questions

of a more general nature and, as noted In the previous chapter, provided a

large amount of centrally relevant Information.

Opportunities for Trlanguiatlon

Parental choice proved to be a rich seam for researchers In the five years

after the passing of the Education Act 1980. As well as the present

research, a further four projects addressed the Issues from a variety of

methodological and philosophical standpoints. Before exploring the

opportunities for the Integration of all of these sources It seems useful

to outline briefly the aims of each of the external studies.

a.Cambrldge Accountability Protect

This research was undertaken In 1979/80 by the Cambridge Institute of

Education and funded by the SSRC (Elliot et a I, 1981). While their prime

Interest was In accountability per se, a small project on parental choice

was undertaken Involving 32 parents In a single school by Elliot. While

methodologically the study can be criticised for Its narrowness and the

self-selected nature of the sample, It nevertheless offers some Insight Into

Issues central to parents In an English middle class environment. Elliot's
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conceptualisation of process and product criteria has been central to much

further work In the field.

b.Edlnburgh Protect

This research was undertaken In 1983-83 by the University of Edinburgh

Department of Social Administration (now Department of Social Policy) and

funded by the SSRC(ESRC). Aspects of the germination of parental choice

and the process of tts Implementation formed one aspect of the research,

while another focussed on the procedural Implications of both requests and

appeals for local authorities. However, In this context, the prime area of

Interest was a large study of parents' choices In three Scottish local

authorities. This was accomplished using a wide ranging Interview schedule

for parents of both primary I and secondary I entry children.

c.Glasgow Protect

This research was undertaken by the University of Glasgow Department of

Education and was funded by the SED (University of Glasgow, 1986). It Is

best to view this research as complementary to the Edinburgh Project, If

having less emphasis on legal and procedural Issues and more on the

assessment of educational and administrative effects at the level of

Individual schools, and being primarily concerned with secondary entry.

Otherwise Its methodology differed little from the Edinburgh project.
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d.NFER

This research was undertaken by the National Foundation for Educational

Research. Its focus was the Interaction between parents and LEAs, In terms

of rights, Information provision, choice behaviour and appeals

administration. The project gathered Information from 2740 parents over

four local authority areas, all In England.

While two of the above were English based, each nevertheless has something

to contribute to the findings of the present research. Shlpman <1981)

observed that post-hoc validation of data by comparison with other pieces

of research (labelled "external trlangulatlon" In Chapter 4> was a useful

and valid research technique. In the present circumstances of such a rich

seam so Intensively mined It seems highly appropriate to pursue such a

method here.

The chapter will follow In two parts. The first will offer a review of the

Internal evidence for an against the provisional model offered In Chapter

3. An evaluation of the model will be offered. The second part of the

chapter will move towards a new model of parental choice calling on the

wealth of both Internal and external data.

The Provisional Model : A Review of the Evidence

It will be recalled that the provisional model contained several linked

aspects, thresholds, dissatisfaction and the force model Itself. The

following sections will review the evidence derived from all three studies
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for each of the aspects In turn prior to offering an overall evaluation of

the worth of using Expectancy Theory In this area of social policy.

The Thresholds - An Evaluation

The concept of the threshold which derived directly from Kerr, has Its

antecedents rather earlier with Cyert and March (1963) and Burton <1966)

and It Is to their thinking that the concept of the threshold as

demonstrated by parental choice owes most. Kerr <1982) perceived that

many pensioners would not be In a position to make any application for

supplementary benefit since, tor them, the decision would not be at all

salient. Thus, for some, life events may have precluded applying, for

others lack of knowledge and comprehension of the system. I ollowing this

reasoning, It was to be expected that many Incorrect predictions would be

obtained by an EV type of formulation due to the presence In the analysis

of large numbers of people tor whom the Issue would not be salient. Thus

Kerr chose to assess their level of salience via Its component parts before

"allowing" them to proceed to the choice phase, the two stage model proved

to be very successful.

Such an approach seemed compelling for the area of parental choice as

well. Clearly the decision whether to make a placing request would be

differentially relevant even across the range of eligible parents, namely

those In the Pilot and Second studies whose children were In Primary 7 and

In Primary 6 for the Third Study. The reasons perceived at the outset to be

likely to account for such "failure" to proceed to a choice stage were to a

certain extent Intuitive but also adapted from Kerr's work. Briefly, these
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were salience, responsibility, stability and dissatisfaction. It would serve

little purpose to restate them In detail here and thus reference should be

made to Chapter 3.

a. Salience

While there Is little doubt that the Solsglrth area offered a special set of

circumstances In terms of the planned and then postponed closure of the

school (see Chapter 4 above), there Is ample evidence to suggest that

the Issue was salient more generally, for example, the continuously rising

numbers of placing requests cited In Chapter 1. Both Edinburgh and Clasgow

projects Interviewed In excess of 1000 parents (NFER some 2740 parents).

The latter achieved an eventual response rate (after multiple reminders) of

around 65% of their widely targetted sample. While, of course, each

research team chose areas likely to be of Interest, these factors seems to

Indicate that Solsglrth was not unusual In having such a high Incidence of

salience.

In one sense, all of the foregoing Is somewhat artificial since the salience

of the Issue cannot be Inferred for those who declined to take part In

each of the studies. Jones and McPherson (1972) claim that non-response

may be related to low IQ and early school leaving. The Glasgow researchers

use this firstly as an explanation of differential response rates, and,

moreover, they suggest that "low socio-economic families" were

proportionately over represented among the non-choosers. Given the

homogeneous nature of the present study area, It Is difficult to support

this conclusion. This Issue can be widened to encompass, In effect,
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barriers to participation. In preparation for the Pilot and Second Studies

each of the Headteachers concerned (six In all) was given the opportunity

to assess the language and approach of the questionnaires In order to

gauge whether their parent groups would be In a position both to

comprehend, and comply with, the terms of the requests made to them. In

some cases minor revisions were made to facilitate this. Each felt, however,

that an overwhelming number of the parents would be In a position to

reply If they so chose.

Clearly It would be overly simplistic to suggest that those for whom the

Issue was not salient were those who either did not consent to be

Interviewed or did not return the questionnaire, since placing request

statistics Indicate that the number of requests made In each case

outnumbered the sizes of the "choosing" parents sampled.

Levels of salience of the primary Issue of the right to make a choice of

school for their child among those participating In the research were

demonstrably high. (See for example fable 7.4 for evidence from the Third

Study.) .

"Parents generally knew of their right to make a placing
request. Obviously those who made placing requests knew of their '
right, but so did 867, of parents responding to our questionnaire
who did not make a placing request." (University of Glasgow,
1986)

The evidence from the present study would not contradict this statement. As

noted above, the proportion of parents knowing, In very general terms at

least, of their right to choose a Bchool was effectively 100% for each of

the study areas.
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The allied Issue of Information about the Education (Scotland) Act 1981 did,

however, produce a more varied response. While only two of the almost 200

parents who were either Interviewed or returned questionnaires claimed no

direct knowledge of the existence of the Act Itself, It was clear that many

more had only a rudimentary knowledge of Its provisions. In fact, this lack

of detailed information was common to both choosers and non-choosers.

There Is, however, no evidence to suggest that any parent was prevented

from making a request by lack of either general or detailed Information.

This Is supported by evidence from the Pilot and Second Studies In which

all parents stated that they would approach on of a range of agents of

the school system should more detailed knowledge of any Issue be required.

Since the operation of a threshold requires that a number of respondents

should fall to attain the required level, at best therefore, the value of

salience (or Information) as a threshold per se cannot be demonstrated.

Nevertheless, In so far as It remains a stne qua non of choice, It Is a

useful part of the explanation of the process of choice.

b.Respons Iblllty

The ultimate demonstration of locus of responsibility remains the

adversarial setting of the Sheriff Court through at appeal against the

refusal of a request. Two of the parents In the present research, one In

the Second and one In the Third, had carried through appeals against the

system of exceptional admissions to the highest level the parents perceived

to be available to them, the Education Committee of the Regional Council. In

both cases the parents won their cases. In the years of the research, only



a very small percentage of requests was refused (SED, 1985). Thus, for

example, In Strathclyde In 1982 thirteen requests (for the same school)

were refused at SI (out of over 600 made) and In Lothian In 1983/4 none

at all were refused at SI.

The University of Clasgow study reports blandly that "both parents and

headteachers generally support the principle of parental choice of school".

Evidence from the present study could equally blandly confirm this. However,

It should be noted that very few parents saw their right as In any way

crucial. Most agreed that In general choice was a good thing but few

offered any evidence or observation to support this contention. A small

number reported Instances of past or potential personal hardship, but this

was a small minority (and of these, none had ultimately failed to receive

satisfaction from the system then operating). Thus parents would appear to

be viewing parental choice as a means to an end rather than as an end In

Itself. Several parents Interviewed for the Second Study noted that It was

not In fact parental choice Itself which was Important but the perception

that It was a way In which schools could be made to listen and become

responsive to their views and needs. This may be somewhat Idealistic since

the University of Clasgow researchers note no evidence of currlcular

change as a consequence of choice, nor of any Increase In acccountablllty

of schools. Adler and Bond! (1988) suggest that it is In response to the

Issue of falling school rolls and resultant re-zonlng, rather than parental

choice per se, that educational authorities and schools on one hand, and

parents on the other have been forced to become more aware of each

others views and positions.
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The specific evidence of the present research Is generally conclusive. While

the overwhelming majority of parents saw choice of school as rightly their

decision, the exceptions are worth noting. Only one parent, a Marxist,

graduate and part-time teacher of psychology, felt that the decision was

solely one for the education authority to make. One parent, a bank clerk,

stated that the decision was wholly that of her son. Her view was that, If

the child's reasons were acceptable, she would accede to his wishes

whatever her personal views - witnessed by the fact that the child would

attend a school other than the one his mother would have otherwise have

chosen. The most Interesting comparison - what would their view have been

In, say, 1974 rather than 1984 when "parental choice" as such had not

existed - must of course remain unexplored. However, evidence cited In

Chapter t suggests that no popular movement for choice had arisen In

absence of legislation.

In summary, therefore, there Is no evidence of any parent being prevented

from making a placing request as a consequence of a perception that the

decision was not properly theirs to make. More Interestingly, there Is little

evidence to suggest that, to paraphrase Voltaire, had a right not existed,

It would have been necessary to Invent one.

c. Stability

The particular circumstances of the participants In Kerr's study made the

notion of stability Instinctively compelling. Faced with senility, bereavement

and so on, It Is not surprising that a proportion of pensioners should

have found the application for a supplementary pension a non- salient
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Issue. Despite a lack of evidence to Illustrate people for whom "stability"

has proved to be a barrier, the notion remains compelling. It Is perhaps

too easy to suggest that some of the parents who did not respond to the

questionnaire were Itkely to be In such circumstances, but, In discussions

with headteachers (see above), each made observations about parents who

would be unlikely to return questionnaires because of particular social or

domestic circumstances. This leads to the suggestion (which by definition

cannot In this case be supported by direct evidence) that parents whose

situations are not stable find the wider Issues of education per se non

salient. Further anecdotal evidence was provided In these conversations by

observations that those parents who were unlikely to return questionnaires

were also those who failed to attend parents nights, acknowledge

communications and only came to the school In response to trouble of some

sort. If this Is the case, then It was always unlikely that parents In non¬

stable situations would return questionnaires at all.

The University of Glasgow study found some evidence that parents moving

house often made requests to allow their children to cont tnue at the

previous catchment are school. While no actual requests of this sort were

found In the present study, two parents who Indicated a likelihood of

moving house nevertheless stated that they would want their children to

remain at Solsglrth.

Review of the Thresholds

Modern computer technology allows several series of calculations or tasks

to be carried out at the same time. This can be viewed as a series of
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layers where each represents a single task. Multi-tasking cannot be

performed by a computer which Is not specifically programmed to do so. To

accomplish this an operating system must be Installed to control the

progress and scheduling of the processing (s Imp 11st lea I ly, this Is done by

carrying out a part of each task - a layer - In sequence with the others).

The operating system remains In the background. While there Is little

visible evidence of Its operation, It remains central to the understanding

of how the computer successfully manages and achieves Its set series of

tasks. In some ways this Is a useful way of conceptualising the role of the

thresholds of salience, responsibility and stability. They are essential

background aspects of parental choice which must be present before

decisions can be made. Finding evidence of them Is rather like, to continue

the above analogy, searching for an operating system by examining

computers which have failed. It was always unlikely that many parents

would be prevented from being In a position of making a choice by any of

these proposed thresholds. (Dissatisfaction Is somewhat different and will

be discussed below.) This does not, In Itself, Invalidate the notion of

thresholds. What It rather does Is force a change In the way In which they

are perceived. In terms of viewing the choice decision, It may be better to

regard them as background factors essential to the decision whether or not

to make a placing request, (he substantial difference Is that this Implies

explanatIon not exclusion.

The present research Identified only one specific barrier to choice - the

Issue of free school bus passes. Stlllman and Maychell (1986) offer some

support for this In noting that 11% of those who said they had "no choice"

did so because of transport service or cost. (This represented 65 parents.)
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The political Implications of this Issue call Into question a fundemental

plank of the philosophy of choice as espoused by the Conservative

government. This Issue will be further developed In Chapter 9.

Information Gathering

"Most parents had at feast looked at the school handbook."
(University of Glasgow, 1986)

While such a statement may have been true, the University of Glasgow team

went on to note that far fewer parents actually remembered anything that

they had read, and most of that which they did remember was In terms of

school day, uniforms and other sundry regulations. In some contrast, Cox,

Balchln and Marks (1989) In a book entitled "Choosing a State School" list

no fewer than 17 aspects of a brochure which they consider vital to

properly assess the fitness or otherwise of a school. The present research

found only one parent who had made any part of a choice decision as a

consequence of reading a school brochure. I his Is a microcosm of the gulf

between accepted wisdom and found practice In terms of the usage and

abusage of Information.

Usage and Abusage

Ryan and Gross (1943) and Coleman, Katz and Menzel (1966) suggest that

there are two sorts of sources of Information, those which merely Inform

and those which legitimate. An example (from the latter) would be that

doctors gain Information on new proprietary brands from advertising and

representatives yet would not consider adopting the product without the

endorsement of one they consider a "significant other". In this case the
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"other" might be a respected colleague, a professional association or

Journal. Although Ryan and Cross studied farmers, their findings were

broadly similar. As outlined In Chapter 3, It Is possible to Infer a similar

sort of structure for parents' Information about schools. A possible

scenario would run thus : a parent receives Information from many sources

Including friends, relatives, newspapers or even TV; this Information Is

assimilated and compared to facts gained from schools and their brochures,

from visits, or even from statements by teachers; only then Is the

Information legitimised and action considered. How far does this scenario

appear true In the light of the evidence gathered In the present research ?

Certainly there are people for whom this scenario may approach an

explanation of the process. However, for a large majority of those

Interviewed, reality was somewhat different. In the Pilot Study a set of

special circumstances obtained In terms of the relationship between parents

at one of the study schools and the hierarchy of the Catholic Church. It

was clear that a number of Catholic parents viewed the church and the

perceived agent of the church, the primary school Headteacher, as the

"significant other", and thus considered only Catholic schools. It Is

perfectly likely that had the church dictated a third school, they would

have sent their children there.

There Is In fact a subtle distinction between this case and those envisaged

by Coleman, Katz and Menzel (1966). Ihe latter perceived legitimising

authority to be based In professionalism and ethics and by extrapolation,

earned respect. The Greenock parents' legitimising authority was by virtue

of unquestioning obedience to religious faith. Nevertheless, in this case,
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the church Is a legitimising authority In strict terms.

"Headteachers and teachers tend not to advfse parents about
whtch schools to choose, but when they do so their advice
carries weight." (University of Glasgow, 1986)

Two parents Interviewed for the Second Study claimed that their child's

primary school teacher had advised them regarding choice of school. In

neither case Is there any Inference of special needs on the part of the

child. Similarly, a further four parents claimed to have friends who worked

as teachers who had recommended for or against Individual schools.

"There Is a problem of professional ehfcs to be resolved about
the Issues over which teachers and headteachers should advise

parents. In any advice which they did give, headteachers were
reluctant to criticise other schools." (Op cft>

Clearly teachers In the present study area had no such reservations. In the

terms of Coleman, Katz and Menzel (op clt), teachers are a legitimising

authority. Whether they should be allowed to fill this role Is a matter for

debate.

In another case, from the Second Study, one parent Interviewed had sought

Information from a number of sources prior to making a free choice among

a number of schools, teachers' opinions, brochures and visits, but this was

unusual. A parent In the Third Study who had moved from England asked

among colleagues which school would be best for his child. As there Is no

reason to suspect that these colleagues were teachers or education

specialists, this example neatly illustrates the nature of legitimising

authority among parents.
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Parent Power

"Friends and neighbours were an Important source of
InformatIon for placing and non placing request samples

parents who were Intervlewed general/y said that
they found out more about schools through Informal channels
than from official sources ... those who had no first

hand experience of a school either through attending It or
working at It tended to rely on the opinions of friends and
neighbours " (Unlvers Ity of Glasgow, 1986)

There Is no doubt that for parents the most common legitimising authority

was other parents and their children. In both Pilot and Second Studies an

overwhelming number spontaneously gave other parents' opinions as "very

Important". Almost Inevitably this view was modified when describing the

decision process, specifically to play down the role of others. Why they

should have done so may be a function of their need to prove to

themselves, via the Interviewer, that their decision had been <a> optimum

and rational, and (b) their own. the evidence of the present studies, and

that of the University of Glasgow (University of Glasgow, I986> and

Stlllinan and Maychell (Stlllman and Maychell, 1986) strongly suggests that

the Intltlal comments are a more accurate reflection of the process.

It Is easy to understand why school reputations are such virulent dictators

of a school's success or failure In the parental chotce market place given

the nature of the legitimising authority. Among parents, facts are

apparently coincidental and subjectivity thus rife. Public opinion Is

undoubtedly more ready to wane than wax. However, perhaps the most

crucial aspect of this reliance on parental Information lies In the converse

lack of contact, and by definition, Interest, and trust in school-produced

Information, be It either written or through visits. None of the parents
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Interviewed In either Pilot or Second Studies had visited the school of

their choice prior to making that choice for the purposes of gathering

Information. The Glasgow project noted some evidence of such behaviour but

although suggesting that most parents visited prior to their children

starting, offered no Indication that this was prior to choice (University of

Glasgow, 1986>.

In fact all three external and the first two studies under discussion here

noted that parents made up their minds well In advance of being asked, and

often more than a year In advance. Relevant factual Information could not

therefore be available to these parents. Each of the parents In the Second

Study had, by the time of the Interview, made up their minds on choice of

school. Only two had read brochures, none specifically visited the schools

concerned. In the Third Study, a parent had approached a school for

Information, was refused on grounds of unavailability, yet was still certain

that this would be the ultimate choice. The University of Glasgow team, who

asked parents specifically about the Impact of brochures on their decisions

found that, In fact, they had had little If any, few parents even bothering

to request those for alternative or chosen schools.

Clearly therefore, purely factual Information seems to play only a small

part In the Information gathering of parents. Strong support for this

hypothesis Is given by Adler, Petch and Tweedle (Adler, Petch and Tweedle,

1986) :

"On the other hand, there was only occasional reference to the
subjects on offer at the school or to the school's educational
record In terms of published examination results."
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It would appear that brochures are largely redundant, except, of course, In

providing post-hoc Justifications for choices made. Thus exam statistics

would only be consulted to "prove" X was a good school and so on, after

the event.

These findings fit rather uneasily with the notion expressed by Sir Keith

Joseph (Glasgow Herald 8/10/80 - speech at Conservative Party Conference)

that parents' decisions would be "Informed" and of sufficient quality to

guide policy making.

In a sense parents can be considered to be simplifying their "assumptive

worlds". It Is highly unlikely that parents would have the skills or patience

to evaluate all the Information which would be available fo Ihem. When It Is

observed that one Edinburgh school brochure (1983) was 100 pages long, It

Is easy to draw an analogy with offers for sale of shares by companies.

During the lead up to the privatisation of, For example, British Petroleum,

potential Investors had many documents made available fo them on the

performance of the company past, present and future, and from the

government on the merits of privatisation. How much of this Information

was actually consumed ? It Is likely that the answer was "enough" - enough

to provide the self- just If Icat Ion for the pre-declded course of action, that

was to buy shares. People had simplified their assumptive worlds, they had

taken In only enough Information, the extent to which enough was enough

varying across potential Investors. It Is easy to carry forward the

privatisation analogy. In a sense the brochures released by schools are

offers for sale, the product being the educational experience to be had

from the school. Parents' minds are made up In advance and they simplify
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their assumptive worlds by taking In only "enough" Information to self-

Justify their decisions. Ihls process Is rather akin to consulting "Which"

after buying an Item and only reading the complimentary passages.

The Implications of Information usage for the experimental model will be

discussed below, and the political Implications In Chapter 9. It Is, however,

clear that the present research calls Into question the most fundemental

tenet underlying both EV and the political philosophy of choice - that

parents are In a position to make rational and Informed Judgements about

and between schools.

The Force Model

The evidence for the operation of a force model of parental choice was

thoroughly reviewed In Chapter 7. In terms of the model Itself, neither the

Pilot or Second Studies, nor any of the external studies, could offer much

cross validation. None of the external studies set out to offer a

predictive model of parental choice using a specific theoretical standpoint.

However, as will be seen below, the body of evidence offered must cast

considerable doubt on the usefulness of the predictive model.

To summarise briefly, the force model was shown to predict successfully In

69% of cases, but It failed to account tor the choices of almost half the

sample who did not choose to rate a second school. In fact, this apparent

drawback can be Integrated with the predictive model to produce an

enhanced formulation.
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An Integrated Model

It Is first necessary to clarify an assumption about the motives of those
i

falling to rate a second school on the questionnaire. While It may be

Indicative of a lack of Interest or comprehension, II seems most likely that

the best Indication of motive Is that such parents are not sufficiently

dissatisfied with the catchment area school to consider a second school.

This Is, In essence, a threshold of dissatisfaction. In the present research,

53 parents failed to attain It. 57 parents were, however, sufficiently

dissatisfied to rate a second school. Among these parents It was

appropriate to use a force model of choice. The Integrated model can be

summarled thus :

Sallence Force Model

ResponslblIIt y
Stability Dissatisfaction
Transport

No choice

Using the model above, the sample could bte extended to include 107

parents rather than the 57 previously Included. Fifty three were deemed to

have been Insufficiently dissatisfied. 01 those who were, and thus whose
#

choices were eligible for Inclusion In the force model, 34 were correctly

predicted, 17 Incorrectly and three had scores which did not allow a

prediction to be made. Thus, using this model, almost 90% of the sample was

correctly "predicted" using the Integrated model. While this Is, In itself,

impressive, It would be wrong nevertheless to judge the full worth of a

model on a single facet alone. It Is also necessary to try to assess what

the model actually Implies In terms of explaining the choice decision.
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There are two possible weaknesses In this formulation of parental choice.

While It is likely that the goal of 100% prediction would remain

unattainable, It Is nevertheless Interesting to assess the underlying causes

of misprediction. It will be recalled that the above formulation excluded

those parents whose lack of dissatisfaction could be Inferred. Of those

who were deemed to be "dissatisfied", the correct predictions represented

those who felt that the instrumentality of a second school was higher than

that of the catchment area school. The Incorrect predictions represented

those who, while apparently dissatisfied, nevertheless felt that, on one

hand, while the Instrumentality of the second school was higher, their

choice should be the catchment area school, and on the other, that although

not apparently dissatisfied, their choice should be elsewhere.

It Is possible to account for the first group by reference to the

definition of thresholds, and specifically that a suff Ic tent level of

dissatisfaction needs to be present before a choice will be likely to

occur. Building this issue Into a mathematical model Is complex. While It is

easy to reassign the critical value of dissatisfaction to a value of other

than zero, this raises a number of questions. Such an analysis was

conducted on the data from the Third Study. Progressively, various values

of gross dissatisfaction (as derived by the I(l-V> transformation) were

used as trigger points In order to "Improve" predication rates. In fact, the

net result was not to slg If leant ly Increase rates at all. Certainly, at some

values, a higher rate was achieved than at others, but, Importantly the

effect was not continuous In the direction either of Increasing

satisfaction or dissatisfaction. The pattern of Increased prediction rates

was spread over both positive and negative values of satisfaction.
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Similarly, while It may have been expected that the reasons for mis¬

prediction would polarise, this did not In fact happen until the set level

of dissatisfaction was significantly above or below zero. Thus fn a band

width of 17 raw score points around zero, representing almost one point

on the original scale, the levels of dissatisfaction alone were not useful

predictors of choice.

The Implication of this finding Is clear. While parents may decide to

consider a second school because of dissatisfaction with a catchment area

school, the level at which this Is triggered Is Individualistic. This Is an

Intuitive finding, but one which has some implications for the use of a

mathematical model. Clearly, If the point at which dissatisfaction triggers

action Is particular to the Individual, as the evidence above proves, then

using any sort of a priorI construct In the formulation to represent this

trigger level Is almost by definition likely to be only partially effective.

In terms of modelling, this Is not a particularly major drawback since, with

any model, there must a band width of error variance of greater or lesser

size. I he essence ol successful modelling Is to set such a trigger point so

that band widths are minimised. In this case, the Intuitive trigger point, a

score of zero, was not markedly poorer than any artificially derived level

<2% poorer than the "best" level). While It would be easy to use such an

artificial level because It predicts "best", It make little sense In terms of

explanation. (This would be akin to planning a house with 2.4 single

bedrooms on the basis that the average family has 2.4 children.)

More significant Is the question posed by parents' Information bases. The

review earlier In this chapter suggested strongly that parents' decisions



are based on little Tactual Information, elements of hearsay and, on

occasion, simple prejudice. In one sense this this makes little difference to

the expectancy valence formulation since the model does not make any

assessment of the quality of the Information. What If suggests Is that

parents would maximise on the assessment of outcomes they valued highly.

Similarly, since the formulation Is within - persons, It does not matter

that decisions are Individualistic.

\

These assumptions contain the elements which make expectancy valence an

Inappropriate tool for the Investigation of parental choice. The first Is

that the model assumes that parents make decisions which are optimal. None

of the data from this research Indicated that this was the case. It did so

on two fronts. Firstly, there Is no Indication that any parent went through

a process which could lead to an optimal decision. For example, no parent

In the Pilot or Second Studies, and only one In the Third made any attempt

to request brochures relating to alternative schools, even those to which

they Intended to send their children. Similarly, despite the partially

contradictory evidence of the Glasgow Study, no parent made a visit to any

Intended school.

The second Issue Is Information Itself. While Edwardes' <Edwardes,1954>

concept of "economic man" Is unreasonable In demanding perfect knowledge,

it Is Incomprehensible that any maximisation or optimisation could take

place In an Information vacuum. Parents simply do not have the Information

required. In many cases, however, parents claimed they did have the

Information. In a sense, any parent who rated schools, by definition,

claimed to have Information sufficient to allow them to inake such an
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estimation. Thts assumption Is simply untenable In the light of the findings

of the present research.

The Implications of these findings for the use of an Expectancy Valence

model to address parental choice are highly damaging. There is no doubt

that the model was successful In predicting the choices of a large number

of parents, particularly when recast Into the Integrated model presented

earlier In this chapter. It would have been more surprising had It not

predicted successfully. As Klein <Kleln, 1983) states, EV seems to have the

power to predict even when many of Its axioms are clearly violated - as

they are In this case. Klein notes that It Is usually possible to alter

certain of the perameters to ensure that whatever circumstances prevent

the highest rate of prediction being obtained are minimised. The present

research has done exactly this In using the threshold of dissatisfaction to

partial out those for whom the decision does not take place. Kerr <1982)

similarly used thresholds to accomplish the same end. Herrlot and Ecob

<1979) used only demonstrably salient outcomes In predictive choice

decisions. Klein further cites the Instance of using time as a "scarce

resource" to describe why Information searches often stop some way short

of an optimal level. It would be possible to advance such a theory In this

case. In terms of accounting lor a shortcoming o) the model It Is

Intuitively compelling. However, all of the evidence points also to the fact

that It would be untrue. Parents have no Interest In Information

accumulation. Parents have no Interest In rational maximisation.
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Adler and Petch <1986) offer some support for this In concluding that:

"[Parents] have, In many cases, been concerned to avoid their
district school and have opted for a more satisfactory
alternative. In doing so, they have been Influenced more by the
general reputation of the schools than by any careful
assessment of the education they provide. Thus, there Is a good
deal of evidence for Incremental problem solving but
considerably less for rational choice."

It seems clear that the use of EV In this type of decision Is seriously

undermined. Simon <1972 and 1983 Inter alia) has observed that while

utility based theory Is a very useful predictive tool In certain

circumstances, Its use Is rarely justified separately In terms of Its

appropriateness to the constructs It seeks to measure. Simon <1983)

observes that utility theories finesse the origins of the subjective

perceptions they assess. It Is clear In this case that to do so would, while

removing a potential source of logical difficulty, nevertheless entail

Ignoring a fundemental oblection to the model. As proposed, the model does

not equate In any way to the process of decision making, It adds little to

understanding why parents make the decisions they do and tries to Impose

on the decisions a structure of unjustified complexity. Simon further notes

that the "real world" Is often vastly dltlerent Iron: that understood by EV.

There Is no doubt that parents live In the real world.'

This research adds to the criticisms of Simon In offering a clear case

where the EV model predicts successfully but Is nevertheless demonstrably

flawed. To use a computer analogy, the model has neatly proved that,

however processed, garbage In = garbage out.
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Why do Parents Choose Schools ?

There Is a substantial body of evidence available from which to make an

assessment of why parents choose, In the first Instance, whether to make a

choice, and, In the second, what that choice would be.

The evidence from the present research Is quite clear. In the first Instance

It seems essential that parents are In some way dissatisfied with their

assigned school. The causes of this dissatisfaction need not be based In

any factual evidence, nor need they have been shaped Into concrete

"reasons". Parents can be dissatisfied through a general unease with

unspecified aspects of the school. Petch (1986) In summarising reasons for

rejection of schools found that the three most common were "child would be

unhappy", "child did not want to go" and "poor discipline". The first two of

these are certainly vague In the sense that they prompt the subsidiary

question "why". There Is little evidence from the three Internal studies that

thought through answers could be given. Similarly, the Clasgow Study found

the main causes of avoidance to be "bad reputation" and "Inconvenient

location". The evidence front both Pilot and Second Studies reflect these

findings. Among parents In Greenock, the prevalent reasons lor rejection

were discipline and bad reputation, and among those In Edinburgh, poor

academic record and, once again, dlslpllne.

The comments on parents' Information gathering offered In the early part

of this chapter point to the fact that such reasons are unlikely to be

founded In tangible evidence, rather In hearsay and past prejudice. Ihe

Glasgow Study cited evidence, particularly from headteachers, although also
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from parents that social prejudice constituted the main reason for

rejection of some schools.

Following from dissatisfaction, the decision Itself may be supposed to

conform to a market model of choice of competing alternatives. While the

present research found little evidence lor this conceptualisation, It Is

accepted that a little more was found by the Edinburgh study, fetch Cop

clt> found that as few as 30% of parents choosing schools In areas where

viable choice existed considered more than one school. (The Glasgow

research did not address this Issue systematically.) Stillinan and Maychell

C1986) perhaps offer the key to this Issue. In two of their study areas

which could be categorised as working class, they found less than 10% of

parents who had considered more than one school. However, In a prosperous

burgh, they found around 30% had considered more than one. It seems

likely, therefore, that the levels of consideration of alternatives found In

the present research are, to some extent, reflective of the nature of the

area, and that care should be taken In strict generalisation. Nevertheless,

even 30% as a maximum considering other schools Is a very small

percentage, and, In the light of this, It does seem unlikely that the market

model of parental choice can be tenable.

Parents' reasons for choice of school are remarkably consistent across

both Internal and external studies. While the experimental model of the

present research chose to focus on specific factors, there was some

evidence that other courses may have been equally Justified. Petch's

analysis of reasons for choice (rather than avoidance) concluded that non¬

specific Justifications were most prevalent, fhus the top 3 offered were
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"child would be happier", "child prefers" and "better discipline" (Petch,

1986). Similarly, Stlllman and Maychell found general academic standards,

better discipline and proximity to be most Important (Stlllman and Maychell,

1986). Hie Clasgow Study found a prevalence of general, If vague,

Justifications of "standards" and location (University of Clasgow, 1986).

The Clasgow Study found only 10% of parents offered specific currlcular

reasons for choice. Petch, perhaps optimistically, suggests that "child will

be more happy" may be somehow shorthand for a "complex of factors which

Include assessment of the various details of the educattonal provision." It

would be a surprise If parents were In a position to offer such specific

Justifications given the strictures noted In terms of Information sought

and held. Elsewhere, however, Adler and Pelch (1986) note:

Our general cone!us!on Is that the majorIty of parents have
In mind a broad general agenda in selecting a seenndan
school for their child and are as much, If not more
concerned with social cons IderatIons than academic Issues.

The present research confirms most of these accounts of why parents say

they choose schools. The Pilot Study found parents seeklnj better IscIplhie

and a better academic record. I'h' = was clearly a I enable view In the light

cthe existence of two high status schools, one Catholic and one non-

denominational within the study area. None of the parents admitted

choosing for social reasons. This was despite their reasons for avoidance

being couched In terms of social Issues of dlslpllne and "class" of pupil.

The Second Study further reflected parents seeking better discipline and

academic standards, although again no specific evidence was found to

suggest that any assessment of the likelihood of finding them at the
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chosen school had take place. The evidence from the Third Study similarly

suggested that parents chose In terms of discipline and academic

standards, their prime reasons for avoidance.

The Glasgow Study claimed that the decisions of choosers were more

considered than those of stayers because of a higher Incidence of

comparative and superlative comments. The Third Study does confirm that

choosers and stayers do vary In these terms. Why this should be seems

more tied up with the fact that parents who are generally satisfied, and

thus not Intending to make a choice, have no need to, nor likelihood of

making such comparisons. Whether, In fact, such comparisons are made Is

questionable, since little evidence emerged from any of the studies to

suggest that most parents made any comparison at all among schools.

The balance between push and pull varied across study areas. Thus In

Greenock there was evidence of parents choosing because of unspecified

attractions of alternative schools. In the Second and Third Study areas the

Issue was more complex. While there were some parents whose decisions

were based In a "pull" series of Justifications - for example the two

parents In the Second Study opting for SherIffyards for many others It

seemed that It was the "push", the avoidance of Solsglrth, which provide

the motivation.

This dichotomy was also noted by the three external studies to a greater

or lesser extent. Each found evidence of parents avoiding what they saw as

"bad schools" rather than being attracted to "good schools". Adler and

Petch (op clt) found considerable evidence of avoidance behaviour, although
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In varying degrees across their study areas. Similarly, the Clasgow Study

observed considerable avoidance behaviour although they did not seem to

regard this evidence as particularly significant when concluding why

parents had made the choices they had. Similarly, Stlllman and Maychell (op

clt> make far more of positive statement In apparent contradiction of the

large body of evidence suggesting avoidance.

The latter two studies seem to fall to treat the decision as a process

rather than a discrete series of events. Even although for some parents,

the prime reason for choice Is obviously the avoidance of the catchment

area school, It Is still likely that positive statements about the chosen

school will be made, If only to facilitate self-JustlfIcatlon. It would be

wrong to regard these "reasons" as explanations of choice.

The present research In Isolation offers a clear model of why parents make

a placing request. Initially, parents must feel some dissatisfaction with the

catchment area school. It Is likely that, In the absence of such

dissat Isfac Ion no placing request will be considered. If It Is present it Is

likely that parents will choose the first alternative perceived to be

satisfactory. It Is not likely that alternative schoojs will be considered

unless the first considered Is unsuitable. Essentially, parents satisflce.

Support for this hypothesis is provide by Adler and fetch (1986) who

conclude that :

"for most requesters, choice involves a process of
'satIsfIcing' in which reject Ion of an unsatIsfactory
district (catchment area) school Is followed by the
select Ion of a satIsfactory alternative."
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Some Urn Itat Ions of the Research

It must be accepted that the external studies found more, although still

relatively little, evidence for the operation of the sort of free market

model of parental choice Implied by both the philosophy and political

Implications of the legislation. Similarly, the restricted social composition

of the present samples made It likely that progression to higher status

schools would be more In evidence than In other areas. However, this

finding Is not particular to the present study areas alone. Indeed, the

Clasgow research came to broadly the same conclusion across a wider

spectrum where a pecking order of low - medium - high status schools

emerged.

There must remain a lingering doubt over two Issues germane to the

research. The first Is the compromise outlined In Chapter 2 between the

needs of academic rigour and the limitations Imposed by the funding

authority. While a satisfactory model of choice has been derived, It would

be unwise to assert that It Is the best model available. Clearly the

dismissal of expectancy theory as a suitable explanation is a productive

outcome In Itself, It nevertheless illustrates that had not so much of the

effort been required to be diverted Into Its exploration, other avenues

could have been explored with positive rather than negative benefit. This

said, it would be equally unwise to make too much of this since, as noted

above, the model which was derived Is at the very least satisfactory

The second issues relates to the generaUsability of the research. It must

be accepted that the practical constraints of postgraduate research
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dictate that only ft limited sample can be approached. In Ihls respect, the

final figure of some 200 respondents seems satisfactory. Nevertheless,

allusion was made earlier In this section to the limited social and

geographic range of the various samples. Undoubtedly, other researchers

found different Issues to be salient to the various groups with which they

Interacted. The use of different Is deliberate. The Issues are not, on the

widest level, more or less Important. What the present research has

successfully Illustrated Is that parents choose for a wide variety of

reasons - different reasons will occur more frequently In some areas

rather than others. The large advantage enjoyed by the other studies Is

their coverage of a far wider range of class and geographic area and thus

It Is far more likely that they will have encountered more of the total set

of Issues. By extension therefore, It Is safer to generalise from their

research. This said, while It must be accepted that the generallsablllty of

the present research Is limited, caution must be exercised In the extent to

which Individual decisions are ascribed to reasons derived from aggregated

observation - parental choice Is Individualistic.

Despite these caveats, the Internal studies offer a model of choice which

is congruent and consistent with those offered by the external studies. For

almost all of the findings, there Is a measure of validation provided bythe

other research. In the absence of this, the entire basis of the research

would have had to be called Into question. In the event, Its existence

offers reassurance that the present model has much to offer the study of

parental choice.
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The following chapter will examine the Implications of these findings for

the political philosophy of parental choice. Its conclusions are highly

critical of the theoretical foundation of parental choice. In differing ways,

and to a different extent, so too are those of Adler, Petch and Tweedle,

and Stlllman and Maychell. Those of the University of Glasgow stand apart

In largely sanitising the problems In pursuit of what appears to be a pre-

held belief that parental choice Is a good thing. In the present political

climate, It Is highly unlikely that any of the research findings from

whatever source will Impact on policy formulation. As was outlined In

Chapter 1 and will be further discussed In Chapter 9, the policy has been

driven by overt Ideological considerations and thus It Is unlikely that

evidence of Its shortcomings will be Incorporated. Unquestionably, the

greatest shortcoming of the present research Is that It will fall to make

any difference.
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Chapter 9

The Not So Hidden Agenda of Parental Choice

(Another) problem authorities may face Is that an unpopular
school may be underused and In good modern accomodatIon while
a popular school Is In an unsatisfactory building. The question
should then be asked whether the unpopular school should be
closed and Its building used for the popular school. (SED 1980
p6)

Leaving aside the practical problems of Mr Fletcher's proposal (he was

then Scottish Office minister responsible for education), It Is clear that

from Its earliest Incarnation (this quote Is taken from the Consultative

Paper Issued some 18 months before the Act was passed), a prime thrust of

parental choice was that good schools were popular and bad schools were

unpopular, the logical extension of this being that bad schools should

close. This notion was echoed by Sir Keith Joseph at the 1980 Conservative

Party conference thus :

A combination of vouchers and open enrolments would mean the
disappearance of some of the least good state schools. (Clasgow
Herald 8/10/80>

Later In the same speech he went on to suggest that Increased

competition might :

galvanise the less good state schools to achieve better results.

thus clearly stating the criterion he felt to be crucial to good schools -

good results. However each of the projects Investigating parental choice

have found little evidence for wide ranging use of examination results as
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a means of comparison between schools, fhe evidence summarised in the

previous chapter clearly Indicates that to regard examination results as

central to parental choice decisions reflects dogma rather than any

evidence. Parental choice decisions have been shown to be founded In non-

optimal strategies Involving little by way of Informed or rational choice.

While It would be wrong to suggest that there are no differences between

schools, clearly there are effective and Ineffective schools. Consider the

following statement by a Headteacher :

(X Htgh School) pupils are receiving an education In
tnsenstttvlty and unconcern towards others (Scotsman 9/8/84)

and following, sets out a catalogue of accomodation, staff and other

Inadequacies. A clear case of a bad school ? Perhaps so, but the writer

was rector of arguably one of the most popular, and thus "good" schools In

Scotland. Later In the same article, three Headteachers of Community High

Schools, also hi Edinburgh, made the following points :

Parents are choosing on other than educat ional grounds the
former selective schools or noted former senior secondary
schools appear to be favoured while the former. Junior schools
or schools In areas of deprivation are suffering. Other factors
are at work, idle talk, vague rumours etc.

This was a view repeated by one of the writers some months later :

(Parental choice Is) very damaging and sets schools back
enormously. Views that schools are better than others are based
on little more than old myths leading to a rapid downward
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spiral. The notion of parents of non-academic children fudging
schools by exam results Is daft. (Scotsman 25/3/85)

While the last of these points Is unsupported by research evidence, each

of the others receives substantial backing from all three studies of

parental choice In Scotland. The Second Study demonstrated that, faced with

the possibility of a closure at some stage In the future, some parents

will pre-empt this administrative decision by opting to remove their

children In advance. Similarly, several parents less familiar with the

catchment area school who were nevertheless aware of movements out of the

school suggested that they would have to question why these movements

were taking place. The Implication ot this was that, If "Just cause" were

shown, they too would remove their children.

Each of the studies found that only a minority of parents chose for

"acadetnlc" reasons or for reasons connected In any way to the curriculum.

Petch, for example, In assessing the frequency of academic versus social

<ln the widest sense) justifications lound overwhelmingly more of the

latter (Petch, 1906). Further, the present research casts considerable

doubts on the amount and quality of this Information used by parents In

arriving at these decisions.

"The tragedy of course Is that In many areas parents exercise
choice for the wrong reasons... not being professional people
themselves they fall to appreciate that In some comprehensive
schools In our Inner cities some schools are producing results
that are better than we could have hoped given the nature of
the catchment area that our school serves." (University of
Glasgow, 1986)
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Such doubts are not new :

How would a parent evaluate two schools - employment ? free
school meats 7 school uniforms 7 exam results 7 careers ?

scholarships 7 staffing 7 sports 7 culture 7 I have said
enough to make It dear that parents who are attempting to
evaluate schools on rational grounds and not on hearsay and
pure prejudice are going to have their work cut out (Scotsman
26/5/81)

The writer was a past president of the Headteachers' Association of

Scotland and then chairman of the (now closed) Hamilton College of

Education, In an article predating the passing of the Education (Scotland)

Act by five months. There seems little doubt that the present research has

confirmed his worst fears. There Is little evidence that parents have made

any attempt to collect Information In a systematic way to facilitate a full

comparison between schools.

The Education (Scotland) Act 1981 lays considerable store by the necessity

to publish Information about the school system for parents. It will be

recalled that some 20 pages of guidelines accompanied the SED circular on

parental choice. Despite this, parents seem to have no wish to consume the

Information. The internal studies offer no evidence that choice is advised

by the Information sought, and while the tinIversIty ,of Glasgow offer an

Indication that examination results were rated as "important" by many

parents, the expressed reasons for choice elsewhere do not bear this out.

The lack of such an Information base and the unwillingness to use that

which is internalised has a number of Implications for the market model of

parental choice.
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The Market Model of Parental Choice

"I am also aware of terrible doubts about what Information Is
for and what ft Is perceived to be for. / think the 1980 Act [In
England] architects saw ft as the means by which people made a
choice of school. The whole context Is very consumer 1st, In that
the kind of Information which LEAs and schools are required to
give to parents Is all designed to help them make a choice. The
unspoken second sentence Is to use choice as a weapon with
which to Influence schools - If you don't please me, I will take
my choice away using the Information which, In a sense, allows
me to do this." (SalUs, 1986).

Speaking In favour of his Consultative Paper, Mr Fletcher suggested that

an exposure to market forces was no bad thing for a "nationalised

Industry". This thesis has permeated much of the work of right wing

educationalists since Milton Friedman's first exposition of vouchers In

1953, and most clearly In the Black Papers and other IEA publications. (See

e.g. Seldon 1986>. The basic premise Is that parents are In an Ideal

position to Judge the worth of a school, and thus, given choice, would

avoid "bad" schools and be attracted to "good" ones. According to degree,

bad schools would thus be encouraged to "Improve" or would close.

The classic model of market forces works best In areas where choice Is

substantially free and Information levels are either high or not essential.

Thus, given a choice of three brands of soap powder,- It Is likely that all

are broadly Interchangeable and the choice criterion would thus almost

certainly be price. If a market can bear two brands to capacity given that

each Is available In all areas, then the third, the most expensive, will not

sell. The choice facing the third brand Is either to attempt to establish a

different selling criteria, for example quality, (the unique selling
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proposition) or meet the price of Its competitors. If neither of these

options Is viable, the brand would be almost certain to close.

For the consumer, the consequences of this third alternative are negligible

since the market can be satisfied by the two remaining brands (leaving

aside costs to society of redundancy or knock on closures etc). This Is not

always the case. In the case of short-run, low-usage proprietary medicines,

without state subsidy It Is unlikely that their sales would be sufficient

to be viable economically, even If two competing brands were introduced.

The consequences of withdrawal of subsidy, essentially the removal of the

"additional" market, would be low for society but high for those dependent

on the drug.

The general principle Involved Is that of "externality". If a decision Is

made and It has consequences for someone else, It thus has externalities.

In the case of soap powder, externalities are marginal and unimportant. In

the case of the drug, they are central and crucial.

There are clearly externalities Involved In parental choice. Collard (1972)

identifies four types, of which two seem particularly relevant to parental

choice. Collard's externalities rely on two classes, consumer and producer,

and thus in general tonus parents are consumers and the education system

Is producer. The collective decisions of parents when aggregated have

consequences for the school system at a variety of levels. Firstly, at the

level of Individual schools, mass exit can affect the marginal viability of

the school, particularly In conjunction with falling school rolls. Similarly,

mass Influx, as In the case of the school mentioned earlier In this
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chapter, can lead to practical difficulties. In the former case even If

closure Is not at Issue the number of courses on offer Is likely to be

diminished and the freedom'to plan curricula correspondingly reduced. The

Glasgow Study Identified four problem areas for schools : teaching content,

teaching methods, class size and ethos, Involving respectively the ability

to present a full curriculum, changes In non-trad It lona I methods to

appease parents opposed to them, problems caused by both larger and

smaller classes and finally, changes In the social structure of the school

in the face of the influx of disruptive pupils.

At authority level decisions on staffing, resource allocation - particularly

In terms of buildings - and provision of education I.e. school closures are

similarly circumscribed. These are consumer to producer externalities. In

broad terms these are the externalities which formed the public agenda of

parental choice as outlined by Mr Fletcher and Sir Keith Joseph In their

speeches and considered by them to be "good", and opposed by

educationalists, for example David Semple, Director of Education for

Lothian. <SED 1980b)

The other class of externality which has rarely reached prominence In the
»

parental choice debate Is consumer to consumer. This Is perhaps for two

reasons. Firstly, the consequences of the externalities have been felt

quite rarely - as yet few schools have closed In Scotland - and parents

affected are likely to be among those least vocal and able to protest In

an effective way, certainly far less so than the few affluent, middle class

parents whose protests spurred Mr Fletcher Into framing the legislation In

the first Instance. Nevertheless, the potential consequences of consumer to
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consumer externalities should not be underestimated. The collective

decisions of certain parents to exercise a choice cannot be viewed In

Isolation. The constraints applied to schools by parents' choices are no

less relevant to Individual children. Courses may not be available, staff

will be In short supply, textbooks will be scarce. In extreme cases the

school may close as a consequence of parental choice. The North Edinburgh

Plan made great play of the Importance of parental choice decisions In

planning for the future of Afnslte Park and Drummond, two schools

particularly badly affected by movements out through parental choice. Two

of the six options presented by the Plan stated that either or both

schools should close. Significantly, the only option explored to Improve

A Ins lie Park was rejected since parental choice decisions were expected to

override the Education Committee's recommendation.

Adler and Petch <1986), In presenting an overview of the operation of

parental choice note that :

In many areas the exercise of choice has imposed few, If any
costs, but, In other areas, the costs have been quite
considerable. In a few cases the exercise of choice by some
parents has deprived others of the opportunity to send their
child to their local school. Elsewhere, it has caused
overcrowding which has undoubtedly caused 'serious
detriment' to other children. It has, likewise, resulted In some

very undersubscrfbed schools. This Is of particular concern at
secondary level where curricular choices and educational
opportunit fes at such schools may be seriously affected.

As part of a number of experiments In parental choice, predating the

Education Act 1980, Kent County Council <1978) set minimum admission

levels for schools, and those which fell below these would not be

supported, thus, In effect, closed. There Is clear evidence In the Kent
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study that an effect similar to the "downward spiral" mentioned by an

Edinburgh headteacher (op clt> had the consequence of reinforcing the

problems of schools under threat, by discouraging parents from Initially

allowing their children to attend, and, similarly, by encouraging those

already there to leave.

Hlrschman (1970) proposed there are two main options for almost any class

of consumer placed In a situation of which they do not approve. The

options centre around the option of staying within an organisation to

attempt to affect change from within ("voice") or to leave the organisation

either to sever links or to try to affect change from without ("exit").

Hirschman dealt with situations where 'exit' could be considered as perhaps

a last resort. Adler and Raab (1988) make the point that, In terms of

parental choice, "exit" has been made so simple that "voice" Is unlikely to

be considered as an option. (Evidence from the Glasgow study suggests that

Headteachers may not listen anyway.) None of the parents Interviewed for

the present research made any mention of trying to change aspects of their

catchment area school. In essence, If they did not like what they thought

they saw, they did not consider It as an option and so chose another

school.

It Is doubtful whether voice would ever be considered by the majority of

parents. Sallis (1906) In suggesting that parents were obsessive about

choice, observed :

ft was partly because they knew that educational opportunity
was unequal and that some peaceful mechanism had been found to
share out what there was, and also because they felt that the
choice of school was all Important because this was the only
way they could ever make an Impact on their child's life
chances.
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This suggests that some parents may choose because they feel they should,

not because they perceive that they have to. This notion Is supported to

an extent by the present research In terms of the social and

undifferentiated nature of perceived attractions and repulsions of schools.

Similarly, both the Clasgow and Edinburgh studies noted the lack of

specific educational Information used In parental choice decisions.

As has been demonstrated quite clearly by all four research teams, the

"quality" of decision making Is low. Parents are singularly ill Informed

about their local schools and even more poorly Informed about their chosen

schools. The externalities of these decisions, as has also been

demonstrated, can be great. Sallis <1986) further presents a case for

accepting that among middle class, better educated parents, a higher

quality of decision may be found, based rather more In assessment of the

educational criteria. However It must also be accepted that the

externalities of such decisions are markedly lower, since the schools

involved are not likely to be high net losing schools, thus those not

likely to produce Inequality of provision as a consequence.

Thus, although In fact rights are apparently evenly distributed throughout

the population, externalities, the consequences of these eights, are not. In

effect, a group of parents, choosers, are given the right to make decisions

with consequences for another group of parents, those electing to send

their children to a school rejected by the first group. Parents making

placing requests have the moral authority of the legislation to back their

decisions, those who do not appear to be afforded little defence. This Is
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the paradox of parental choice - an apparent widening of the rights of one

group may lead to the erosion of the rights of another.

Stlllinan and Maychell <1906) note that the :

"whole purpose of being able to choose a school was to Improve
education at the local level. What needs to be asked Is whether
the progression from the concept of "choice for a few" (pre
1980) to "choice for all" (post 1980) could actually lead to
Improved education provision."

In attempting to answer the question posed, they note also that true

choice for all was still a long way off. Adler and Petch (1986) note

unequivocally that the balance between the rights of the Individual and

the group In the form of the Education Authority have been tipped In

favour of the Individual at some cost to the group. This has led, they

assert, to educational Inequality. Clearly this Is a consequence In line

with the original thinking of Conservative politicians. Educational

Inequalities In the sense described by Adler and Pelch <1986) and hinted

at by St 11 (man and Maychell <1906) are unavoidable side effects of the

market model of parental choice on which the legislation was founded

<Sa Ills, 1986).

Fundamental to the market model Is the; assumption of Informed rationality

In parental choice decision making. The present research has extensively

analysed such decision making. Little evidence was found to support such a

premise. None of the other studies, conducted from non-psychological

perspectives, offer much more towards the view that such a premise may be

well-founded. It Is clear that most, although clearly not all, parents are
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Ill-suited to accept the role of Informers of policy making envisaged for

them by Conservative politicians. While the externalities of parental choice

decisions have been relatively low thus far, the accelerating effects of

declining birth rates will exacerbate the educational Inequalities

highlighted above. It Is difficult to take Issue with Sallls <1986) who

observes :

"choice Is merely the polite way of saying that the longest arm
can reach the highest shelf."

Spooner <1987) In addressing the personal consequences of choice for one

parent who chose a school on the basis of social perceptions offered the

following observation :

"She saw what happened as a form of social selection. While It
dominates other considerations, schools both mirror and extend
social divisions. Schools like Robin [high social status] will
Increasingly parody themselves and schools like Thrush [low
social status] will find It harder to serve the Interests of the

neglected and deprived, because they will unduly dominate the
schoo I."

There Is little doubt that the real agenda of parental choice is the

erosion of the discretion of local education authorities to plan and

Imp lenient education policies. The Act Itself was Instrumental In removing

many of the previous opportunities for LEAs to manage the provision of

education In areas by, for example, restricting admissions and preserving

rigid catchment area boundaries. Adler, Petch and Tweedle (1986) note that

the few elements of control left to Authorities are subject to the

discretion of Sheriffs In appeal hearings and that evidence thus far has

not suggested that the Sheriffs are likely to uphold LEA policies without
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question. There Is little doubt that the quality of education available to

children In parts of Scotland has suffered as a consequence of the

Imposition of parental choice. Adler, Petch and Tweedte (op clt) contend

that severe Inequalities In provision hav. arisen as a consequence of

choice, bith In terms of 1 fie effects of overcrowding and under enrolment.

Spooner offers a further observation :

...the Government's emphasis on parental choice was a con trick.
It had nothing to do with parent power and everything to do
with stopping LEAs ridding the state sector of elitist
educa t Ion"

The University of Glasgow study finds less evidence of this, perhaps as a

consequence of the areas they chose to research, but also because of their

scarcely disguised view that parental choice Is essentially a good thing.

Thus they chose to discard much of the evidence offered by headteachers

of their concerns for school management because, they felt, these were

merely hearsay. Their over-rldlng concern was for the administration of

the educational system rather than for the quality of educational

provision resulting.

The present research adds to the debate in reporting the concerns of

parents (tapped by the externalities of lite decisions by others who

typlcallv have had no contact, nor willingness to have contact with their

catchment area school Solsgirth. Their frustration Is Increased by the

perception that their views are considered to be less worthwhile than

those who they see to be choosing to opt for a school "better" In social

status, choosing for simple snobbery. The consultation process on the

proposed closure of Solsgirth was characterised by an Inevitability which
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was not eroded, perhaps only postponed, by the administrative decision to

reprieve the school. A public meeting between parents, education olTiclals

and local councillors consisted mainly of less articulate parents relying

on passion alone to try to convince those whose response was dictated by,

and rooted In, their perceptions of the veracity of the choices of others.

As the present research has shown clearly, these perceptions are

fundamentally flawed.

Stillman and Maychell's second book on parental choice Is called "The

Balancing Act" and Adler, Petch and Tweedle <1986) also call Into question

the balance of parental choice. Both refer to the need to set the rights of

parents against the collective duty of the LEA In terms of the effective

provision of education. In fact, the second of these Is the embodiment of

the rights of the majority of parents who wish to remain with their

catchment area school, and whose wishes can be, In some cases, abtogated

by the official sanction of submission to the views of a minority. It Is

difficult to derive any evidence from the present research, or from any of

the external studies, which shows that a great number of parents are In

any way qualified to make the kinds ot balanced and Informed decisions on

educational provision expected of them both by the letter and Hie not so

hidden agenda of the Act. If such decisions had consequences merely tor

the h id J.'dual parent and child, then such reservations could perhaps be

set aside In the present climate of libertarian choice. In the continuing

struggle between the Government and LEAs, parents have been presented

with a loaded gun. The Immorality of this action l£ that Itttle or no

protection has been afforded to the potential casualties.
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Append tx 1 -

Th9 grogfrureq

"These comments relate to brochures published over three academic years,

namely 1983-85.

Lothian Region decided Initially that an Identical format should be used

for each brochure. This was A4, either bound or Insert, the cover being

white with a green band highlighting the name of the school. Each booklet

carried the wordB "Information for Parents". The reasoning behind this

standardisation was probably to prevent some schools spending markedly

more on their brochures than others. Photography and cover Illustration

were also barred (although Shlldmalns seemed to breach this guideline).

Since then, however, both of these guidelines have been dropped.

Apart from statutory requirements, the schools have a measure of

discretion as to the content of their brochures. This was reflected In the

differences In size and scope. Brochure size ranged from 20 pages (Lady

Nina) to 100 pages (Monktonhall). The presentation of brochures was

generally unimaginative but clear, poor reproduction excepted, and easy to

read. Most seemed to have been produced by micro - computer.

Turning to the presentation of examination results, certain worrying

factors emerged. The EIS among others had expressed concern that results

would not be presented In a standard way, and this fear was certainly
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borne out by this sample of 13 Lothian Region brochures. Ideally parents

should be given some Indication of the meaning of the examinations

figures, such as what each pass represents, the numbers presented for each

exam, the school policy on exam presentations, and (helpfully) some running

totals of passes. In fact only Monktonhall did this (although they Included
x

no Indication of numbers of presentations). Their brochure contained a

detailed Introduction to the examination system and a statement to parents

by the headteacher cautioning them that exam results are but a part of

the curriculum. (It was welcome that at a school such as this, at which

the charge of "having something to hide academically" could not be levelled

should say such things). Their table was clear and In a suitably large type

face.

At the other end of the scale, Knochshlnnock, for example, offered a

table which was difficult to read, and had no presentation or pass totals.

Their Justification for exam presentations policy was contained In the body

of the text, well separated from the table. Few of the results tables were

well presented. The best (Polmalse and Sheriffyards) were large with

columns and rows which were easy to follow. The poorest (Lady Nina and

Shleldmalns) were almost Incomprehensible.

Solsglrth chose to present the results In a table which accentuated the

lack of academic success by including a vast array of "0"s representing

mostly no presentations rather than failures.

In most other aspects of content, there was little to differentiate between

the brochures of the thirteen schools. None had adopted any Imaginative
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Innovations In content or presentation and varied only In the amount of

depth they Included. Some brochures were more "chatty" than others, but

there was little In the way of comment or attempts to sell the school.

Most exhaustive was Monktonhall. Each section was Introduced by the

Headteacher, and Included details of many extra-curricular activities, a

full staff list and (given the origins of a large number of Monktonhall'

parents) a useful summary of the differences between Scottish and English

education systems.

To summarise briefly, the sample of brochures was essentially anodyne,

giving little beyond simple factual Information with a matter of fact

presentation style. Examination results were not uniformly presented and

several of the schools' tables seemed to lack even the basic Information

required by parents to make the sort of Informed Judgements envisaged by

the legislators.
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Appendix 2 : The Second Stud> Questionnaire



Section 1 ; General Questions

1.1 How many children have you ?

1.2 At what stage(s) are they ?

1.3 At what agets) did you finish your secondary education ?

1.4 What sort of school did you attend ? Where ?

1.5 Have you had any form of further education ? If so, what kInd ?

1.6 Have you gained any formal qualifications ? Can you detail them ?

1.7 How long have you I Ived In this house ?

1.8 How long have you lived locally ?

1.9 Do you rent your house ?

1.10 Do you think It is likely that you will move in the next year ?

1.11 What Is your occupation ?

1.12 Who would you say Is responsible for the major decisions In the
children's education ?

1.13 Is there anything which would prevent either of you from taking an
active part In the decision making ?

1.14 How often do you discuss the children's education with <a> each other
<b> your children <c> teachers <d> others 7

Section 2 : The Role of Others in Information

We have just talked about discussing education with various people. A major
part of this is gathering information about schoois. Are there any people,
or documents, or books that you consult to find out things about schools 7
i have here a checklist including some of the scc-ces you have mentioned
along with some mentioned by other parents. Using this card [rated 1-5],
would you assess how important each is to vou as a source of Information
about schools ? Now I would like \eu to go through the list again with this
second card, [very often - never] arid try to est ate how much use you have
made of each source in the last tew months.

The secondary schoois Information booklets

Open days/meetings for parents

Other parents

Older children of your own



Your primary 7 child

Primary school staff

Secondary school staff

Others who are not parents

Anyone else ?

2.1 Have you discussed the choice of school for your child with anyone ?
Who 7

2.2 Do you think parents round here discuss It much ?

2.3 Have you received any printed Information about your child's assigned
school ?

2.4 Do you know that you can ask for information about other schools ?

2.5 Have you asked for any other written information about schools in the
area ?

2.6 Are there things you feel It Important for a school to have to be a
good school for your children ? Similarly, are there things you think
a good school for your children should not have ?

2.7 What things do you think are important that \our child gets from his
or her education or from being at school ?

2.8 I have a list of some other parents' Ideas as well as your own. I
would like you to go through this list and assess how important you
feel each one is.

2.9 I would like you to go through the list again, firstly identifying
the one which is most important to you. I would then like you to
choose the five most important.

Good buiIdings
Wide range of subjects
Strong discipi Ine
CoriYnun i cates with parents
Has a secure future
Out of school activities
Close to home

Good teachers
Friends also attend
Classrooms are happy
Good exam prospects
Good Job prospects
Good preparation for work
Galn social skI I Is



Help with education problems
Section 3 : Instrumentalities

3.1 Which school Is your child assigned to for next year ?

3.2 Have you been officially Informed of this ?

3.3 Can you tell me the names of the other local secondary schools ?

3.4 What sort of reputation would you say each has around here ?

3.5 You said earller that you had gone to school In Edinburgh. Of the
local schools that were open then, what sort of reputation
did they have at that time ?

3.6 We have talked a little about things you think are important. I would
like you to estimate how true It would be of each of the schools to
say that they had the things you thought were Important.

Section 4 : Specific Questions

4.1 What Is it about Atnslle Park that makes you dls/satIsfled ?

4.2 How dIs/satisfled would you say you were ? <rating 1-5>

4.3 Do you know of any of the local schools gaining or losing pupils
in the last year ?

*
4.4 What is It about each that has led to this, do you think ?

4.5 Do you know of anyone sending their children elsewhere ?

4.6 Who and where ?

4.7 Why do you think they did this ?

4.8 Have you thought about sending your children to any other
school ?

4.9 Can you tell me how you would go about doing this ?

4.10 Do you know of any restrictions, ?

4.11 Do you think it Is something parents ought to be able to do ?

4.12 If not, then who should have the power ?

4.13 Have you ever thought about sending your child to a fee paying
school ?

4.14 Assuming you had the means, would this still be the case ?

4.15 Is it Important for you that your child goes to the school
of your choice ?



4.16 How likely Is It that you will make a placing request [1-5] ?

4.17 Which school would you choose ?

4.18 Either : Why would you do this ? or : Why have you decided to stay
with Alnslle Park ?

4.19 Do you think such a request <lf made) would succeed ?

4.20 Do you think a request for any of the other schools would succeed ?



1 You currently have a child in Primary 6. In a few months you will
be given the chance to decide which secondary school you would like

your child to go to. Have you thought much about this decision?
Pl*a*o tick on* of th* boxe*

A great deal

Quite a lot
A little

Not at all

2 Have you ever asked for any of your children to be sent to a school
other than their local one?

Pleaoc tick on* of th* boxe*.

No

Yes

If you ans«*r*4 NO pl*ao* 30 to question 3.

If you have, please write in the names of the schools involved, and

briefly explain your resons for the move.

From To From To

Reasons Reasons

Year of request - 19 Year of request - 19_

Was your request granted in each, case?

Pl*aoc tick on* of th* b<

No

Yes

No

Yes



3 Many different factors go to make up a child's education. Not all of

these will matter to vou to the same extent. Opposite each of these

aspects of "education" please write in the number which corresponds
to how much it matters to vou.

1 = This is one of the most important things in schools
2 = This matters, &ii£ is not vital
3 = Irrelevant, or not at all important
4=1 don't want this in a school

School has good buildings and facilities
School has good, well qualified staff

School encourages parents to visit

Pupils are well behaved in, and out, of school
School insists on uniforms being worn

Staff may dress casually
School has high academic standards

School offers a wide range of subjects
Pupils are encouraged to help in their community
School is close to home

School is one site, without huts and annexes

Pupils are on familiar terms with their teachers

School emphasises the "3 r's" above all else

School offers religious / moral education
School has good sports facilites
School has small classes at all stages

Pupils have strong respect for staff

School does not focus exclusively on preparing for exams

School has a good, happy atmosphere

2



4 Is there anything to do with education and schools you feel is
"most important" but which has not been included here? If there is /

are, please briefly describe it / them in the space below.

5 Do you think there are differences between schools generally in any

of the following?
Placo a tick in the appropriate box.

a lot some none

Range of subjects offered

Ways in which they are taught -

Standards of behaviour

Academic standards

Willingness to communicate with parents

Standard of teachers

Buildings and facilities

6 Are there any other areas in which you think schools differ which

have not been included here? If so, please write them in in the space

below.

3



7 Here is an "imaginary report card" on your catchment area school,

Ainslie Park. Using the grades listed below, fill in the letter which

corresponds to how vou think the school performs in each of these
areas. If you are not sure about any, leave them blank.

\

A = Excellent

B = Very Good

C = Fair

D = Not So Good

E = Poor

REPORT - AINSLIE PARK HIGH SCHOOL

School has good buildings and facilities
School has good, well qualified staff
School encourages parents to visit

Pupils are well behaved in, and out, of school
School insists on uniforms being worn

Staff may dress casually
School has high academic standards

School offers a wide range of subjects

Pupils are encouraged to help in their community
School is close to home -

School is one site, without huts and annexes

Pupils are on familiar terms with their teachers

School emphasises the "3 r's" above all else

School offers religious / moral education
School has good sports facilites
School has small classes at all stages

Pupils have strong respect for staff

School does not focus exclusively?on preparing for exams

School has a good, happy atmosphere

Copy in those you added in question 4 and grade these as well



8 You currently have a child in Primary 6. Which schools would you

consider sending him / her to? Please write their names in the spaces

below.

Name of school
\

Name of school

Name of school

Name of school

On the next few sheets are copies of the same report card as you

used to grade you catchment area school. For each school you have
mentioned in the first part of this question, please fill in the report

card for that school in the same way. Remember to write in the name

of the school at the top.

5
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A = Excellent

B ■ Very Good
C » Fair

D = Not So Good

E = Poor

REPORT - SCHOOL

School has good buildings and facilities
School has good, well qualified staff
School encourages parents to visit

Pupils are well behaved in, and out, of school
School insists on uniforms being worn

Staff may dress casually
School has high academic standards

School offers a wide range of subjects
Pupils are encouraged to help in their community
School is close to home

School is one site, without huts and annexes

Pupils are on familiar terms with their teachers

School emphasises the "3 r's" above all else

School offers religious / moral education
School has good sports facilites
School has small classes at all stages

Pupils have strong respect for staff

School does not focus exclusively on preparing for exams

School has a good, happy atmosphere

Copy in those you added in question 4 and grade these as well
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A = Excellent

B = Very Good
C = Fair

D = Not So Good

• E = Poor

I
REPORT r SCHOOL

School has good buildings and facilities
School has good, well qualified staff

School encourages parents to visit

Pupils are well behaved in, and out, of school
School insists on uniforms being worn

Staff may dress casually
School has high academic standards

School offers a wide range of subjects
Pupils are encouraged to help in their community
School is close to home

School is one site, without huts and annexes

Pupils are on familiar terms with their teachers

School emphasises the "3 r's" above all else

School offers religious / moral education
School has good sports facilites
School has small classes at all stages

Pupils have strong respect for staff
School does not focus exclusively on preparing for exams

School has a good, happy atmosphere

Copy in those you added in question 4 and qrade these as well
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A ° Excellent

B = Very Good
C = Fair

D = Not So Good

E » Poor

REPORT - SCHOOL

School has good buildings and facilities
School has good, well qualified staff
School encourages parents to visit

Pupils are well behaved in, and out, of school
School insists on uniforms being worn

Staff may dress casually
School has high academic standards

School offers a wide range of subjects
Pupils are encouraged to help in their community
School is close to home

School is one site, without huts and annexes

Pupils are on familiar terms with their teachers

School emphasises the "3 r's" above all else'

School offers religious / moral education
School has good sports facilites
School has small classes at all stages

Pupils have strong respect for staff
School does not focus exclusively on preparing for exams

School has a good, happy atmosphere

Copy in those you added in question 4 and grade these as well
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A - Excellent

B » Very Good
C = Fair

D ■ Hot So Good

E » Poor

REPORT - SCHOOL

School has good buildings and facilities
School has good, well qualified staff

School encourages parents to visit

Pupils are well behaved in, and out, of school
School insists on uniforms being worn

Staff nay dress casually
School has high academic standards

School offers a wide range of subjects
Pupils are encouraged to help in their community
School is close to home

School is one site, without huts and annexes

Pupils are on familiar terms with their teachers

School emphasises the *3 r's" above all else

School offers religious / moral education
School has good sports facilites
School has small classes at all stages

Pupils have strong respect for staff
School does not focus exclusively on preparing for exams

School has a good, happy atmosphere

Copy in those you added in question 4 and grade these as well
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9 Do you, as a parent, have much contact with any of the schools
locally? What sorts of contact do you have? ~

Please tick nhichever boxes ipply to you =

Name of school Name of school

I usually attend/ take part in- I_ usually attend / take part in-
Parents nights Parents nights
Social functions Social functions

Adult classes Adult classes

School plays etc School plays etc
•

Parents assosiation / PTA Parents association / PTA

Sports days / Matches Sports days / matches

Special involvement Special involvement

NONE OF THESE | | NONE OF THESE 1 |

10 You currently have a child in Primary 6. Which school would you

like your child to attend from August 1985?
Name of school

Is this your local catchment area school

Please tick one of the boxes

No

Yes

Why would you like your child to attend this school rather than any

of the others?

Please give your reasons in the space below

10



11 Are there any reasons why your child might not start this school
in August 1985?

Ploaao tick any boxat which apply to you

Moving away from the area

School may close down in the meantime
•The school may be full
Your request (if you make one) will not be granted
Child will attend a private / independent school

Any other specific reasons?

12 Bearing these things in mind, how likely is it that your child will
i

start at the school you mentioned in question 10 from August 1985?
Ploaao tick ono box

Certainly will

Probably will

May or may not

Probably will not

Certainly will not

11



13 Who do you think should have the final say in which school a child
attends?

Picas* tick on* of th* box**

Parent or child alone -

-

School alone

Education Authority alone

Parent / child and the school together
Parent / child and the Education Authority together
Other

14 If you have any comments to make regarding your local schools, or

about education in general, it would be helpful if you could write
them in the space below. Remember that the school will not be told
of your responses.

\

2


